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Monday, 19th May 2014
Session I:
09.30 - 10.00

Introductory Session
Opening of the meeting by:
Mr. Ákos Horváth, director general, CER, HAS .
Mr. Sunil Sabharwal (Scientific Secretary, IAEA)
Scope and Objectives of the CRP and 3rd RCM
Ms. Erzsébet Takács
Election of the Chairperson and reporter
Adoption of the agenda

10.00 – 10.30
10.30 – 11.30

Coffee break and administrative matters
Prof. László WOJNÁROVITS, CER, HAS, Invited presentation
Degradation of organic molecules in advanced oxidation processes:
relation between chemical structure and degradability

Session II:

Participants’ Presentations and discussions

11.30 – 12.10

Ms. Houria MEGUENNI – Algeria
Application of gamma radiation for removal of organic pollutants from
wastewater

12.10 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 14.40

Ms. Sueli Ivone BORRELY - Brazil
Ecotoxicity application for the assessment and improvement of
wastewater: emphasis on EB irradiation
Coffee Break

14.40 – 15.00
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15.00 – 17.00

Mr. Shijun HE - China
The ionizing radiation technology for the enhanced treatment of
industrial wastewater contaminated with low and high concentration of
organic compounds
Mr. Jianlong WANG – China
Ms. Libing CHU – China
Effects of ionizing radiation on microbial activities of sludge and
degradation of biohazardous contaminant in the sludge mixture

Tuesday, 20th May 2014
Session III

Participants’ Presentations

9.30 – 10.10

Mr. El-Sayed HEGAZY – Egypt
Radiation treatment of organic pollutant waste waters for reuse in
industrial and irrigation purposes

10.10 – 10.30
10.30 – 12.30

Coffee Break
Ms. Erzsébet TAKACS – Hungary
Radiation treatment of wastewater containing pharmaceutical
compounds - Introduction
Mr. Tamás CSAY – Hungary
Analytical methods in wastewater treatment – identification of
degradation products and metabolites
Ms. Renata HOMLOK – Hungary
Change in ecotoxicity during the ionizing radiation induced
decomposition of organic water pollutants
Ms. Erzsébet ILLÉS – Hungary
High energy ionizing radiation initiated degradation of ketoprofen and
ibuprofen in dilute aqueous solution
Ms. Krisztina KOVÁCS– Hungary
The decomposition of fenuron in aqueous solutions
Mr. Gyuri SÁGI – Hungary
Radiation induced degradation of sulfametoxazol in aqueous solutions

12.30 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 14.40

Mr. Salvatore Silvano EMMI – Italy
AOPs degradation of mixtures of emerging organic pollutants performed
in deionized-, tap-, and domestic waste-water.

14.40 – 15.20
15.20 – 15.40

Mr. Mitsumasa TAGUCHI - Japan
Treatment of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in wastewater by ionizing
radiation.
Coffee Break

15.40 – 16.20

Mr. Bumsoo HAN – Korea, Republic of
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16.20 – 17.00

Treatment of Wastewater for Reuse with Mobile Electron Beam Plant
Mr. Myun Joo LEE – Korea, Republic of
A Demonstration study on decomposition of antibiotics and endocrine
disrupters contained in sewage effluent by mobile electron beam
accelerator

Wednesday, 21th May 2014
Session IV

Participants’ Presentations and Discussion on Direction of Future
Research, Cooperation and Networking Activities

9.30 – 10.10

Ms. Khomsaton ABU BAKAR – Malaysia
Radiation treatment for recycling of industrial wastewater for industrial
usage
Coffee Break
Mr. Zbigniew ZIMEK – Poland
EB facility for industrial wastewater treatment - evaluation of process
complexity and cost effectiveness
Ms. Rita MELO – Portugal
Application of ionizing radiation on the cork wastewater treatment
Lunch

10.10 – 10.40
10.40 – 11.20
11.20 – 12.00
12.00 – 13.30
13.30 – 14.10
14.10 – 14.50

Marian VIRGOLICI – Romania
Extensive use of gas chromatography – mass spectrometry for the
characterization of the effects of radiation treatment of wastewater
Mr. Omer KANTOGLU – Turkey
Radiation induced treatment of organic pollutants

14.50 – 15.10
15.10 – 15.50

Coffee Break
Mr. Suresh PILLAI – USA
Combined E-Beam-chemical oxidant technologies for treating organic
pollutants in municipal wastewater: cost-benefit and business model
development

15.50 – 17.00

Discussion and directions for research and development

Thursday, 22th May 2014
Session V

Work Plan, Preparation of Technical Document

09.30- 11.00

Adjustment of participants work plans

11.00 - 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 12.10

Preparation of a technical report : scope/contents/structure of the meeting
report/conclusions/recommendations
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- Subgroup activities for writing report
12.10 - 13.40

Lunch break

14.00 – 18.00

Preparation of a technical report : scope/contents/structure of the meeting
report/conclusions/recommendations
- Subgroup activities for writing report

Friday, 23th May 2014
Session VI

Discussions of Final Draft of Technical Document

09.30 - 11.00

Preparation of a technical report : scope/contents/structure of the meeting
report/conclusions/recommendations
- Subgroup activities for writing report

11.00 - 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 12.30

Review of the draft of the meeting report

12.30 – 14.00

Lunch break

14.00 – 16.00

Review and acceptance of the draft of the meeting report

16.00

Closing of the meeting
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
3rd RCM on
RADIATION TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER FOR REUSE WITH PARTICULAR
FOCUS ON WASTEWATERS CONTAINING ORGANIC POLLUTANTS
1. BACKGROUND
Chronic shortages of water in arid and semi-arid regions of the world and environmental
policy regulations have stimulated the use of appropriate technologies in treating wastewater for
reuse, for example, in urban irrigation, industrial uses (cooling, boilers, and laundry), gardens
and parks, cleaning purposes, etc. Additionally, water re-use is becoming increasingly important
in large industrial centres, where water scarcity represents high operational costs for impounding
and adduction. Industrial effluents often carry chemical contaminants such as organics,
petrochemicals, pesticides, dyes and heavy metal ions. The standard biological treatment
processes commonly used for wastewater treatment are not capable of treating many of the
complex organic chemicals that are found in varying quantities in the wastewaters (e.g. persistent
organic pollutants, POPs). Another important problem arising is the increasing presence of
pharmaceuticals and endocrine disruptors compounds in municipal wastewater entering into the
receiving stream, for which new treatment techniques and procedures are needed to remove
excreted drugs before releasing the effluent into public waterways or reuse. Table 1 list the major
pollutants presents in waste waters and sludges. Radiation-initiated degradation of organics helps
to transform various pollutants into less harmful substances or reduce their levels below the
permissible concentrations. Studies in several Member States (MS) have demonstrated the
usefulness and efficiency of radiation technology for treatment of different organic pollutants.
The lack of comparative data in pilot scale studies using radiation technique (alone or in
combination with other methods) is a major issue in further utilization of this method for
wastewater treatment. There is a need to study further the radiation effects, reliability and cost on
specific group of organic pollutants in cooperation with other stakeholders who are involved in
using other technologies. Therefore, focus of this CRP will be on (i) to study the effects,
reliability and costs of room temperature radiation processing technology and determine the
optimized radiation dose and procedures, in combination with other processes, to treat
wastewater contaminated with low and high concentration of organic compounds; (ii) to validate
analytical methods to characterize and evaluate effects of by-products in treated wastewaters;
(iii) to obtain data on radiation method to treat wastewater with different concentration of
organic pollutants and compare it with data from conventional and novel technologies; (iv) to
develop guidelines for selection of areas where the radiation treatment has high potential for
rendering treated wastewater suitable for industrial and irrigation purposes. The Members States
participating in the CRP are well equipped to carry out such studies in close collaboration with
each other and the major facilities available are listed in Table 2.
2. CRP OVERALL OBJECTIVE
To enhance Member States capacity in applying radiation technology in combination
with other techniques for improving environmental safety aspects through effective treatment of
wastewater contaminated with organic pollutants and support reuse of treated wastewater for
urban irrigation and industrial purposes. This is in line with the objective of the project 2.5.2.5 to
enhance Member States capacity in applying radiation technology for managing agricultural and
industrial waste and effluents and decontamination of biological agents.
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2.1. Specific Research Objectives:
• Compare radiation technology with conventional and novel technologies such as Reverse
Osmosis, Ultra- and Nano- Membrane Filtration, Activated Carbon Adsorption, and Advanced
Oxidation Process (AOP) as Ozonation, UV, Sonolysis, Fenton process, in regard to costs and
effects for different application cases and local situations.
• Assess the analytical methods to characterize and evaluate the effects on micro-pollutant
reduction as well as impacts of radiation by-products in treated wastewaters (aquatic eco-toxicity
studies)
• Study the effects, reliability and costs of room temperature radiation processing technology for
specific groups of contaminants and specific application areas where the radiation technology is
promising according to the assessment of existing knowledge.
• Determination of optimized radiation dose and procedures for different application cases, in
combination with other pre- and post-treatment processes for contaminated wastewaters
• Develop guidelines for selection of areas where the radiation treatment has high potential for
rendering treated wastewater suitable for industrial and irrigation purposes including boundary
conditions for successful application.
2.2. Expected Research Outputs
The CRP is envisaged to yield the following outputs:
• Procedures and technical requirements, including optimal radiation doses, for radiation
treatment of wastewater contaminated with microbiological pollutants and organic compounds;
scope for treatment of different pollutants in wastewaters.
• Improved analytical and biological methods to characterize and evaluate the effect of radiation
and the effects of by-products in radiation-treated wastewaters.
• A comprehensive feasibility study comparing radiation technology and the conventional
technologies to treat wastewater for reuse purpose.
• Guidelines for selection of areas where the radiation treatment has high potential for rendering
treated wastewater suitable for industrial and irrigation purposes, in order to facilitate the
utilization of this technology in interested Member States.
The CRP is expected to enhance the capability of Member States in the use of radiation
processing technology to treat wastewater contaminated with organic pollutants and support
reuse of treated wastewater for urban irrigation and industrial purposes.

3. SUMMARY & CURRENT STATUS OF R&D WORK
Algeria
Our previous works were dealing with the degradation of pesticides by gamma radiation.
Itwasshown that dichlovos and chlorpyrifos-ethyl in aqueous solution were completely degraded
at the dose of 10kGy and 50kGy respectively. Concerning the degradation of PAHs(Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons ), it was shown that gamma radiation leads to the degradation of
acenaphtene at the dose of 10kGy and naphthalene at 30kGy. The study of the effect of gamma
radiation on industrial effluent wastewater showed that in global view, gamma radiation
decreased significantly the contamination level, with the increase of the absorbed dose. In
detailed view, the relative content of the naphthalene, 2,7 dimethyl in the effluent sample
decreased with the increase of the absorbed dose. At the dose of 6 kGy the molecule was
completely degraded. The COD of effluent sample presented a reduction of 58%, when 10 kGy
dose was applied.
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In Algeria fenitrothion is used in agriculture and also used in public health programs (sewer) to
fight against the larvae of mosquitoes and cockroaches. The HPLC analysis has shown that the
dose of 50kGy degraded 90 % of the fenitrothion contained in 150 mg/l aqueous solution.The
gamma radiation decreases the concentration of the solution as a function of irradiation dose and
acidifies the pH of FNT solution.Influent samples were collected and irradiated with delivered
doses of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12kGy. The degradation study was followed by HPLC and GC-MS and
the results revealed the presence of trace of fenitrothion in the influent control sample, whish
disappeared when the sample was irradiated at 2 kGy.However,no presence of by-products in
irradiated influent sample was detected.The chemical oxygen demand (COD) for irradiated
samples were analyzed, compared to that non irradiated samples.The results show that gamma
radiation reduced 46% of the COD of the influent sample at the dose of 12kGy.
On the ongoing program for the fourth year, we will take into consideration wastewater sample
which will be irradiated then purified on glass column containing adsorbent such as natural
cellulose.
Brazil
The on-going research include the radiation application to final effluent of one municipal
wastewater treatment plant, three real textile effluents, water solution for reactive dyes and
fluoxetine hydrochloride as the elected pharmaceutical due to its low biodegradation. EB
irradiation is the radiation source and ecotoxicity assays are the biological tool for measuring the
toxic potency of this group of samples, aiming the efficacy of radiation for the removal of
toxicity.
One important scientific cooperation is been implemented with the SENAI School for
water reuse. They develop all the fabric processes for textile production going into the fashion
activities. The dyeing process generates colored wastewater and AOP are being applied. IPEN
collaboration is related to toxicity measurements and EB applications.
Due to the possible by-products formation, during the studied degradation processes, it is
recommended to assure less toxicity before discharging wastewaters. Most of the usual toxicity
assays for effluents are based on surviving and other critical biological endpoint. Two new
toxicity end-points were included: the embryo assay with D. similis and the shrimp surviving.
Electron beam irradiation was applied to water solution Hydrochoride Fluoxetine, to raw
sewage and to the mixture of both. The results comparisons of irradiated and non irradiated
samples showed that 5 kGy was an ideal dose for the samples (even the mixture), accounting for
> 80% removal of acute effects to D.similis, and decomposition of fluoxetine (> 90%
degradation). When radiation was applied to fluoxetine in the presence of raw sewage (50% +
50%) the whole toxicity removal was > 90%. F ions were obtained from EB degradation of
fluoxetine.
The studies carried out with the SENAI textile effluents also demonstrated 5.0 kGy as the
enough dose but the toxicity removal was not high (± 20%), the blue color removal was > 90%.
Next step of the cooperation will include the dyeing of cotton with irradiated effluent (using 5
kGy). The published documents below are related to this CRP, not including congresses
participation.
China (Shijun He)
The degradation of DCF was investigated in dilute aqueous solution by using electron
beam (EB) technology. Electron beam irradiation was carried out with a Rhodotron TT200
accelerator (energy 10 MeV, beam current 10 mA, power 100 kW). When the initial
concentration was between 10 and 40 mg/L, almost 100% of the DCF was degraded at a dose of
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0.5 kGy. However, only about 6.5% of DCF was mineralized even at 2 kGy, according to total
organic carbon (TOC) measurements. A combined process of EB and biological aerated filter
(BAF), so called EB+BAF, was developed to enhance the treatment of DCF contaminated
surface water. The effluent quality of combined process was substantially improved by EB
pretreatment mainly due to the degradation of DCF and related intermediates. The average
removal efficiency of CODMn, NH4+-N and UV254 was achieved up to 62.0%, 86.1% and 60.3%,
respectively. Both irradiation and biological treatment reduced the toxicity of the treated water.
The experimental results showed that EB is effective for removing DCF from artificial aqueous
solution and real surface water.
China (Libing Chu)
The gamma irradiation-induced degradation of sulfamethazine (SMT) in sludge mixture
in the presence of hydrogen peroxide was investigated. The results showed that gamma
irradiation was effective for removing SMT in sludge mixture and its degradation was enhanced
by H2O2 addition. At an irradiation dose of 0.8 kGy, the SMT removal efficiency was increased
from 63% to 80% in the sludge mixture with H2O2 addition. SMT degradation rate was lower in
the sludge mixture than that in the pure water. At the same irradiation dose of 1.0 kGy, the SMT
removal efficiency achieved 95% in pure water and 65% in sludge mixture. With H2O2 addition,
it increased to 100% and 76%, respectively. Following irradiation, sludge solubilization occurred
slowly. The degree of sludge solubilization remained almost the same with H 2O2 addition at the
same irradiation dose. After exposure to gamma irradiation, the microbial activity in the sludge
gradually decreased. Nearly 98% of culturable bacteria were inactivated at a dose of 5 kGy and
99.8% were inactivated with H2O2 addition.
Egypt
During the last period of this CRP, studies have been made on radiation processing for
remediation of polluted waters and wastewater especially those resulted from textile industry. The
effect of ionizing radiation on Acid fast yellow G, Maxilon C. I. Basic, Reactive red SH.B and
Direct blue 3B dyes was carried at different dye concentrations (25-150 mg/l). Almost complete
degradation was achieved for low dye concentration (25-50 mg/l) at 1-3 kGy absorbed doses.
Also, it was found that as the dose rate increases the dye degradation rate decreases. The pH value
of the solutions has a considerable effect on the dye degradation rate, for all investigated dyes.
Chemical Oxygen demand and Total Organic Carbon were also determined. It was found that
significantly higher doses were required for appreciable changes in COD. The COD reduction
şwas explained by oxygen addition reactions following reactions of the radiolytic species. The
oxidation reactions can only proceed as long oxygen is available in the solution. The tendency of
TOC, COD reduction and the change of pH values for all d;8ye solutions were similar to each
other. Also, it was found that the presence of oxygen or H 2O2 enhanced the degradation of such
dyes even at low doses. The effect of PH on the G-value is very dependent on the irradiation
atmosphere.
On the other side, polyvinyl alcohol/acrylic acid (PVA/AA) microgels were successfully
prepared using electron beam irradiation. Immobilization of different titanium dioxide (TiO 2)
concentrations on the surface of the prepared PVA-AA microgel was carried out. The structural
changes in the prepared PVA-AA microgel immobilized with TiO2 were investigated using FTIR,
EDX and XRD. Photo-degradation efficiency of TiO2/ PVA-AA microgel against metanil yellow
dyes was studied. The efficient photo-catalytic ability of PVA/AA–TiO2 composite microgel is
reflected in the determined photo bleaching rate of the dye. TiO 2/ PVA-AA microgel activity
increases with the increase of the amount of TiO 2 and results in an increase in the rate of the
9
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photo-degradation reaction. Easily recovery and better reproducibility made TiO2/PVA/AA of
great important in practice use as a photo-catalytic degradation composite materials for safe
treatment of textile wastewater.
Hungary
The degradation of ibuprofen, salicylic acid, sulfamethoxazole andclofibric acidwas
studied both by steady state gamma radiolysis and pulse radiolysis. Degradation products were
identified after HPLC separation by MS/MS detection. Mechanisms were suggested for the
reaction of OH radical with the investigated molecules. Based on the results obtained by COD
measurements the degradation efficiencies were calculated. The change in toxicity of the
solutions during degradation was also followed.
We made a compilation on the rate coefficients of hydroxyl radical reactions with
pesticide molecules and related compounds. Rate coefficients published in the literature on
hydroxyl radical reactions with pesticides and related compounds are discussed together with the
experimental methods and the basic reaction mechanisms. Recommendations are made for the
most probable values. Most of the molecules whose rate coefficients are discussed have aromatic
ring: their rate coefficients are in the range of 2  109 mol–1 dm3 s–11  1010mol–1 dm3 s–1. The
rate coefficients within a molecule family show some variation with the electron
withdrawingdonating nature of the substituent on the ring. The rate coefficients for triazine
pesticides (simazine, atrazine, prometon) are all around 2.5  109mol–1 dm3 s–1. The values do
not show variation with the substituent on the s-triazine ring. The rate coefficients for the nonaromatic molecules which have C=C double bonds or several C-H bonds may also be above 1 
109 mol–1 dm3 s–1. However, the values for molecules without C=C double bonds or several C-H
bonds are in the 1  107mol–1 dm3 s–11  109mol–1 dm3 s–1 range.
Italy
In a previous report it has been highlighted that no-one single remediation method can
solve the water pollution issue alone. A successful remediation of a wide range of physical,
chemical and biological properties of pollutants requires the association of physical-mechanical
methods with physico-chemical processes and biodigestion in an integrated technology.
One main objective of Italian team was the implementation of an advanced oxidation
process in a domestic laundry machine (Funded by Italian Ministry of Development). The
purpose was to prototype a new domestic appliance able to recycle wastewater for further
washing, after in-side treatment. Other activities were dealing with the destruction of single or
mixed emerging organic pollutants, performed in two aqueous media, i.e. deionized-, and tapwater.
The AOPs treatment of a laundry machine wastewater has been carried out. It has been
found that water re-use can be implemented to allow a 30% water saving.Assessment of
performance under the IEC60456 directive indicates thatrehabilitated 2 nd rinse waterwith
UVC/H2O2-drop-wiseand O3 have almost the same level of performance as tap water.Water
solutions of sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS), C12-C14 alcohol polyethylene glycol
ethers (Lorodac 7-24), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (HTAB), and their mixtures have
been treated withUVA and UVC in the presence of suspended TiO 2 micropearls. The
mineralization rate followed the order Lorodac> SDBS > HTAB. TiO2 at concentrations 0.2%
and appears very effective in bothUV spectral regions. The degradation of a mixture of
carbamazepine (CBZ) and diclofenac (DCF) (pharmaceuticals), benzophenone-3 (BP3) and
benzophenone-4 (BP4) (Personal care products), and Triton X-100 (TRT)(surfactant) were
investigated both in deionized and tap water, by direct UVC photolysis, UVC/H 2O2, and
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UVC/TiO2. The degradation kinetics of the single components is highly influenced by the nature
of the matrix.
Japan
Pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in wastewater were treated by the combination method of
activated sludge and ionizing radiation in laboratory scale. Oseltamivir, aspirin, ibuprofen and
chlortetracycline at 5 µmol dm-3 in wastewater were decomposed by the activated sludge at
reaction time for 8 h. On the other hand, carbamazepine, ketoprofen, mefenamic acid, clofibric
acid, diclofenac, sulfamerazine, sulfapyridine, sulfamethazine, sulfamethoxazole, and
chloramphenicol were not decomposed completely. Decompositions of the persistent
pharmaceuticals and antibiotics at 5 µmol dm-3 in wastewater were investigated by gamma-ray
irradiation. Concentrations of them decreased with dose, and were less than 0.05 mg dm -3 as a
threshold concentration of chronic toxicity up to 2 kGy. The rate constants of the reactions of the
pharmaceuticals and antibiotics with hydroxyl radicals produced by the irradiation were
estimated by the competition reaction method to be 3.2-10 × 109 mol-1 dm3 s-1. Decompositions
of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics by ionizing radiation were simulated using the obtained
rate constants and the amount of dissolved organic carbon. Simulation curves as a function of
dose were responsible for the experimental data, and the required dose for the treatment of
wastewater by ionizing radiation can be estimated by this simulation.
Korea, Republic of (M.J.Lee)
Ecological hazard assessment of selected antibiotics and disinfectants in the livestock
wastewater treatment plants and its treatment by using radiation were carried out recently in
KAERI.
The objectives of this study were to screen the selected antibiotics including macrolides,
sulfonamides, tetracycline and two disinfectants used in livestock farms in the livestock WWTPs
in Korea. Currently, there was no information about the occurrence of veterinary medicines in
the livestock WWTPs in Korea. In addition, the ecological risk assessment of veterinary
medicines was performed using the data related to the acute toxicity of chemicals to Daphnia
magna in the literatures. And the other objectives were to investigate the possibility on
radiolytic degradation of represented antibiotics contained in livestock WWTPs in Korea.
The occurrence of eleven antibiotics and two disinfectants in the livestock wastewater plants
(WWTPs) in Korea were investigated. This investigation represented the occurrence of
veterinary medicines to treat in the livestock WWTPs or be discharged into the water system in
Korea since the sampling sites were national-widely distributed and samples were collected from
the eleven livestock WWTPs. In eleven livestock WWTP influents, chlortetracycline,
oxytetracycline, acetylsalicylic acid, and disinfectants frequently occurred with the high
concentrations. Meanwhile, sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin-H2O, and trimethoprim did not
occur during sampling periods. logKowand the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each
compound showed the correlation between each other and were important factors to estimate and
understand the biodegradability and toxicity of a compound in the environment. The
biodegradability of each compound was proportional to the hydrophilicity of each compound and
the toxicity was proportional to the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each compound.
The expected introductory concentration (EIC), predicted effect concentration (PEC), and hazard
quotient showed that the livestock WWTP effluents were hazardous to ecosystems.The
antibiotics concentrations decreased with increasing radiation doses and the five target
antibiotics were completely degraded.
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Korea, Republic of (B. Han)
Endocrine disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) are chemicals that may interfere with the
humane body’s endocrine system and produce adverse developmental, reproductive,
neurological, and immune effects in both humans and wildlife. A wide range of substances, both
natural and man-made, are thought to cause endocrine disruption, including pharmaceuticals,
dioxin and dioxin-like compounds, polychlorinated biphenyls, DDT and other pesticides, and
plasticizers such as bisphenol A. The high energy ionizing radiation has the ability to remove the
EDCs with a very high degree of reliability and in a clean and efficient manner. The ionizing
radiation interacts with matter both directly and indirectly. Direct interaction takes place with
EDCs and the structure of EDCs has destroyed or changed. During indirect interaction, radiolysis
products of water result in the formation of highly reactive intermediates that then react with the
target molecules, culminating in structural changes.
The previous works are mainly to disinfect the microorganisms since the sludge
generated by a sewage plant contains a high concentration of pathogens, which limits the reuse
of this waste - a rich source of plant nutrients, the disposal of sewage sludge in its original form
is an economic loss to society. However, the industrial sludge is used to send to incineration
plant or sanitary landfilling area, but to cause the secondary problems by the release of EDCS to
environment. Thus, it is necessary to enhance the treatment process to ensure the removal of the
EDCs with a high degree of reliability.
A pilot scale experiment was conducted in EB TECH with samples from the Textile
Dyeing Complex in Daegu City. In this experiment, electron accelerator of 2.5 MeV, 100kW
with the dose rate of 40kGy/s is used on the crushed sludge. Thickness of sludge is controlled
from 2 to 10 mm; where to consider the range of 2.5 MeV electrons in sludge. The rate of sludge
moving under the beam is controlled within the range of 5-10 m/min. The experiment were
conducted with the doses up to 50kGy at atmospheric temperature (20~25℃).
Analytical methods to detect the EDCs were developed based on HPLC and GC-MS. The
concentration of EDCs in industrial sludge before and and after irradiation was analyzed with
two different extraction methods (SPE and ASE-200). To remove the Nonylphenol at 95%)and
Di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) at 90%, the required absorbed dose is 20kGy, and it is higher
than the required doses reported by others who made the experiments with the EDCs in aqueous
system.
Malaysia
During contract period of 2012-11-17 to 2013-11-16, operation condition for biological
treatment with hydraulic retention time lesser than 48 hours and electron beam energy effect on
these parameters was optimized and achieved successfully. Unfortunately, the results for
combination of e-Beam irradiation and biological treatment of actual waste water are incomplete
due to constraint of time. The operation of biological reactor was started very recently and
followed by scheduled daily monitoring. The results expected to be reported in upcoming
technical review committee meeting.
Based on results attained, it is proven that activated sludge process (ASP) on mix
industry wastewater was sufficient to remove COD, suspended solid and color at 48 hours of
hydraulic retention time (HRT). Besides, the recital of ASP was highly influenced by mix liquor
volatile suspended solid (MLVSS). The efficiency of ASP was quite high at higher concentration
of MLVSS. In addition, reduction of COD, suspended solid and color was directly proportional
to MLVSS as well. At 3500 mg/l of MLVSS, the removal percentage of COD, suspended solid
and color was 69.4, 73.0 and 43.7% respectively. Moreover, this result was possible to achieve at
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48 hours HRT. Even, the system stabilizes on sixth day for 3500 mg/l of MLVSS in comparison
to 2000mg/l of MLVSS which takes about nine days in order to stabilize.
Effect of electron beam energy on COD, color and suspended solid at constant irradiation dose
was analyzed. Reduction in suspended solid and COD values was observed as the energy
increases but there weren’t any significant changes in color. This may due to the absent of
complex compound which adds some color to the specified waste water samples. Reduction in
COD values still was detected at higher irradiation current as the energy increases and still there
weren’t any significant changes in color in this scenario as well.
Through the results achieved, it is expected the combination treatment of irradiation with
biological might give more relevant and efficient results.
Poland
The study of wastewater treatment by radiation regarding radiation processes
contribution and physical-chemical separation of highly concentrated nonorganic pollutants
deposited in specific industrial waste were investigated. Mechanism of sedimentation process of
nonorganic pollutants initiated by ionizing radiation was confirmed experimentally. It was found
that irradiation considerably affects wastewater filterability, bound-water content, the
enhancement of agglomeration of suspended particles. Evaluation from technical and economical
point of view of this specific radiation technology was performed towards feasibility study
preparation for industrial wastewater facility. Particularly electron accelerators performances
were investigated to evaluate their disadvantages and advantages towards optimization a final
decision regarding accelerator selection. The facility throughput can be significantly increased
and unit cost of wastewater treatment decreased by improvement the coefficient of electron beam
utilization. The optimization beam utilization coefficient was performed by computer simulation
based on Monte Carlo method.
Cost analysis of industrial wastewater effluents treatment by radiation was performed to
establish basic parameters and facility cost-effectiveness assumptions on the base of accelerator
performances, required dose and established electron beam utilization coefficient. Accelerator
(electron energy 1MeV, beam power 400 kW) cost including spare parts, installation and training
and the cost related to the building construction, irradiation chamber and other spending were
taking into account. The total investment cost was estimated on 4.2 M$. The exploitation cost
was evaluated taking into account variable and fixed costs. When bank credit is adopted (8 % for
20 years) and electricity cost 0.05 $/kWh is applied the annual exploitation cost amounts 1.1 M$.
Estimated costs for wastewater electron beam treatment process in above conditions was
estimated on 0.40 $/m3. To justify process implementation the dose rate should be properly
decreased by process parameters optimization (temperature, additives) and value of byproduct
should be taken into economic evaluation.
Portugal
Since 2002, the Portuguese Group has been developed work aiming to implement
wastewater treatment by ionizing radiation in Portugal. Studies on different kind of municipal
and industrial wastewater were performed. Among others, ionizing radiation seems to have high
potential application on slaughterhouse and cork industries increasing wastewater added value.
The effects of ionizing radiation on slaughterhouse wastewater and sludge showed an increase on
biodegradability and fertilizer properties, respectively. Concerning cork wastewater, it was found
that ionizing radiation increases its antioxidant activity and the amount of phenolic compounds.
This is very important as the treatment increases the added-value compounds (antioxidants)
leading to a valuable solution as a raw material for other industries. Based on these facts,
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recently we propose to study the possibility of extraction of well-known natural antioxidants
such as phenolic compounds from cork wastewater by adsorption onto activated carbon. On the
other hand,we also aimed to improve selectivity of activated carbon through modification of
carbon surface by ionizing radiation. First results point out to a potential increase of ionizing
radiation as a technological tool to improve adsorption efficiency of low cost absorbent as
activated carbon. In the last year, our group has published 1 scientific paper, 5 poster
presentations in international conferences and 1 MSc thesis.
Romania
A radiolytic study was carried out on model wastewater samples spiked with
organochlorine pesticides, using hexachlorobenzene as model target analite. Experimental model
sewer wastewater samples were irradiated at IRASM Multipurpose Irradiation Facility (IFINHH, Bucharest-Magurele), an industrial gamma irradiator with an activity of 288 kCi in January
2013. The absorbed dose received by the samples was 1.3 kGy (1.3 kGy/h dose rate), determined
with ethanol-chloro-benzene dosimetry system. The organochlorine compounds concentration
was monitored by gas chromatography with simultaneous micro electron capture detection and
mass spectrometric detection. ISO 6468:1996 sample preparation protocols were used for the
recovery of target analytes from the wastewater matrix. The concentration of the target analyte
decreased ten times after the irradiation treatment. The analytical infrastructure was upgraded
with a new Physical and Chemical Tests Laboratory.
Turkey
In this period of the research, optimization of the anaerobic digestion parameters in pilot
scale were studied either it was irradiated or non-irradiated wastewater. Up flow sludge blanket
reactors (UASB) were set up for these purposes. In the reactors, hydrolic retention time (HRT),
organic loading rate (OLR), COD and BOD reductions, sulfate and sulfide concentration, pH and
oxidation reduction potential (ORP), volatile suspended solid (VSS), total suspended solid (TSS)
were followed. COD content of the reactors was increased from 5000 mg/L to 38000 mg/L in
time to reach the steady state of highest COD content of alkaloid wastewater and to determine
the substrate removal percentage.
Regarding to primarily results, high sulfate concentration was thought to be the reason of
the inhibition of the bacteria in UASB the reactors for both irradiated and non-irradiated
wastewater. It is therefore sulfate and sulfide concentration of the treated and untreated
wastewater was followed by ion chromatography as well as irradiated and non-irradiated
wastewaters. On the other hand, a new anaerobic UASB reactor was designed for the
desulfurization of the alkaloid wastewater. However, it was found that there was no evidence on
the inhibition of anaerobic bacteria with high sulfate concentration.
Substrate removal of irradiated and non-irradiated wastewater at 38000 mg/L of COD was found
to be similar around 57 %. So this is not enough to introduce the treated wastewater to aerobic
reactor. It was decided that if a serial UASB reactor for irradiated and non-irradiated wastewater
was set up, the COD content would be reduced to below 5000 mg/L, which was the upper limit
of the aerobic digestion reactor.
USA
Activities over the past 18 months have focused specifically on commercializing the
ebeam process for the wastewater industry. As a first step of these activities, we signed an
options agreement with Headworks International, a Houston based company. Headworks
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International was chosen because the company met several criteria including that it was a
relatively small, privately owned progressive wastewater company with a track record of having
successfully installed automated wastewater screening equipment in plants around the world.
Moreover, company has a strong reputation in the industry with offices in the US, Middle East,
Canada and India. Once a formal agreement was in place we started developing grant proposals
for funding from the US EPA and the NSF under the SBIR program. The SBIR program is a
grants program specifically targeted to assist small to medium sized company with funding to
assist with commercialization. Additionally, research proposals have been submitted to
Headworks International for funding to empirically determine methane production from ebeampretreated sludges and to provide terminal disinfection of sewage and animal husbandry
industries. Furthermore grant proposals were submitted to a special State of Texas funding
mechanism to seek resources to intiate research and development activities in the use of ebeam
technology for water resource. This project has since been approved for funding. A detailed
economic analysis customized to the needs of Headworks Internationalwas also performed to
compare the actual ebeam costs with other comparable processes in the industry. The results
from these analyses are very encouraging. These economic analyses were performed in support
of a proposal for building and operating a pilot plant based on ebeam technology. The city of
Houston is currently evaluating our proposal.
4. FUTURE R&D WORK PLAN
Algeria






Identification of POPs (pesticides and PAHs) present in the effluent sample by HPLC and
GC-MS analysis.
Study the effects of gamma irrradiation on the degradation of POPs such as PAHs and
pesticides. The minimum dose required for complete degradation will be determined.
Determination of COD and TOC will be also investigated as a function of absorbed dose.
The byproducts of degraded pollutants will be analyzed using HPLC and GC-MS.
Application of adsorption as a secondary process for POPs removal will be done using
column filled with cellulose fiber ;

Brazil






To conclude the irradiations of textile standard effluents (SENAI Technical School
Cooperation);
To assess the toxicity of the each principal component used for dyeing the cotton:
reactive blue dye 222, anionic surfactant and the dispersant;
To participate at the Brazilian Congress of Ecotoxicology and to conclude an
international article related to degradation of fluoxetine by EB irradiation;
To perform the dyeing of cotton with material prepared with irradiated SENAI effluent
(batch scale): applying reuse concept after irradiation of industrial wastewater;
To study the toxicity and apply radiation at standard mixtures of pharmaceuticals.

China (Shijun He)



Conduct Pilot-scale studies of textile and dyeing industrial wastewater treated by electron
beam irradiation
Evaluate toxicity of the treated wastewater
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Optimization of combined process of coagulation and EB irradiation
Preliminary techno-economic comparison of the developed combined process vis
conventional process.

China (Libing Chu)




To establish the methods to extract SMT from sludge solid.
To study the fate of SMT in both the supernatant and sludge solid following gamma
irradiation.
To compare SMT degradation by gamma irradiation with other AOPs such as Fenton-like
oxidation.

Egypt
Our objective work plan for the coming year will be focused on studying the effects, reliability
and costs of radiation processing technology.
 Determination the optimized radiation dose and procedures, in combination with other
conventional technologies, for treating wastewater contaminated with low and high
concentration of organic compounds will be considered.
 The mechanisms of radiation-induced organic compound degradation will be investigated
in details.
 Biological methods to characterize and evaluate the effect of radiation on wastewaters
will be studied. Also, toxicity of radiation-treated wastewaters will be determined.
 Determination of the by-products resulting from radiation treatment of wastewaters using
different analytical techniques like HPLC –MS will be carried out.
 The areas where the radiation treatment has high potential for rendering treated
wastewater suitable for industrial and irrigation purposes will be selected and taken in
consideration.
Hungary
We plan to study the radiation induced degradation of the following compounds:
 pesticides
o fenuron
o monuron
o diuron
 sulphonamide type antibiotics
 penicillin derivatives
o amoxicillin
o ampicillin
o cloxacillin
The degradation will be followed by UV-Vis spectrophotometry, COD, BOD, TOC and toxicity
measurements.
For identifying the degradation products LC-MS/MS and GC-MS techniques will be used.
Pulse radiolysis with kinetic photometer detection will be used for taking the intermediate
spectra and determining the kinetic parameters.
Based on the results of pulse radiolysis measurements and product identification degradation
mechanisms will be suggested.
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Italy






Involved in Plasma/electron beam based AOPs project possibly under the HORIZON
2020 call.
Integrationof AOPs in the valorization chain of food industry by-products.
Investigation on AOPs degradation ofemerging pollutantsmixture in different matrices.
Investigation on binary AOPs (UV/microwaves, UV/US).
R&D of new photocatalytic systems.

Japan
 Treat wastewater containing pharmaceuticals by the activated sludge system in order to
decompose biodegradable pharmaceuticals and reduce the amount of dissolved organic
carbon.
 Decompose persistent pharmaceuticals, which are not decomposed by the activated
sludge system, by gamma-rays, and evaluate their decomposition efficiencies depending
on the amount of TOC in wastewater.
 Investigate reaction kinetics of pharmaceuticals with radiation induced hydroxyl radicals
and hydrated electrons in water.
 Estimate required dose for decomposition of pharmaceuticals in wastewater by the
combination method of the activated sludge and ionizing radiations by use of the
simulation code.
 Evaluate the possibility and cost of the combination method for treatment of real
wastewater containing organic pollutants such as endocrine disrupting chemicals,
halogenated organic compounds, pharmaceuticals and antibiotics using ionizing
radiation.
Korea, Republic of (M.J.Lee)
 Transfer of technology for advanced treatment of sewage to industry.
 Sustainable field demonstration for advanced treatment of sewage by using mobile
electron beam accelerator.
 Support to committee for Korea environmental regulation on treatment of antibiotics
and disinfectants.
 Suggestion of alternative technology to government for the treatment of livestock
wastewater.
 Sustainable development of more simple and effective technology for the treatment
of livestock wastewater by using radiation fusion technology.
 Demonstration work for the PCBs removal contaminated in waste electrical
transformer by using mobile electron beam accelerator in Africa area.
Korea, Republic of (Bumsoo Han))
WastewaterTreatment


Treatment of Effluent from Municipal plant for re-use with mobile electron beam plant:
The approach addresses the fate of not just conventional indicator organisms (E. coli,
Enterococcus, coliforms, and total coliforms), but also provides a framework to track and
monitor the fate of alternate indicator organisms like the Bacteroidales, which are
anaerobic and hence decay faster in ambient waters. Unlike traditional indicators,
because they are host-associated, a given Bacteroidales genetic marker can be used in the
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differentiation between human and nonhuman pollution and in the identification of
specific animal sources – important information for source control and treatment
programs. Both Enterococcous and Bacteroidales are currently being considered by U.S.
EPA in their epidemiological studies to update existing ambient water quality criteria
using quantitative PCR (qPCR) methodology.
Disinfection of Fracturing water in Shale Gas production:
The current practice of eliminating bacteria from fracturing fluid is the use of hazardous
bactericides, mainly gluteraldehydes, that contain hazardous consitutients such as
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). Disinfection of frac make-up water is
currently done with chemical biocides, but advanced disinfection (“green”) technologies
are required. On-site operation of Mobile Electron Beam Plant is planned. The mobile
plant will be operated continuously to obtain parameters for collecting data with various
conditions to secure consistency and reliability of EB process.

Gaseous Waste Treatment




Flue gas removal from heavy oil plant:
The Mobile Electron Beam Plant (MEB) has proved its on-site adaptability as operating
for a pilot scale demo plant for flue gas treatment from the power plant in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. We will go into the design of Demo plant in a larger scale (60,000 ~ 200,000
Nm3/h) together with Saudi Aramco, INCT (Poland)
VOCs removal from automobile industries:
On-site pilot scale treatment of VOCs from automobile industries and tire co. will be
applied. The Mobile Electron Beam Plant (MEB) can treat up to 3,000Nm3/h with 4~8
kGy at continuous operation mode.

Sludge Treatment


Removal of EDCs from the industrial sludge:
Continuous treatment of industrial sludge contaminated with the EDCs (PN, DEHP, BPA
etc.). The experimental system (1 MeV, 100 kW) to treat the industrial sludge has set up
for continuous feeding and recovery. The the experimental result showed higher required
doses in comparison with aquous system, however, the result is quite promising.
Industrial sludge from tannery process and others will also be tested. Further experiments
with economic analysis will find the optimal condition to commercial application.

Malaysia
 Development of combination treatment of e-beam irradiation and biological.
o Optimization of biological treatment operating conditions.
o Water quality monitoring for treated waste water (BOD5,COD,TOC,SS,Turbidity,
pH and toxicity)
 Irradiation of industrial wastewater with electron beam at two different conditions.
o Mix industrial waste water will be irradiated before and after biological treatment.
For the first batch the raw samples collected from industrial pumping house A
will be exposed to irradiation. As for second batch the water samples from
pumping house will undergo biological treatment initially and then will be
exposed to irradiation. Comparison of the both set of results will be done soon
after.
o Normal water quality monitoring parameters will be tested for both batches.
 Explore the possible technique to enhance irradiation effect at lower dose.
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o Study the addition effect of the most compatible additives to boost the radiolysis
of water at lower dose.
o Investigate on ambient condition which may promote effect of irradiation.
Poland







Optimization of waste treatment process by radiation combined with forced bubbling
caused by air/ozone stream,
Investigation temperature dependence of waste treatment process,
Investigation of nonorganic chemical additives influence on sedimentation process,
Investigation of byproduct physical properties depends on radiation process parameters,
Evaluation market value of byproduct due to its volume and physical parameters.
Final version of feasibility study devoted to target throughput of the facility.

Portugal








Continue ongoing studies to upgrade knowledge on byproducts formed after standard
solutions irradiation and its toxicity
Continue ongoing studies on slaughter house wastewater and cork industry wastewater
Higher absorbed doses will be applied in activated carbon samples and textural and chemical
analysis will be performed to confirm their modifications.
Improvement of desorption conditions will be performed.
Technical and feasibility evaluation of activated carbon extraction application will be done
using real cork wastewater.
Dissemination of radiation technologies applications (e.g.: authorities, universities)
Straight connections with industries showing the gains from investing in radiation
technologies

Romania



simplifying the sample preparation protocols in order to analyze more complex
wastewater matrixes, closer to real wastewater samples as total disolved and undisolved
solids;
exploring the emergency treatment with ionizing radiation in case of accidental discharge
of POPs

Turkey







Continuous mode anaeorobic digestion studies
Continuous mode aerobic digestion studies
Continuous mode anaerobic-aerobic digestion studies
Toxicological assays
Industrial process design for alkaloid industry
Feasibility studies of conventional and irradiation technologies with real case parameters.
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USA (S.Pillai)







Continue to focus on commercialization of the ebeam process for one or more custom
wastewater application solutions
Establishing ebeam doses for total inactivation of known pathogens in tertiary treated
reuse
Establishing ebeam doses for estrogenic activity removal
Establishing ebeam doses for chemical compound (PFOA and bromate) using synthetic,
distilled and actual reuse water.
Kinetic model development and model validation for chemical compound destruction
under ebeam treatment process
Delineate the quantitative estimation of risks from microbial infection from sewage
sludges

5. CONCLUSIONS
1. An industrial scale ebeam system for treating textile wastewater has already been
successfully demonstrated for the textile dye waste water in the Republic of Korea. A
new pilot scale ebeam system for textile wastewater has been established in China. The
ability of this technology to treat domestic wastewater to comply with IEC Directives for
washing has been demonstrated. This point to the increasing interest and successful
adoption of the technology. There is also evidence that national governments are starting
to support irradiation applications in wastewater. This is evident based on the financial
support by funding agencies. The US Department of Energy is starting to support
commercialization of linear accelerator technology for environmental applications. Some
European countries are developing plans to demonstrate wastewater treatment by
technologies including plasma and electron beam. Since the last CRP meetings, the topic
of ebeam treatment for environmental applications has been introduced in the US in at
least 3 professional wastewater conferences and symposia
2. This meeting highlighted the continued importance of research to refine the target
applications and wastewater characteristics for which ebeam systems would be applicable
There was new information on the potential of the technology for industrial sludges and
effluents from treatment plants containing micro pollutants including POPs, EDC, soda
waste, PPCPs and surfactants. New information on the degradation of PPCPs
(pharmaceuticals and personal care products) highlights the ability of this technology to
address this emerging contaminant. Fundamental research to understand reaction kinetics.
will help understand, model, and optimize the technologies
3. It is important to develop techniques to reduce COD in high COD content wastes such as
alkaloid containing wastes. The value of combining irradiation technology with additions
of catalysts or radical mediators (such as hydrogen peroxide, ozone) which are used in
other advanced oxidation processes was emphasized for such systems.
4. The need for more versatile sample extraction protocols for quantifying analytes in
wastewater and sludge matrices was highlighted as well as the need to focus studies on
emerging microbial and chemical contaminants.
5. Research conducted with specialized wastes such as alkaloids, soda waste, and cork
wastewater has highlighted the need to identify the key issues that are currently hurdles
in the adoption of the technology, for example,
A) Chemical, physical, and biological variability of the wastewater and solids
B) Uncertainties in the economics of the process
C) Accelerator design specifications
D) Wastewater/sludge delivery systems
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E) Proactive continuing education and public outreach
6. Use other currently employed wastewater treatment technologies as a general design to
support industrial scale ebeam systems
7. The group discussed the importance of increased cooperation and collaboration
especially in the case of toxicity measurements. There has been exchange of scientists
amongst labs since the last meeting. Research under this CRP indicate that using a “tool
box” approach of toxicity tests that involve two or more tests would be beneficial to
assess eco-toxicity. Research presented showed the need to combine biological oxygen
demand and chemical oxygen demand as indices of toxicity especially during the
treatment. Studies on actual wastewater to evaluate their eco-toxicity were recognized to
be critically important. Therefore, computational models for the evaluation of toxicity
have been introduced in recent studies to better understand ecological implications of
discharging irradiated effluent into the environment. In some studies, toxicity was
observed to increase in wastewater samples at low doses especially in the case of
pharmaceuticals compounds. Therefore, the absorbed dose applied should ensure
complete decomposition of metabolites and degradation products that are potentially
more toxic. The importance of following accurate dosimetry procedures was once again
emphasized.
8. The potential issue of metabolically active yet non culturable microbial cells after
irradiation was discussed. Therefore, dose should be carefully selected to avoid sub-lethal
inactivation conditions
9. The mobile ebeam platform has been deployed in Saudi Arabia (for treatment of flue
gases), Republic of Korea (for wastewater) and is being planned for demonstration in
Brazil (industrial wastewater) and the US (water reuse). The technology has been
demonstrated for use in contaminated groundwater and VOCs (Republic of Korea) from
automobile industries
10. There was discussion about the need to ‘standardize” some basic components of
accelerators so that the potential can increase significantly and made cost effective
6. RECOMMENDATIONS
Research
1. There is need for research to explore the possibility of converting non biodegradable
pollutants into biodegradable pollutants for enhancing biodegradability, increasing
solubility, filterability of organics, dewaterability of solids, reduction in viscosity, and
odor by ebeam technology. Such studies should include BOD and COD measurements so
that the results can be replicated and compared. In certain cases, it might also be of
importance to explore the potential benefits and limitations associated with the
conversion of biodegradable pollutants into more biologically stable states using this
technology.
2. Additional research is needed to combine ebeam technology with chemical or biological
treatment processes for synergistic effects. This approach could potentially reduce the
toxicity of irradiation by-products in wastes
3. There is need for new accelerator and their power system design, new efficient shielding
materials and product conveyor and control systems. Need to incorporate contemporary
developments in microelectronics and power systems into current installations and ongoing projects
4. Need to perform life cycle assessments, greenhouse gases impact for ebeam installations
to better quantify sustainability
5. Manufactured nanomaterials are an emerging contaminant. The possibility of using
radiation technologies for treating wastewaters containing persistent organic and
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6.
7.

8.
9.

inorganic nanomaterials should be explored. This may include the development of
appropriate and sensitive analytical methods. It is recommended to the IAEA that a
meeting to review the state of the science in nano-materials be organized
To continue the investigation of the effectiveness and efficiency of ionizing radiation
treatment with respect to other AOP’s
Explore the possibility of using ebeam treatment for emergency treatment of water
resources to remove hazardous chemicals and biological agents due to accidental and or
deliberate contamination. This highlights the importance of continued research and
development in mobile irradiation platforms and associated technologies including
analytics
Hospital effluents containing high concentrations of pharmaceuticals and antimicrobials
is a good sample matrix for demonstrating technology effectiveness
Use the CRP network as a starting platform for new regional/inter regional research
projects

Education and Outreach
1. The IAEA and CRP members should continue to foster linkages with environmental
consultants and consulting companies and other appropriate stakeholders
2. The CRP members should try to include chapters about the core technology and its
applications in higher education text books especially those that are targeted to
environmental engineers
3. The CRP members should try to arrange national level seminars within their home
countries and foster the development of regional-level workshops. The target audience
should be stake holders in the wastewater industry
4. The CRP members should develop outreach and education materials suitable for posting
on the internet and electronic media outlets, newspapers, radio and TV
5. The CRP members have agreed to contribute to a book that will document the progress of
the research and commercialization. The target date for the book’s compilation should be
linked to the end of this CRP. The target audience of the book will be professionals in the
wastewater industry and researchers in this field.
6. The CRP members have agreed to contribute to critical review research articles on the
topic of ionizing radiation for wastewater and sludge remediation . The target audience of
the book will be researchers and professionals in the wastewater industry
7. Organization of workshops targeting decision makers and key stakeholders in the
wastewater industry and regulatory departments should continue to be promoted
Commercialization
1. There is a need for expanding international training courses and programs and scientific
visitor exchanges
2. In promoting this technology it must be emphasized that the technology is scaleable from
pilot scale to large industrial scale facilities
3. IAEA should assist member countries to identify potential sources of funding to
commercialize irradiation technology applications for the environment
4. The CRP members should continue to present their research in national and international
meetings
5. The research findings from this CRP should be disseminated in forums where the
professionals from the waste water industry generally meet. These could include
WEFTEC, WEF, IWA, etc.
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Table 1: Summary of pollutants in water, wastewater and sludge
Wastewater

Organic
Matters
(manmade)

Solid

Industrial
Wastewater

Water

Municipal
Wastewater

Sludge

Contaminated
Soils

Dyes,
chemicals,
surfactants,
Alkaloids,

Pesticides,
endocrine
disrupters,

Pesticides,
endocrine
disrupters,

Pesticides,
endocrine
disrupters

pharmaceuticals

pharmaceuticals

PCBs, heavy
oils,
pesticides,
petrochemicals
etc.

organics
from humic
substances

organics from
humic
substances,

pharmaceuticals
Organic
Matters

organics from
humic
substances

(natural)
Inorganic
Matters

Heavy metals,
minerals

Heavy metals,
T-N, T-P,
minerals

Heavy metals,
T-N, T-P,
minerals

Heavy
metals, etc.

Heavy metals

Microbiological

-

Bacteria,
Viruses,
Parasites,
(Algae)

Bacteria,
Viruses,
Parasites

Bacteria,
Viruses,
Parasites

Bacteria,
Viruses,
Parasites etc.

Goals

decreasing
Toxicity, COD,
BOD, S/S

human activities,
agricultural and
industrial uses

discharge to the
environment, or
re-use for
human
activities

re-use for
agricultural
purpose

decreasing
toxicity,
remediation
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Table 2: Summary of radiation sources and analytical
methodologies to be utilized
Source of Radiation
Gamma
ray

E-Beam

Others

Analytical tools
Chemical Toxicology

Microbiology

Computer Pulse
Modeling Radiolysis

Algeria

☺

Brazil

☺

☺

☺

☺

China

☺

☺

☺

☺

Egypt

☺

☺

☺

Hungary

☺

☺

AOP

☺

☺

☺

Italy

☺

☺

AOP

☺

☺

☺

Japan

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

Korea

☺

☺

☺

☺

Malaysia

☺

☺

☺

Poland

☺

☺

☺

Portugal

☺

☺

☺

Romania

☺

Turkey

☺

U.S.A. (P)
U.S.A. (C)

☺

☺

AOP

☺

☺
☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

AOP

☺
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☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺
☺

☺

☺
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Table 3: Summary of work plan of studies in water, wastewater and sludge
Wastewater

Solid

High Contaminated

Medium to Low Contaminated

Sludge

Industrial Wastewater
Textile

Paper mill Petro- Chemical

Dyeing

Pharmaceutical

Hospital

Municipal

Underground

Ballast Water

EDC

Others

☺

☺

☺

☺

China

☺

Egypt

☺

☺

Hungary

☺

☺

Italy

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

Japan

Korea

Others

Waste

Algeria

Brazil

Animal

Contami
nated
Soils

☺

☺

☺

Malaysia

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

mixed
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Poland

☺

inorganic

☺

Portugal

☺

☺

☺

U.S.A. (P)

☺

☺

☺

U.S.A. (C)

☺

Romania

Turkey

Alkaloid
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Table 4: Summary of Work plan for CRP at a glance
Activities
Fundamental

Feasibility
studies

and New
analytical

Technology
Demonstration
and/or economic analysis

Algeria

☺

☺

☺

Brazil

☺

☺

☺

China

☺

☺

☺

Egypt

☺

☺

☺

Hungary

☺

☺

☺

Italy

☺

☺

☺

Japan

☺

☺

☺

Korea

☺

☺

☺

Malaysia

☺

☺

Poland

☺

☺

Portugal

☺

☺

☺

Romania

☺

☺

☺

Turkey

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

U.S.A. (P)
U.S.A. (C)

☺

Technology
Deployment

☺

☺

☺
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Table 5: Summary of Collaborations

Alg

Algeria
Brazil

Bra

Ch

T

Egy

Hun

Ita

CS

TG

BP

T

China

Egypt

CS

Hungary

CS

Italy

Kor

Mal

CS

T, BP,
M

BP,
T

EA

T,P

BP

EA,
CS,T

Pol

T,
BP,
M

TG

BP

CS

BP,
T

BP

Por

CS

Rom

Tur

CS

T

BP

T,,EB,EA,
D
T

EA

P,

CS

TG

EA

BP
BP

CS,

T,

CS,,BP,

EA

EB

EB

EB

BP

BP

USA
(C)

BP

CS

P,

USA(P)

T

BP

BP

Japan

Jap

CS,
BP

CS, BP,
TG

TG
Korea

CS

Malaysia

T

EA,
CS

BP,
CS

CS

CS,
BP

CS,
EA
D,TG

CS

CS

CS

T
Poland

CS

Portugal
Romania

TG
T

CS

T

T

CS

CS

BP

CS,
BP,
EB

Turkey

EB
CS,
BP,
TG

T

EB
EB

EA,
CS,
EB

EA,
CS

CS
M

USA (C)

T

BP

T,EB,
EA,
D

EB

TG,

BP

EB

EA,
M
BP

EA

Toxicity Assays= T, Byproduct Analysis= BP, Dosimetry= D, Electron Beam =EB
Microbiological Assays =M, Training=TG, Economic Analysis=EA, Complementary Studies: CS
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BP

EA,

BP

EB,
CS

EB

__ = Established Collaborations,__ = Future Collaborations

M

EA,T

EA

BP

EB

M

CS
USA (P)

D*

T

EB,
EA
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Application of Gamma Radiation for Removal of Organic Pollutants from Wastewater
H.Meguenni1, M.Mahlous1, S. Souilah 1 ,F.Djema1,D.Bouchfer2, K,Djender3
1
CRNA ;Centre de Recherche Nucléaire d'Alger, 2Bd Frantz Fanon BP-399 Alger-RP
2
ONA ; Office National de l’Assainissement, Alger.
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SEAAL ; Societé des Eaux et de l’Assainissement d’Alger.
Abstract
The present study is focused on the use of gamma radiation to reduce organic compounds wastewater was
studied, first on a synthetic aqueous solution of fenitrothion, which is an organophosphorus pesticide, then on a real
sample of wastewater. On a synthetic solution, the study was conducted with a concentration of 150ppm of
fenitrothion submitted to gamma rays of 60Co to absorbed doses varying from 15 to 50kGy. The results showed that
on the one hand, the pesticide concentration decreased with dose increasing and, on the other hand, irradiation
acidifies the pH of solution, which passed from 5.17 to 3.21 at 50kGy. The HPLC analysis has shown that 90 % of
the fenitrothion contained in the solution was degraded at the dose of 50kGy. Some by-products formed during
irradiation were identified using the identification program of NIST library, these are: Phosphothioico,o-dimethyl-o3methyl-4-methylsulfonyl, and fenitrooxon, with a fit value higher than 75%. The study on wastewater was
conducted on real samples collected from a purification plant influent that receives industrial and domestic
wastewater. Samples were irradiated in 2 -12 kGy dose range. The results show the decrease of the pH of the
influent sample with the increase of the absorbed dose. The chemical oxygen demand (COD) of irradiated and nonirradiated samples was determined. The results showed that gamma radiation at the dose of 12kGy reduced by 46%
the COD of the influent. The degradation study was followed by HPLC and GC-MS and the results reveal the
presence of trace of fenitrothion in the influent control sample, this trace disappeared in the sample irradiated at
2kGy. However, no traces of fenitrothion or its by-products were detected in the effluent control sample by GC-MS.

1.OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
The objective of the research is to study the effect of gamma radiation on the degradation
of fenitrothion, by products and other organic pollutants. The by product will be analyzed using
HPLC and GC-MS before and after irradiation.

2.INTRODUCTION

The extensive use of pesticides to enlarge the production in agriculture as well as the
intensive development of new chemicals, has dramatically increased the varieties and quantities
of agrochemicals present in the environment [1]. Recent decades have witnessed increases in the
levels of contamination of water with toxic organic compounds. Among those highly toxic
compounds dissolved in water are pesticides, which through their extensive use have become
increasingly present in water. Consequently, the pesticide pollution of environmental waters is a
pervasive problem with widespread ecological consequences.
Fenitrothion (FNT) or O,chrysantheme O-dimethyl O-(3-methyl-4-nitrophenyl)
phosphorothioate is an organophosphorus insecticide effective against a wide range of pests. In
Algeria it is used in agriculture for controlling cereals, fruits trees, and vegetables and also used
in public health programs (sewer) to fight against the larvae of mosquitoes and cockroaches. In
this type of treatment, contamination leads directly into sewer water and then to natural aquatic
environment.These pesticides applied in the site, can move off-site [2] to be directly exposed to
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the environment, carried by rainwater into the sewer water causing irreversible ecological
desasters. The FNT is known for its acute toxicity and many of its degradation products after
photolysis and hydrolysis which are suspected of being endocrine disrupting compounds [3], and
may be even as toxic as the parent compound [4].
In the wastewater treatment plant, the conventional treatment has low efficiency in the
degradation of chemical compounds.The degradation by gamma radiation has been proved to be
a promising method for the treatment of wastewater contaminated with organic pollutants [5].
Gamma radiation technique can remove hazardous organic chemicals from industrial wastewater
to get a better quality of effluent and consequently improve the environmental conditions.
Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the behavior as well as the presence of FNT and its byproducts in the environment, to avoid the imbalance of marine and terrestrial ecosystems.Thus,
we started the study on a synthetic aqueous solution of fenitrothion then we studied the real
samples collected from the purification plant influent of the City. The study of degradation was
followed by HPLC and the results were confirmed by GC-MS.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Chemicals
Fenitrothion, analytical grade 95.4% purity, purchased from Reiedel-de Haen, was used without
further purification. All solvents supplied by MERCK, Darmstadt, Germany were HPLC-grade
(acetonitrile, methanol). Phosphate buffer pH 7 and anhydrous sodium sulfate were supplied by Fluka.
Dichloromethane was purshased by Prolabo. Stock solution of fenitothion was prepared in deionized
water, protected from light and stored at 40C in refrigerator.
3.1.1 Preparation of samples
Synthetic solution: Stock solution of fenitrothion (C 0 =150ppm) was prepared, dissolved in water in
a proportion of volume 1/9 methanol/deionized water. Addition of co-solvent such as methanol is a
technique used to increase the solubility [6].The working standard solution was protected from light and
stored at 40C in wrapped in aluminum.
Real sample:The water samples were taken from the purification plant of the City (SEAAL) which
treats wastewater by conventional way, The samples were collected in glass flasks, fitted with closures
lined with aluminum foil, protected sunlight, and preserved for storing at 4°C prior to extraction and
analysis.
3.2 Irradiation procedure
The fenitrothion, stock aqueous solution (C 0= 150mg/l) was irradiated with C0-60gamma rays at
the doses of 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50kGy. The influent sample was irradiated at the doses of 2, 4, 6,8 and
12kGy. Irradiation was conducted at room temperature, with a dose rate of 5.79 Gy/min. The Frick
dosimetry system was used to determine the dose rate.
3.3. Analysis of the irradiated solutions by HPLC
The fenitrothion content in the solutions prior and after irradiation was followed by HPLC/DAD,
an Agilent 1260 Infinity chromatograph. The detection was realized at 215nm wavelength, using an
Eclips XDB-C18 column, temperature of the oven was 250C. Chromatographic conditions were as
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follow: the mobile phase consisting of a mixture of water and acetonitrile in volume proportions
of 30/70, at 1ml/min flow rate with injection volume of 50 µl.
3.4. Extraction procedure
The whole glassware was rinsed with acetone before the analysis. A liquid-liquid (L/L) extraction
was performed in ambient temperature. The aqueous samples of fenitrothion synthetic solution (C 0) or, a
real sample of influent, were liquid extracted with dichloromethane [7, 8], as a solvent extractor, were
made into the Erlenmeyer. The extraction was performed employing a magnetic stirrer during 30 min.
After the mixed solution was poured into the separatory funnel, the phase separation was observed, the
organic phase was passed through a layer of anhydrous sodium sulfate in view to fix remaining water.
The organic extract was concentrated in a rotary evaporator at 38 0C ± 10C to 2 ml and finally to dryness
under a flow of nitrogen and re-dissolved in a volume of 1ml of dichloromethane, then analyzed by GCMS.
3.5. Analysis of synthetic solutions and real samples by HPLC
The synthetic solutions and real samples prior and after irradiation were followed by liquid
chromatography analysis (HPLC) on Agilent 1260 Infinity chromatograph equipped with a diode array
UV/ Vis detector. The detection was realized at 215nm wavelength, using an Eclips XDB-C18 column,
temperature of the oven was 250C. Chromatographic conditions were as follow: the mobile phase
consisting of a mixture of water and acetonitrile in volume proportions of 30/70(V/V), at 1ml/min flow
rate with injection volume of 50 µl.
3.6 Analysis of irradiated sample by GC-MS
The identification of by-products was carried out on the synthetic solution of Fenitrothion
(C0=150ppm), which was irradiated at 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50kGy and on the influent samples, which were
irradiated at 2, 4, 6,8 and 12kGy. The GC-MS used during the present study was the Agilent
Technologies HP 6890N Network GC and Agilent Technologies HP 5973Network Mass selective
Detector, equipped with an PE-5MS column of 30m length and 0.25mm i.d; 0.25µm film thickness . The
separation of by-products was conducted under the following chromatographic conditions: The GC oven
temperature was kept at 55°Cfor 1 min and programmed to 200°C at the rate of 5°C/min, and then kept
constant at 200°C for 1min ,and programmed to 230°C at the rate of 1°C/min and then kept constant at
230°C for 2min. Helium was used as carrier gas at a flow rate of 1ml/min and the volume injected was
1µl. The temperature of the ion source and the interface were 230 0C. The MS operated in electron impact
ionization mode with a potential of 70eV.
4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Effect of gamma radiation on the synthetic solution
4.1.1. Analysis of the control solution of FNT by HPLC/DAD
Figure 1 shows the chromatographic profile of the control solution of FNT analyzed by HPLC. The
analysis revealed the appearance of the peak of FNT at retention time (Rt) of 3.44min.
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FIG.1. Chromatogram of FNT control solution analyzed by HPLC.
4.1.2. Analysis of irradiated solution of FNT by HPLC
The HPLC analysis, shows a degradation of the molecule FNT after irradiation at a dose
of50kGy. Figure 2 shows a decrease in the peak area of TNF that appears at Rt 3.44minutes compared to
that of the control solution in Figure 1.

FIG.2. Chromatogram irradiated solution of FNT, analyzed by HPLC.
4.1.3. Radiation effect on pH of the solution
According to previous studies, pH appears to play an important role during the radiation process [9].
The pH can change the ionization form of certain analytes and thereby it will affect their water solubility
and extractability.
In present study, the results showed that the radiation process reduces the pH of the irradiated
samples which decrease from 5.17 at absorbed dose of 15kGy to 3.21 at absorbed dose of 50kGy.
The irradiation effect on pH of irradiated samples of FNT is shown in figure3.
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FIG.3. Irradiation effect on pH of the FNT solution.
4.1.4.

Radiation effect on the concentration of irradiated solution

The concentration of FNT solution irradiated at various doses is illustrated on Figure 4. The decrease
of the concentration with the increase of the dose showed that irradiation is an effective technique for the
degradation of this molecule.
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FIG.4. Radiation effects on irradiated FNT solution.
4.2 Effect of gamma radiation on the real samples.
In order to follow the effect of radiation on the degradation of the organic compounds present in the
influents, we opted for analysis by HPLC and GC-MS before and after gamma irradiation, to monitor the
degradation of the fenitrothion and other organic pollutants which come from sewer treatment.
4.2.1. Radiation effect on the pH of the influent sample
The results showed that the radiation process decreases the pH of the irradiated samples which
passes from 7.73 at initial pH of the sample to 7.42 at absorbed dose of 12kGy. The irradiation effect on
pH of irradiated influent samples is shown in figure5.
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FIG.5. Radiation effect on the pH of the influent sample.
The figure5 shows the decrease of the pH with the increase of absorbed doses delivered to the
influent samples.
4.2.2. Analysis of non irradiated and irradiated influent sample
Analysis of the non irradiated and irradiated influent sample by HPLC
The figures 6 and 7, show the chromatographic profiles of the influent sample analyzed by HPLC
after liquid extraction.
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FIG. 6. HPLC/DAD analysis of the influent control sample.

FIG.7. HPLC/DAD analysis of the influent sample irradiated at 2kGy
The figure 7 shows the presence of the trace of FNT in the influent control sample at Rt of
3.396minutes, this trace disappeared when the sample was irradiated at 2kgy.
Analysis of the influent sample by GC-MS
1- Analysis of the fenitrothion synthetic solution by GC-MS:
The FNT control solution was analyzed by GC-MS, the NIST library identified the FNT molecule.
The figure8 shows, a FNT synthetic solution analyzed by GC-MS, the peak appeared at retention time of
34.23 minutes. The NIST library has identified a FNT with a fit value higher than 90%.

2. Analysis of the influent control sample by GC-MS:
The figure 9 shows the chromatographic profile obtained by GC-MS analysis of the influent control
sample. The same figure shows a fenitrothion peak which appeared at retention time of 34.25minutes.
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FIG. 8. Analysis of the fenitrothion synthetic solution by GC-MS.

FIG.9. Analysis of influent control sample by GC-MS.

The influent control sample was irradiated to the dose of 2, 6, 8 and 12kGy. On Figure 10 is shown the
disappearance of the FNT molecule when the sample was irradiated at 2 kGy.

FIG.10. Analysis GC-MS, of the influent samples irradiated at 2 kGy.
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The chromatogram obtained by GC-MS analysis show the no existence of the FNT in the influent
irradiated sample compared to the control influent sample, where the peak appears at the retention time of
34.25minutes. The FNT peak disappeared when the sample was irradiated from 2kGy. The NIST library
does not expected the presence of the by-products in the irradiated influent samples.

4.2.3

Effect of gamma radiation on the reduction of COD in influent
The fig.11 shows the DCO of irradiated and non irradiated influent samples.
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FIG11: COD Vs irradiation dose of influent sample
The irradiation of the influent showed a reduction of chemical oxygen demand (COD). The figure
shows that the COD for the control influent sample, decreased from 693 mg/l to 375 mg/l with a
percentage of reduction of 46% when12 kGy doses were applied.
The reduction calculated using the formula: % COD = [COD i – COD x / COD i ] × 100
Where: COD x is the value measured after a given dose and COD initial is the COD value for nonirradiated sample. The reduction in COD caused by radiation could be due to its direct and/ or indirect
effect on the destruction of organic compound [9]. The indirect effect is due to the free radicals produced
by water radiolysis such as eaq, H°, OH°, H2O2.
Conclusion
A concentration of 150ppm of FNT in aqueous solution was submitted to different absorbed
doses of gamma radiation, where, 90% of the pesticide synthetic solution was efficiently degraded by
gamma radiation at the absorbed dose of 50kGy. The HPLC analysis of the irradiated solutions, compared
to the control solution showed the formation of by-products: phosphothioic o, o-dimethyl o-3methyl-4methylsulfonyl and Fenitrooxon identified by Derbalah. The identification on GC-MS program of NIST
library has identified the by-products formed with a fit value higher than 70%. Gamma radiation is an
effective technique for the degradation of FNT in aqueous medium.
The influents samples taken from the purification plant, were irradiated at absorbed doses of 2,4,6,8 and
12kGy. The results show the decrease of the pH of the influent sample with the increase of the absorbed
dose. The analysis by HPLC and GC-MS before and after gamma irradiation, show the presence of the
trace of fenitrothion in the influent sample. The dose of 2 kGy degraded the molecule of FNT and reduced
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the contaminated level of the influent. The NIST library does not expected the presence of the byproducts in the irradiated influent sample.
As a complement, other study also shown that irradiation of the influent wastewater in presence of air was
destroying 46% of the DCO of the influent sample, at the dose of 12kGy. In this case, the reduction of
COD values could be related to the degradation of organic pollutant and its water solubility.
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Abstract
Ecotoxicity assays are considered an important tool for safety discharge of effluents. Due to the possible byproducts formation, during the chemicals degradation processes, it is recommended to assure less toxicity before
discharging wastewaters. Most of the usual toxicity assays for effluents are based on surviving and other critical
biological endpoint. During this research project it was studied two new possibilities for toxicity evaluation: the
embryo assay with Daphnia similis and the shrimp surviving. Ecotoxicity assays revealed H. azteca amphipod and
D. similis as the most sensitive applied living-organisms. Electron beam irradiation was applied to aqueous solution
of Hydrochoride Fluoxetine, to raw sewage and to the mixture of both. The comparisons of results of irradiated and
non irradiated samples showed that 5 kGy was an ideal dose for the waters (even the mixture), accounting for >
80% reduction of acute effects to D.similis, due to the decomposition of fluoxetine (> 90% degradation). When
radiation was applied to fluoxetine in the presence of raw sewage (50% of each) the whole toxicity removal was >
90%. F ions were obtained from EB degradation of fluoxetine.

1.OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
To develop toxicity measurements able to guarantee that advanced treatment technologies are not
generating hazardous by-products when degrading reactive dyes and pharmaceuticals.
To study the possibilities for EB irradiation be one of the technologies for improving industrial
wastewaters, allowing effluents reuse (textile activities and pharmaceutical producers).
To discuss some toxicity data obtained during the on-going research related to pharmaceuticals in waters
and reactive organic dyes.
2. INTRODUCTION
The detection of pharmaceuticals and their residues in waters and wastewaters has been reported
and several investigators have examined the degradation of pharmaceutical compounds during the
treatment through municipal sewage systems (Ternes, 1998; Simonich et al., 2002; Carballa et al., 2004).
The results show that influent and effluent concentration and elimination rates for different compounds
vary significantly. Anaerobic treatment of sewage sludge containing selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (10 liters lab-scale) reveled reductions of 32% (fluoxetine), 53% (fluvoxamine) and 38%
(sertraline), indicating their potential for accumulation in environment (Bergersen, et al., 2012). Looking
at accumulation potency studies, fluoxetine was determined in fishes at muscle tissue, liver and brain.
They were collected in Pecan Creek stream (downstream of effluent discharges), Brooks et al. (2005).
Long persistence and high bioaccumulation potential of fluoxetine and norfluoxetine were demonstrated
in tissues of fish Oryzias latipes (Paterson & Metcalfe, 2008); and the metabolism of steroids and
reproduction of mussel Dreissena polymorpha was altered due to ng L -1 of fluoxetine (Lazzara et al.,
2012). Figure 1a and 1b show the molecular formula of fluoxetine and nor-fluoxetine. This last is one of
the structures often present at environmental monitoring programs.
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1a)

1B)
FIG 1. Fluoxetine (a) and Norfluoxetine (b) molecules as the two chemicals detected in water and
wastewater.
Regarding biological effects to biota, or ecotoxicity, we have studied new assays for toxicity which
included native species (P. pandaliformis). They are important not only due to their ecological relevance
but mainly due to their characteristics: to survive at high salinity conditions (shrimp) and the second is
representative at rivers sediments (hyalella, benthonic organism). In the case when pollutants are
concentrated in sediments it is desired to use amphipod (as hyalella, for example). On the other hand,
several industrial effluents contain high salinity and the assay design has to take it into consideration
because the target information must be related to toxic chemicals, which means that the selection of the
test-organism is the primary importance. For instance the use of daphnids is not recommended if the
salinity of effluent is high.
All these studies led to the evidences about how important are the advanced oxidation processes
and specially the combination of treatment processes. In the last five years some authors who have
evaluated the removal of toxicity by using ionizing radiation for the decomposition of pharmaceuticals in
waters (Ogihara Silva, 2014; Homlok et al, 2013; Csay et al, 2012).
3.MATERIALS AND METHODS
During the investigation the Fluoxetine Water Solution was studied for toxicity and submited to
irradiations in order to be decomposed. In addition the mixture of fluoxetine and rew sewage was
prepared and submitted to the same experiments (toxicity assessment and EB irradiations). To determine
the chemicals and degradation fate, spectrophotometry and chromatographic techniques were applied.
Ions chromatography was used to determine the F ions formed during irradiation.
Fluoxetine (Divis Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltda, 98.78%) was used for standard solutions. SigmaAldrich acetonitrile and acetic acid (HPLC grade) were used for chromatography (solutions were
prepared with ultrapure Milli-Q water.
3.1. Toxicity assays
New biological effects of FH was investigated for embryo phase amphipod (D.similis), for H.
azteca and for shrimp (P. pandaliformis). This last assay was done at Instituto de Pesca. In this step it was
assessed only the non-irradiated solutions of fluoxetine.
After the irradiation treatment, acute toxicity tests were performed in triplicates using Daphnia similis
crustacean and luminescent bacteria Vibrio fischeri. The methodology adopted for toxicity assays was
ABNT Brazilian standard methods, which were based on ISO methods. The daphnids were raised at
proper Laboratory and several concentrations of target compound were exposed to D. similis for 48 hours.
The V. fischeri bioluminescence was measured at Microbics 500® analyzer and four concentrations of
studied samples were measured. The lost luminescence, after 15 minutes exposition, was proportional to
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the pharmaceutical concentrations. The EC50 numbers were calculated through linear regression analysis
(ABNT 2009, 2012). Once EC50 numbers are inversely proportional parameter, the transformation into
Toxic Units (TU) is suitable for the calculations of treatment efficacy
Hyalella azteca and P. pandaliformis shrimp were raised at laboratory at standard conditions, the
solutions for the biological assays were prepared with natural water and surviving and behavior were the
observed end-points.
3.2. EB Irradiation
Electron beam irradiation was performed at a Dynamitron® Electron Beam Accelerator , with
fixed parameters: 37.5 kW power and 1.4 MeV energy. Radiation doses ranged from 0.5 to 20.0 kGy by
varying the electric current (batch scale).
3.3.0 Chemical analysis
3.3.1 Chromatographic conditions
Fluoxetine concentrations were determined by ultra-fast liquid chromatographic (UFLC) analysis
using a Shimadzu (LC 20AD), equipped with a UV-Visible (SPD 20A), fluorescence (RF-10Axl)
detectors and a C18 column (Kinetex 5 µm Phenomenex, 150×4.6 mm). The oven temperature and sample
injection volume were 40.0°C and 50.0 µL, respectively. The eluents were (A) acetic acid 1% and (B)
acetonitrile at 70:30 ratio and 1.00 mL min-1 flow rate. For UV-Vis analysis, the wavelength for
fluoxetine detection was 226 nm. For fluorescence analysis, the emission and excitation detection
wavelengths of fluoxetine were 290 nm and 230 nm, respectively.
3.3.2 Total organic carbon analysis
The total organic carbon was measured at Shimadzu TOC- 5000A analyzer. The TOC was
determined indirectly by the difference between total carbon content of the sample (TC) and inorganic
carbon (IC) content.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Toxicity data for several classes of organisms were determined and some few comparisons were
carried out. The mortality of exposed shrimp to HF was detected as 26.31 ppm after 96 hours (Table 1).
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Table 1 – Percentage mortality (%) of shrimp exposed to increasing concentrations of Fluoxetine (mg.L1
) for 96 h and the average lethal dose (CL50 with 95% confidence limit) calculated by Spearman-Karber
analysis.
Exposure

LC50

Time (h)

0

5

10

30

60

100

(mg.L-1)

24

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.66

100

100

39.61 (35.61-44.86)

48

0.0

0.0

0.0

20

100

100

35.47 (29.48-42.68)

72

0.0

0.0

6.66

40

100

100

27.93 (21.66-36.02)

96

0.0

0.0

6.66

46.6

100

100

26.31 (20.33-34.06)

Moderate toxicity of fluoxetine was obtained for the shrimp (Table 1) and as expected higher the
exposure time, higher was toxicity. The daphnids and luminescent bacteria were more sensitive to
fluoxetine than the shrimp. Results presented at Table 2 showed the concentration that cause
immobilization for 50% of D similis exposed to fluoxetine for 48 hours. The new embryos assay seems to
be more sensitive than the standard methods (neonates), indicating earlier sign of effect when compared
to the standard immobilization assay at 0.34 ppm of HF. In this case we noted that embryo was more
sensitive than the neonates.
It is usual to apply waterflea (dafnids) to run toxicity measurements in many countries. The
second assay commonly applied for effluents is the Vibrio fischeri luminescence lost, due to its simplicity
and immediate response (15 min). The survival percentage obtained after exposure to fluoxetine at several
concentrations is presented at Figure 2. From this analysis it was possible to determine 1.28 ± 0.30 ppm
as the fluoxetine concentration that immobilize 50% of D.similis exposed. On the other hand when
analyzing the values presented at Table 3 it is easy to confirm that fluoxetine was very toxic to V. fischeri,
D. similis and H. azteca and lower was the effect obtained for P. pandaliformis shrimp.
Table 2 – Toxicity of fluoxetine to Daphnia similis at embryos and neonates stages of life
EC5048h (mg L-1)

EC5096h (mg L-1)

neonates

embryos

1

1.15

0.34

2

1.59

0.59

3

1.10

0.71

X±S

1.28 ± 0.30

0.55 ± 0.19

Assay

After determining the toxicity of fluoxetine in water solution to several organisms, the same was
performed to raw domestic sewage and to the mixture of fluoxetine in sewage. EB irradiation was carried
out for these three types of samples (fluoxetin in water solution – FH ; Untreated domestic sewage DS; a
50% mixture of both, MFS) according to Table 4.
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Table 3 - Effective lethal concentrations of fluoxetine (FH) to distinct classes of aquatic organisms
Test-organism-test

CE50 (mg L-1)

P. pandaliformis

35.47 (48h)

(crustacean, shrimp)
Vibrio fischeri

1.15 ± 0.06 (15 min)

(luminescent bacteria)
Hyalella azteca
(amphipod)

0.59 ± 0.20 ( 96h)

Daphnia similis

1.28 ± 0.30 (48h)

(microcrustacea)

FIG. 2. Percentage of survival of Daphnia similis (neonates) to fluoxetine.
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Table 4: Acute toxicity expressed by EC50, TU and efficacy of radiation for removal of toxicity on
Vibrio fischeri bacteria
Samples

EC50 (%) and
confidence interval

TU

0

22.54 (9.25 – 54.92)

4.44

-

2.5

27.13 (17.72 – 41.52)

3.69

16.92

5.0

22.87 (9.07 – 57.65)

4.37

1.44

7.5

29.96 (16.17 – 55.51)

3.34

24.77

0

23.96 (6.53 – 87.88)

4.17

-

5.0

28.60 (10.52 – 77.76)

3.50

16.22

7.5

26.00 (9.79 – 69.06)

3.85

7.85

15.0

26.35 (9.81 -70.79)

3.80

9.07

20.0

26.57 (11.70 – 60.32)

3.76

9.82

0

16.36 (6.36 – 42.05)

6.11

-

(Exp. 1)

2.5

18.83 (5.38 – 65.90)

5.31

13.12

DS

5.0

20.58 (5.97 – 70.93)

4.86

20.51

7.5

20.88 (6.39 – 68.22)

4.79

21.65

0

18.15 (8.79 – 37.47)

5.51

-

5.0

21.43 (6.32 – 72.62)

4.67

15.31

7.5

20.07 (6.05 – 66.53)

4.98

9.57

15.0

22.35 (7.73 – 64.58)

4.47

18.79

20.0

21.78 (7.19 – 65.93)

4.59

16.67

0

16.05 (6.92 – 37.22)

6.23

-

2.5

19.40 (5.61 – 67.00)

5.15

17.27

5.0

21.75 (9.10 – 50.03)

4.60

26.21

7.5

19.82 (5.58 – 70.36)

5.05

19.02

0

18.53 (8.67 – 39.59)

5.40

-

5.0

21.29 (7.30 – 62.09)

4.70

12.96

7.5

23.90 (7.78 – 73.42)

4.18

22.47

15.0

21.72 (6.76 – 69.74)

4.60

14.69

20.0

21.32 (8.95 – 50.77)

4.69

13.09

F.H. (Exp. 1)

F.H. (Exp. 2)

Untreated sewage

Untreatedsewage (Exp. 2)
DS

Mixture (Exp. 1)
MFS

Mixture (Exp. 2)
MFS

Doses
(kGy)
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The importance of running more than one toxicity assay was to confirm the levels of toxicity
instead of EC50 numbers comparisons. We need to take into consideration that chemicals interaction
mechanisms are different among distinct biological classes and even life stages. Some enzymes are
related to protection systems of organisms. Besides the time of exposure and biological phase are elected
according to standardize methods and may be different among species, as it was possible to observe
among the applied species during this research. Nonetheless, when comparing the EC 50 numbers for the
three types of samples (Table 4 - V.fischeri) at unirradiated samples, the results were quite similar,
indicating that the mixture of fluoxetine in raw sewage did not induce synergetic effect. After irradiation,
effective reduction of toxicity was obtained at lower doses (FH solutions 2.5 up to 5.0 kGy). Sometimes
when applying doses > 5kGy the radiation efficacy reduced. This occurrence has been observed and may
be related to organic acids formed by irradiation (reducing pH from at 20kGy). The same fate was
observed with D.similis but for 0.5 kGy this assay was more effective than the V.fischeri one.
Other possibilities are the intermediate species from the degradation of fluoxetine inducing
toxicity, specially defluorination of HF (under investigations).

FIG.3 (a) Toxic Unit obtained for Daphnia similis and (b) Vibrio fischeri versus dose (kGy)

On the other hand, the results with bacteria D. similis demonstrated more the 90% toxicity
removal of whole toxixity for the HF treated with 5 and 20 kGy, indicating the improvement of
irradiation. Such good results for the reduction of toxicity due to radiation was obtained only for D.similis
(3a), resulting in 82.7% removal of toxicity (5 kGy) and to V. fischeri was obtained 17.3% to 5 kGy.
Effluents may contain hundreds to thousands of chemicals with only a few being responsible for aquatic
toxicity (municipal sewage or industrial). Furthermore, the matrix of effluent may change significantly
over time with cyclic changes occurring daily, weekly, monthly and seasonally, and may be affected by
weather conditions or other unpredictable events. Many parameters of the matrix including total organic
carbon, total suspended solids, pH, hardness and ionic strength can strongly affect toxicity. In addition,
when multiple chemical toxicants are present, the proportion of the overall toxicity due to each chemical
may vary over time because of interactions. The degradation and oxidation of fluoxetine was followed by
decreasing total organic carbon (TOC) and by chromatography at Figures 4 and 5. The possible
formation of organic acids when ionizing radiation was applied may be related to the decreasing pH
values (6.6 to 4.7 after 5kGy). From the figure 4, the fluoxetine is identified at 5 minutes peak and the
degradation may be observed from the colored reduced piks.
From the figure 5, the fluoxetine is identified at 5 minutes peak and the degradation may be
observed from the colored reduced piks ( 5 min).
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FIG 4 – TOC versus dose as degradation efficacy of EB irradiation
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FIG. 5 – Chromatogram spectra of irradiated fluoxetine (5 min data)
Not shown data UV-Vis spectra (200 nm - 800 nm) idendified absorption peak at 226 nm for
fluoxetine solution and the similarity in the absorbance of the UV-Visible spectra for fluoxetine samples
after irradiation indicated the presence of a functional group of atoms with π bond electrons promoting
transitions of n or π electrons to the π* excited state during light absorption processes. A low molar
absorption coefficient (ε) of 12443 L mol-1 cm-1 was observed for fluoxetine molecule at 226 nm.
From the cited authors, who also applied irradiation to pharmaceuticals in water solutions and
measured toxicity, the increasing effects that were obtained were related to H 2O2 formed by oxidation. In
the present research, the formation of F- ions was observed by ion chromatography ( not concluded).
When photocalisis was applied to fluoxetin in water solution the author identified the formation of F - ions
and NO3- and small amount of NO 2- ions as a main characteristic of the degradation of fluoxetine by
ozonization and peroxone processes (Mendez-Arriaga et al, 2011).
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Abstract
The degradation of DCF was investigated in dilute aqueous solution by using electron beam (EB) technology.
When the initial concentration was between 10 and 40 mg/L, almost 100% of the DCF was degraded at a dose of 0.5
kGy. However, only about 6.5% of DCF was mineralized even at 2 kGy, according to total organic carbon (TOC)
measurements. A combined process of EB and biological aerated filter (BAF) was therefore developed to enhance
the treatment of DCF contaminated surface water. The effluent quality of combined process was substantially
improved by EB pretreatment due to the degradation of DCF and related intermediates. Both irradiation and
biological treatment reduced the toxicity of the treated water. The experimental results showed that EB is effective
for removing DCF from artificial aqueous solution and real surface water.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
According to the some reports, diclofenac (DCF) was almost not biodegradable in the conventional
wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). The present research was devoted to investigate the degradation
of DCF in dilute aqueous solution by using electron beam (EB) technology. After EB irradiation, in order
to enhance the elimination of DCF as well as CODMn, NH4+-N and UV254 removal, a combined
process of EB and biological aerated filter (BAF) was therefore developed to purify DCF contaminated
surface water.
2. INTRODUCTION
The huge consumption of pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) provides a continuous
release of both un-metabolized and as active metabolites to the receiving rivers, lakes, groundwater and
even drinking water supplies[1-3] Public and scientific concern is increasing gradually due to their potential
impact on aqueous ecosystems and human health[4,5]. As a consequence, various techniques have been
developed to eliminate PPCPs from wastewater and waters. It is well known that physical treatments,
such as filtration (including nanofiltration and reverse osmosis) and adsorption, can only transfer PPCPs
from one phase to another phase, unable to decompose them[6,7]. Biological process in WWTPs, such as
activated sludge, is not originally designed to remove such kind of emerging contaminants, therefore,
their treatment performance is usually limited for these compounds [8].
Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), mostly depended on the generation of hydroxyl radicals
(•OH), including ozonation, Fenton reaction[9], photolysis[10], sonolysis [11], have been studied as possible
alternatives to destroy PPCPs in water [12]. The ionizing radiation process also belongs to the AOPs family.
A number of researches have been conducted at bench-scale and pilot-scale on irradiation induced
decomposition of PPCPs in aqueous solution[13-15].
This study focused on diclofenac (2-(2,6-dichlorophenylamino)phenyl acetic acid, DCF), one of the
most widely used non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. As previous reports showed, irradiation process
succeeded to decompose DCF in aqueous solution, but, it was rather ineffective in mineralization [16,17]. In
this regard, a following biological aerated filter (BAF) was developed to remove the DCF and their
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intermediates from wastewater samples. Biological aerated filter (BAF), one type of immobilization
reactor, has been demonstrated to be a cost-effective way for the treatment of micro-polluted surface
water[18-20]. The main objectives of this study were to investigate the electron beam (EB) irradiation
induced degradation of DCF as well as the change of TOC, COD Mn, Cl-, NH4+-N in aqueous solution. The
performance of BAF alone in parallel with a combined process of EB+BAF for the treatment of DCF
contaminated surface water was compared.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Materials
DCF was obtained from Adamas Reagent Co. Ltd with purity > 98%. All other chemicals were of
analytical or the highest grade available. Vibrio fischeri for toxicity assays was obtained from Institute of
Soil Science, Chinese Academy of Science. In order to investigate the decomposition of DCF as well as
the change of TOC, CODMn, Cl-, NH4+-N in aqueous solution, 10-40 mg/L DCF was prepared with
double-distilled water. As for the combined process of EB+BAF, DCF was dissolved into real surface
water to achieve 5-10 mg/L DCF contained water samples as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Characteristic of DCF contaminated surface water
pH

NH4+-N, mg/L

CODMn, mg/L

TOC, mg/L

UV254

DCF, mg/L

6-8

0.56-0.98

9-22

12-15

0.21-0.35

5~10

3.2 Equipment
Electron beam irradiation was carried out with a Rhodotron TT200 accelerator (energy 10 MeV,
beam current 10 mA, beam power 100 kW). The accelerator was equipped with a track transport system
to deliver the water samples to the irradiation room. The absorbed dose was calibrated by GEX B3
dosimeter.
Biological treatments were performed with two same size BAF reactors, diameter of 100 mm, 700
mm long, effective volume of 5.5 L. The first column (1#) was tested for the biological treatment alone,
while the second column (2#) was tested for the combined process of EB+BAF. The surface water
containing DCF was pumped into the reactors via a peristaltic pump. Air stream was continuously
introduced at the bottom of the BAF. The ratio of air to water was fixed at 3:1. For the flow rate of 0.58
L/h, the hydraulic retention time (HRT) of BAF was approximately 9 h.
3.3 Analysis methods
The DCF concentration was measured by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Agilent
1200 Series, Agilent, USA) equipped with an XDB-C18 column and a diode array detector (DAD). The
injection volume was 10 μL and the column temperature was 30 ℃. Mobile phase for this analysis was a
mixture of methanol and distilled water at a ratio of 90:10 (v/v). The DCF was measured at a flow rate of
1.0 mL/min at a wavelength of 275 nm.
The ammonia (NH4+-N) was analyzed by phenate method[21]. UV254 was obtained using a Mapada
UV-1600 spectrophotometer (Mapada, China). Chloride ions released from the degradation of DCF were
analyzed by ion chromatography. Total organic carbon (TOC) was measured by Shimadzu TOC-VCPH.
Chemical oxygen demand (CODMn) was determined according to the standard method (GB 11892-89,
1990).
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The toxicity of the samples was determined by the bioluminescence of the marine bacterium Vibrio
fischeri with a luminometer Glomax Multi Detection System. A 200 μL water sample with different
dilution ratios and 50 μL bacterial suspensions was thoroughly mixed in a micro plate and the
luminescence was recorded after 5 min of incubation at 25℃. The luminescence inhibition ratio LIR (%)
was obtained according to following equation:

LIR(%)  (1 

RLI sam
) 100%
RLI ref

Where RLIsam and RLIref is the relative light intensity of the luminescence of bacteria with reacting
with the wastewater sample and reference compound, respectively.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Degradation of DCF by electron beam irradiation
Electron beam irradiation-induced degradation of DCF in aqueous solution is shown in Fig.1. The
results indicated that DCF was degraded quickly in a range of 10~40 mg/L. The removal efficiency was
almost 100% for all the samples at 0.5 kGy. For the gamma irradiation [13], 5 µmol/L DCF in real
wastewater samples was eliminated with 1 kGy. In another report, at a 0.1 mM DCF concentration, a
~1kGy absorbed dose is needed for the degradation of DCF molecules [16]. If compared the present results
and the above reports, it seems almost equal efficiency between the EB and gamma irradiation.
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15 mg/L
20 mg/L
40 mg/L

35

DCF, mg/L

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Dose, kGy

Fig. 1 Effect of absorbed dose on DCF degradation
In order to investigate the degradation of DCF as well as the decrease of TOC and COD Mn, the initial
concentration of 40 mg/L DCF was irradiated in double-distilled aqueous solution. The results are
summarized in Table 2. It was observed that DCF decreased quickly with increasing absorbed dose.
However, even at the dose of 2 kGy, TOC and COD Mn removal efficiency were only 6.5% and 17.8%,
respectively. This was in good agreement with the previous report by gamma irradiation[16]. In fact, this is
a common observation for most of AOPs. For example, in the oxidation of DCF by ozone and UV/H 2O2
[22]
, TOC abatement was much lower than the decomposition of DCF. Even, no mineralization occurred
with UV irradiation alone at the reaction time (90 minutes). Furthermore, during electron beam
irradiation, the release of Cl-, NH4+-N was measured. It was revealed that more than 72% of total
stoichiometric chlorine was released into the solution while only 15% of stoichiometric nitrogen was
presented as ammonia in the water. Similar results were reported in the DCF degradation by ozone[23] and
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pyrite catalyzed Fenton oxidation[24]. The above results indicated that dechlorination was the major
degradation pathway.
Table 2: Decrease of DCF, TOC, CODMn and the release of Cl-, NH4+-N during EB irradiation
Does，kGy

DCF，mg/L

TOC，mg/L

CODMn，mg/L

Cl-，mg/L

NH4+N，mg/L

0

38.1

25

45

bdl

bdl

0.25

1.8

24.6

41

0.35

0.1

0.5

bdl

24.2

39

1.38

0.20

1

bdl

23.7

38

2.34

0.21

2

bdl

23.4

37

3.86

0.27

bdl: below detection limits
4.2 Comparing the performance of BAF alone and EB + BAF
According to the study[13], 5 μmol/L DCF was almost not biodegradable, but can be degraded by
gamma irradiation with 1 kGy. Similar results were obtained in this study. When the initial DCF
concentration was ~5 mg/L, the removal efficiency of DCF was only 3~18% in 1# BAF reactor even after
55 days microorganism acclimation. However, almost 100% decomposition of ~10 mg/L DCF was
obtained after the EB pretreatment (dose:1 kGy)(Fig. 2A). Despite of the high removal efficiency for
DCF, TOC removal efficiency was only ~13% after the EB pretreatment, as shown in Fig. 2B. However,
the total TOC removal efficiency was improved to ~34% by using the combined process of EB + BAF,
compared with ~8% removal efficiency by means of BAF treatment alone.
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Fig. 2 DCF and TOC removal in 1# and 2# BAF reactor (Dose:1 kGy)
For the performance of BAF alone and EB + BAF, some comprehensive parameters of the DCF
contained surface water, such as CODMn, NH4+-N and UV254 in two BAF reactors were recorded in Fig. 3.
For the biological treatment alone, the average removal efficiency of CODMn, NH4+-N and UV254 were
17.4%, 86.2% and 6.9%, respectively in 1# BAF reactor. However, for the combined process of EB+BAF
in 2# BAF reactor, the removal efficiency was 62.0%, 86.1% and 60.3%, respectively. Obviously, this
was mainly due to the degradation of DCF by EB pretreatment.
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Fig. 3 CODMn, NH4+-N and UV254 change in 1# and 2# BAF reactor
4.3 Toxicity assays
While our results demonstrated that EB irradiation effectively destroy DCF in artificial aqueous
solution and real surface water, it is critical to evaluate the toxicity of the treated water using luminescent
bacteria. Toxic compounds in wastewater influence the metabolic process of bacteria and inhibit the
luminescence. Toxicity determination followed the manufacturer’s procedures. The inhibition ratio is
correlated with the toxicity of the solution[25,26].
As can be seen in Fig. 4, in 1# BAF reactor with initial ~5 mg/L DCF, 77.1% and 71.5% inhibition
of luminescence occurred in the influent and effluent, respectively. The toxicity removal efficiency was
slightly 7.2%. This result confirmed that DCF was almost not biodegradable, and then the residual DCF
in the treated water might inhibit the biological activity of bio-reactor. In 2# BAF reactor, 80.6%
inhibition of luminescence occurred at DCF initial concentration of 10 mg/L. After EB pre-treatment
(dose:1 kGy), the inhibition decreased to 75.3%. A plausible explanation would be the radiolytic
decomposition of DCF into lower toxicity intermediates. After the following biological treatment, the
inhibition of surface water continued to decrease to 64.1%. The above results indicated that although after
EB pretreatment and biological process, the toxicity is not enough to make the effluent compatible with
the natural environment.
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I: Raw water (1# BAF). II: After BAF treatment (1# BAF). III: Raw water (2# BAF). IV: After EB
pretreatment (2# BAF). V: After EB+BAF treatment (2# BAF) (Dose:1 kGy)
Fig. 4 Toxicity changes in 1# and 2# BAF reactor

CONCLUSIONS
The experiments demonstrated that DCF can be removed effectively by EB irradiation. In the initial
concentration below 40 mg/L, about 100% removal efficiency was achieved at a dose of 0.5 kGy.
However, only about 6.5% DCF was mineralized even at 2 kGy. For the real DCF contaminated surface
water, the average removal efficiency of CODMn, NH4+-N and UV254 was 17.4%, 86.2% and 6.9% by
biological treatment alone, respectively. However, for the combined process of EB+BAF, the removal
efficiency was improved to 62.0%, 86.1% and 60.3%, respectively. The removal efficiency was
substantially influenced by EB pretreatment. The toxicity assays illustrated that EB pretreatment and
biological treatment could result in a significant decrease in the toxicity of the DCF contained surface
water.
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DEGRADATION OF BIOHAZARDOUS CONTAMINANT IN SEWAGE SLUDGE
MIXTURE USING GAMMA RADIATION
Libing Chu, Jianlong Wang, Yuankun Liu
Institute of Nuclear and New Energy Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, China

Abstract:
In this report, the gamma irradiation-induced degradation of sulfamethazine (SMT) in spiked sludge mixture in
the presence of hydrogen peroxide was investigated. The results showed that gamma irradiation was effective for
removing SMT in sludge mixture and its degradation was enhanced by H2O2 addition. At an irradiation dose of 0.8
kGy, the SMT removal efficiency was increased from 63% to 80% in the sludge mixture with H2O2 addition. SMT
degradation rate was lower in the sludge mixture than that in the pure water. At the same irradiation dose of 1.0
kGy, the SMT removal efficiency achieved 95% in pure water and 65% in sludge mixture. With H2O2 addition, it
increased to 100% and 76%, respectively. CFU decreased by 98.0% at a dose of 5 kGy and reached 99.8% with
H2O2 addition.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
To find the effects of gamma radiation on the degradation of biohazardous contaminants in the
sewage sludge mixture such as antibiotics present in local sewage sludge that will be chosen as the target
contaminants; to study the enhancement of the effectiveness of ionizing radiation with hydrogen
peroxide. SMT was chosen as the target contamitant.
2. INTRODUCTION
Gamma irradiation is a powerful method for wastewater and sewage sludge treatment [1-5]. This
method is advantageous as no additional chemical is required, no residual material is produced and toxic
and recalcitrant materials can be degraded by hydroxyl radicals produced by irradiation [6, 7]. However,
this promising technology has attracted little interest until recently and has not yet been widely accepted
mainly due to the conservative attitude of stakeholders regarding safety concerns resulting from little
knowledge on this technology [7].
Sulfamethazine (SMT) is one of the most important and widely used antibiotics, especially in animal
husbandry and fish farming in recent decades [8-9]. SMT enter into the environment through different
ways, such as human and animal excretion, wastewater discharge, solid waste landfill. The current
wastewater treatment facilities are designed for regular pollutants and not all the antibiotics can be
effectively removed. SMT is frequently detected in the secondary effluent. SMT is a kind of widespectrum antibiotic and especially good at inhibiting Gram-positive bacterial growth. The DNA
replication is stopped by obstructing bacterial folic acid synthesis, which in turn affects bacterial growth
in the living cells. It will do harm to the environment and human health if enters into the water and the
food chain, such as organ damage, development of antibiotic-resistance and potential enhanced toxicity of
chemical mixtures
In this study, we investigated the synergetic effect of gamma irradiation and H2O2 on degradation
of SMT in the sludge mixture. The enhanced sludge solubilisation and SMT degradation were evaluated
by gamma irradiation with H2O2 addition.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Sludge source and SMT structure
The sludge used in this study was obtained from an oxic tank of a Municipal Wastewater Treatment
Plant in Wujiang, China. The tested sludge was taken from the. Before use, the sludge was allowed to
settle. The applied initial total suspended solid (TSS) concentration was about 9000 mg L-1, with 65% of
volatile suspended solid (VSS). Sulfamethazine was purchased from Alfa Aesar with purity> 99%. The
structure of SMT was shown as follows.

3.2 Irradiation
The 60Co-source was designed and built by the Institute of Nuclear and New Energy Technology,
Tsinghua University. The radioactivity of the source was around 3.6×10 14 Bq. The sludge samples were
irradiated with a dose rate of 184-201 Gy min-1 in sealed glass bottles with a working volume of 20-mL at
ambient temperature (around 25 oC). The dose rate was determined by means of Fricke dosimetry using a
G-value of G (Fe3+) = 15.6. Irradiation was performed in batch mode with absorbed doses from 0 to 5
kGy.
3.3 Analytical methods
CFU were enumerated using a beef peptone agar plate at 30 oC for 48 h incubation. Total organic
carbon (TOC) was evaluated by a TOC analyzer (TOC-VCPH, SHIMADZU). The COD and TN contents
were determined according to Chinese SEPA Standard Methods. SMT samples were quantified with
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Agilent 1200 Series, Agilent, USA) equipped with an
XDB-C18 analytical HPLC 5 µm reversed-phase column and a diode array detector (DAD) with the
detection wavelength of 275 nm.
The sludge samples were centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15 min. The pellets were heated at 105 and 550
C to measure TSS and VSS, respectively. Sludge solubilization, which was used to evaluate the sludge
decomposition, was defined by the following equations (SCOD 0 and TCOD0 indicate initial soluble chemical
oxygen demand and total COD, respectively):
o

COD solubilization efficiency = (SCOD-SCOD0)/TCOD0

4. RESULTS

4.1 Effects of gamma irradiation on degradation of SMT
Figure 1 shows the gamma irradiation-induced degradation of SMT in sludge mixture with
increasing absorbed dose. The results indicated that SMT was degraded rapidly with increasing
irradiation dose. The degradation rate of SMT increased with H2O2 addition. At an irradiation dose of 0.8
kGy, the SMT removal efficiency was increased from 63% to 80% for the sludge mixture with H2O2
addition. Figure 2 compared the SMT removal efficiency by gamma irradiation in the sludge mixture and
pure water. It clearly demonstrated that the SMT degradation rate was lower in the sludge mixture than
that in the pure water. At the same irradiation dose of 1.0 kGy, the SMT removal efficiency achieved 95%
in pure water and 65% in sludge mixture. With H2O2 addition, it increased to 100% and 76%,
respectively.
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Fig. 1 Effect of adsorbed dose on SMT removal with and without H2O2 addition
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Fig. 2 Comparison of SMT removal in sludge mixture and pure water by gamma irradiation
Figure 3 shows the UV-Vis spectrum within the wavelength of 200-800 nm. It can be seen that
there are two absorbance peaks in SMT, 240 nm and 260 nm. With increasing irradiation dose, the
absorbance at 240 and 260 nm decreased firstly and then increased which might be due to the sludge
degradation.
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Fig. 3 UV-Vis spectrum at 200-800 nm for samples irradiated to different adsorbed doses

4.2 Effect of gamma irradiation on sludge solubilization and activities
Following irradiation, sludge solubilization occurred slowly (Fig. 4). The efficiency of sludge
solubilization was only around 1.5% at an irradiation dose of 1.0 kGy, and thereafter gradually increased to
nearly 3.5% at 5 kGy. The degree of sludge solubilization remained almost the same with H2O2 addition at the
same adsorbed dose. The soluble TOC and TN concentrations in the supernatant increased after irradiation
(Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4 Comparison of sludge solubilization efficiency following gamma irradiation with and
without H2O2 addition
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After exposure to gamma irradiation, the microbial activity in the sludge gradually decreased (Fig. 6).
Culturable bacteria decreased from 3.7×106 to 7.3×103 with increasing irradiation dose from 0-5kGy. Nearly
85% of culturable bacteria were inactivated at a dose of 1 kGy and 98% were inactivated at a dose of 5 kGy. It
reached 99.8% with H2O2 addition.
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Fig. 6 Changes in CFU with increasing irradiation dose
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Abstract
During the last period of this CRP, studies have been made on radiation processing for remediation of polluted waters
and wastewater especially those resulted from textile industry. The effect of ionizing radiation on Acid fast yellow G,
Maxilon C. I. Basic, Reactive red SH.B and Direct blue 3B dyes was carried at different dye concentrations (25-150
mg/l). Almost complete degradation was achieved for low dye concentration (25-50 mg/l) at 1-3 kGy irradiation doses.
Also, it was found that as the dose rate increases the dye degradation rate decreases. The pH value of the solutions has a
considerable effect on the dye degradation rate, for all investigated dyes. Chemical Oxygen demand and Total Organic
Carbon were also determined. It was found that significantly higher doses were required for appreciable changes in
COD. The COD reduction was explained by oxygen addition reactions following reactions of the radiolytic species. The
oxidation reactions can only proceed as long oxygen is available in the solution. The tendency of TOC, COD reduction
and the change of pH values for all dye solutions were similar to each other. Also, it was found that the presence of
oxygen or H2O2 enhanced the degradation of such dyes even at low doses. The effect of PH on the G-value is very
dependent on the irradiation atmosphere. On the other side, polyvinyl alcohol/acrylic acid (PVA/AA) microgels were
successfully prepared using electron beam irradiation. Immobilization of different titanium dioxide (TiO2)
concentrations on the surface of the prepared PVA-AA microgel was carried out. The structural changes in the prepared
PVA-AA microgel immobilized with TiO2 were investigated using FTIR, EDX and XRD. Photo-degradation efficiency
of TiO2/ PVA-AA microgel against metanil yellow dyes was studied. The efficient photo-catalytic ability of PVA/AA–
TiO2 composite microgel is reflected in the determined photo bleaching rate of the dye. TiO 2/ PVA-AA microgel
activity increases with the increase of the amount of TiO2 and results in an increase in the rate of the photo-degradation
reaction. Easily recovery and better reproducibility made TiO2/PVA/AA of great important in practice use as a photocatalytic degradation composite materials for safe treatment of textile wastewater.

1.OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH
The objective of this research is to degrade and remove some textile dyes into less harmful substances or
reduce them to the level below the permissible concentrations using ionizing radiation and also photo catalyst
degradation.
2.INTRODUCTION
Treatment of wastewater is a serious environmental problem. Many of the wastes are not readily
biodegradable and complete removal in many cases is a relatively expensive process. The standard biological
treatment processes commonly used for wastewater treatment are not capable of treating many of the
complex organic chemicals that are found in varying quantities in the wastewaters. Incomplete removal is a
serious health hazard. The removal of organic pollutants such as dyes from textile wastewater is a major
environmental problem because of the difficulty of treating such water by conventional methods. Colored
waters are also objectionable on aesthetic grounds for drinking and other municipal and agricultural purposes.
Dyes released into the environment in industrial effluents are from two major sources, the textile and the
dyestuff industries. A necessary criterion for the use of these dyes indicates that they are highly stable in
light and during washing as well as to microbial attack [1, 2]. Most of these dyes are synthetic in nature and
are classified based on their chemical structures into 6 different classes as azo, anthraquinone, sulfur,
indigoid, triphenylmethane and phthalocyanine derivatives. There are four major technologies available to
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remove dyes from water, oxidation, adsorption, flocculation-precipitation, and membrane technology. Some
groups have used various adsorbents for the removal of acidic and basic dyes from aqueous solutions.
Ionizing radiation proved to be more effective for treatment of these wastewaters than ordinary conventional
methods. Radiation-initiated degradation of organics helps to transform various pollutants into less harmful
substances or reduced to the levels below the permissible concentrations. Some studies dealing with the use
of gamma radiation in the treatment of wastewaters have shown that the most considerable effect, that is the
degradation of the waste molecules (dyes) by the primary products formed during the radiolysis of water, is
accompanied by the oxidation of a part of organic substances and is a function both of pH and oxygen
concentration in the solution [3-10].
This report aimed to degrade and remove some textile dyes into less harmful substances or reduce them to
the level below the permissible concentrations.
3.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Gamma Radiation Source: The samples were irradiated with the Co-60 gamma rays at a dose rate ranging
from 3.9 to 6.3 kGy / h.
Spectrophotometric Analysis:: Ultraviolet Spectroscopy (UV): Analysis by UV spectrophotometer was
carried out using Milton Roy spectronic 1201 in the range from 190 to 900A.
TiO2 Immobilization: In a typical synthetic procedure the gel presoaked in anhydrous methanol alcohol
(Analar) for 48 h to ensure the complete gel dehydration. This is followed by the swelling of microgel in
5ml of different volumes of TiCl4. The gel was then washed for several times by distilled water until the pH
7 is maintained, to ensure the complete conversion of TiCl4, and then dried in oven overnight. Titanium
tetrachloride is inorganic compound that undergo rapid hydrolysis in contact with water. This goes through a
two stage process. First, it forms compounds known as the titanium oxychlorides and hydrogen chloride. It
can be described as follows:
TiCl4 + H2O

TiOCl2 + 2HCl
Titanium oxychloride

or

TiCl4 + H2O

Ti(OH)nClx + HCl

These oxychlorides are also particles, and they continue to react with water to form hydrogen chloride.
TiOCl2 + H2O

TiO2 + 2HCl
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained for this CRP will be presented here which show that ionizing radiation proved to be
more effective for the treatment of wastewater than ordinary conventional methods. Some studies dealing
with use of γ-irradiation in the treatment of wastewater containing textile dyes have shown considerable
effect. The decolorization, is accompanied by oxidation of part of the organic substances ( Decrease in COD
and TOC) and is a function both of pH and oxygen concentration of the solution.

Degradation of Different Textile Dyes using ionizing radiation:
A series of experiments were carried out to study the effect of gamma irradiation on the aqueous solution of
different Dyes. It is important to note that the study of the effect of gamma radiations on aqueous dye
solution should cover a good range of irradiation doses. So, in the present work different concentrations of
the dye stock solution were used for this study and represented graphically in Figures (1-3). From the results
obtained it was observed that beginning with low initial dye concentration (20mg/L), a dose of 4 kGy of γradiation was enough for almost complete destruction of these dyes. While for the intermediate initial dye
concentration (50mg/L), a dose of 10 kGy was needed to achieve this effect. A high initial dye concentration
(100mg/L), a dose of 20 kGy of γ-radiation did not achieve the complete destruction of these dyes. This can
be explained by considering the expected contribution of HO2 and O2- radicals which are formed on
irradiation.
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FIG.1. Relationship between the remaining concentration of Basic Blue Dye and irradiation dose, initial
dye concentration (mg/L)
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FIG.2. Relationship between the remaining concentration of Acid Blue Dye and irradiation dose, initial
dye concentration (mg/L)
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FIG.3. Relationship between the remaining concentration of Reactive Blue Dye and irradiation dose,
initial dye concentration (mg/L)

Fig. (4): Relationship between the remaining concentration of Reactive Blue
Dye IIIAand irradiation dose, initial dye concentration (mg/L)

The effect of pH value on degradation of dyes was investigated as shown in Figures (4 and 5). It was
found that a slight decrease in pH was observed for all the dye solutions. The drop in the pH of the dye
solutions may be attributed to the formation of organic acids. The dye molecules are degraded effectively by
the primary active species formed from the radiolysis of water such as OH, H+, HO 2 and the solvated electron
(eaq).
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Fig. 22: Change in PH of irradiated Acid Blue Dye IIA with dose
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FIG.4. Change in pH of irradiated Acid Blue Dye with dose

Fig. 24: Change in PH of irradiated Reactive Blue Dye IIIA with dose
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FIG.5. Change in pH of irradiated Basic Blue Dye with dose

Chemical Oxygen demand and Total Organic Carbon:
Tables I-III show the effect of absorbed dose on the COD and TOC for different dyes. The following
observations were found:
- Significantly higher doses were required for inducing appreciable changes in COD.
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- The oxidation reactions can only proceed as long oxygen is available in the solution.
- The tendency of TOC, COD reduction & the change of pH values for all dye solutions were similar to
each other.
Table I: Change of COD, TOC and pH by γ- Irradiation of Basic Blue Dye
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

TABLE II: Change of COD, TOC and pH by γ- Irradiation of Acid Blue Dye
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.
Table III : Change of COD, TOC and pH by γ- Irradiation of Reactive Blue Dye
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

G-values of Degradation using Gamma Irradiation of Different Dyes in different atmospheres and PH’s:
Tables IV shows that the irradiation of different dyes in presence of oxygen or H 2O2 enhances the degradation
of such dyes even at low doses The effect of pH is dependent on the irradiation atmosphere.
Table IV: G-values of degradation by gamma radiation of various dyes with different additives at different
pH values:
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.
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Photo-catalytic Degradation of Metanil Yellow Dye using TiO2 polyvinyl alcohol/acrylic acid microgel
Titanium dioxide is one of the most popular and promising materials as a photo-catalyst because it is stable
in various solvents under photo-irradiation, commercially available, and easy to be prepared in the laboratory.
However, its practical application seems to be limited for different reasons such as the difficulty to separate
these fine photo-catalysts from solution after reaction.
Although, immobilization technique can improve the TiO2 separation efficiently, it usually decreases the
overall photo-catalytic activity comparing to the dispersed TiO2 due to lowering of the surface-to-volume
ratio and partial loss of the active surface sites of photo-catalysts. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a novel
synthesis approach to prepare TiO2 photo-catalysts, which not only have highly photo-catalytic activity, but
also can be steadily separated after photo-catalytic reactions. Since the photo-catalytic activity was confined
to the surface of the photo-catalytic material, its surface area must be increased to maximize the photocatalytic efficiency. Micro and nano-spheres are small and have large surface-to-volume ratio and could be
readily separated from the solution by filtration or sedimentation.
Since TiO2 photo-catalytic degradation requires high surface area, attempts is made to design TiO2immobilized PVA/AA microgel of high surface area prepared by electron beam irradiation. Exposure of
PVA/AA to electron beam irradiation aids to create microgel with crosslinking network structure. The
formation of crosslinking network hinders the PVA/AA microgel matrix to dissolve and enhances its
resistivity towards degradation during the dye photo-degradation process. On the other hand, the presence of
PVA/AA – microgel does not only act as a carrier for TiO2, but it also acts as dye absorber materials. The
entrapment of both TiO2 and mono azo dye: Metanil Yellow onto PVA/AA – microgel accelerates the
degradation rate of the latter.

PVA/AAc Hydrogel Prepared by Ionizing Radiation
Crosslinking of PVA in the dry form requires much higher doses if compared with that required for
crosslinking of PVA in solution form. One of the reasons for the high gelation doses required in the dry state
is that the radiation-chemical yields of the radicals is usually lower than that in aqueous solution. Also, the
restricted motion of the radical bearing chains limits the effectiveness of crosslinking. Therefore, chains of
polyacrylic acid (PAA) were incorporated into PVA microgel by radiation grafting technique to improve the
functionality and gel fraction of PVA microgel. Different amount of (AA /H 2O) (50:50) was absorbed by
PVA microgel and exposed to electron beam irradiation at dose of 20 kGy. The gel fraction of irradiated
samples was determined and is shown in Figure. (6). As it can be seen from the Figure, the increase in the
AA content is accompanied by a mutual increase in the gel fraction. When PVA entrapped AA/H 2O mixture
exposes to ionizing radiation, it creates radicals localized on AA and the main chains of PVA. The free radial
contents on AA increased by radiation and consequently, tended to recombine and graft with PVA macroradicals, As a result, crosslinked graft copolymer with high gel fraction was obtained.

To ensure the grafting copolymerization of the AA onto the PVA backbone, FTIR of the PVA and
PVA/AA gel was investigated. EB irradiated PVA shows a bands at 3340 cm-1 for OH-stretching, 1596cm1 and 1461cm-1, for C=C, and C-O, respectively. These bands still present after the incorporation of AA
grafted copolymer chains onto PVA. In addition, a new peak at 1715 cm-1 related to the presence of the
carboxylic group of AA appears.
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FIG.6. Gel content% of different PVA (Mwt 1400) and PVA/(AA:H2O) (50:50) compositions; prepared at
40 kGy.
Immobilization of TiO2 on the surface of the prepared PVA/AA microgel of composition (90:10) AA–H2O
(50-50) was investigated. The structural changes and photo-catalytic efficiency of the prepared TiO2/ PVAAA microgel were studied.
FTIR spectrum of PVA/AA-TiO2 catalysts showed, the appearance of absorption peaks at 456-654 cm-1
confirming the immobilization of TiO2. On the other hand, FTIR spectra of PVA/AA and PVA/AA-TiO2
showed a small red shift (from 1715 to 1730 cm−1) of the absorption peak of the AA carbonyl groups (C=O)
indicating that the oxygen atoms in AA interact with titanium ions.
Generally XRD is carried out to confirm the TiO 2 polymorphs and their crystalline phases. XRD of
PVA/AA and PVA/AA-TiO2 microgel was measured. A strong diffraction intensity peaks at 2θ=25° (101),
38° (004) and 62° (204) for PVA/AA-TiO2 indicated the presence of TiO 2 in Anatase phase which
responsible for the photo-catalytic degradation process.

Evaluation of catalytic performance of PVA/AA- TiO2 as photo-catalyst:
The catalytic efficiency of the developed PVA/AA-TiO2 microgel catalyst was evaluated by the photodegradation of an azo dye compound. Metanil Yellow (C18H14N3O3SNa) M.W. 375.391 is a water soluble
anionic monoazo dye with a sulfonate group pH value of its aqueous solution is 2.5. It has been used in
solution with other smaller molecular weight yellow acid dyes to increase the intensity of staining. Moreover,
it is used as a colorant in wool, nylon, silk, paper, detergent, and biological staining. This dye has been
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known by its toxicity and carcinogenic nature as well as its presence in wastewater of several industrial
wastes such as textile, tannery, soap, cosmetics and polishes…etc. The chemical structure of Metanil Yellow
is characteristic by the conjugated structure constructed via azo bond that appears at wavelength of 448 nm.

Chemical formula of Metanil Yellow
In order to determine the optimal amount of the immobilized TiO 2catalyst for Metanil Yellow photocatalyic degradation process, a series of experiments with varied amount of TiO2 photo-catalyst have been
conducted. The amount of the TiO 2 photo-catalyst was varied between 0.1 and 0.5 g/L and compared with
P25 standard TiO2. Dye degradation rate was found to be relatively high in the presence of P25. Almost
complete dye degradation was observed after 180min when PVA/AA- TiO2 (0.1 g/L) was used as shown in
Figure 3. Meanwhile, it takes 85min when P25 is used at the same concentration. In spite of the relatively
high dye-degradation rate in the presence of P25, but the easily recover, low deactivation of the catalyst
surface, the by-products, and reusability lie in favor of PVA/AA- TiO2.
At the beginning of the experiment, the solution without any catalysts was irradiated under UV light to
determine to what extent the dye is degraded by UV irradiation in absence of TiO 2. Thereafter, the TiO 2
immobilized catalyst was subsequently dispersed in the metanil yellow solution under vigorous agitation in
dark for 2h. Figure 7 shows the photo of Metanil yellow color fading with UV irradiation time(0-180 min.).
Then the mixture was UV irradiated and separated via centrifugation. The supernatant liquid was measured
using UV–vis spectrophotometer Figure (8). The use of UV/Vis irradiation and TiO 2 free PVA/AA microgel
resulted in negligible effect on discoloration of the dye solution. This indicated that the TiO 2 has a significant
role as a photo-catalytic reagent where photo-chemical and degradation processes can be occurred. It is clear
from Figure (9) that the degradation of dye using PVA/AA microgel immobilized TiO 2 increases by
increasing irradiation time for all TiO2 photo catalyst concentration. The degree of de-colorization of dye
solution increases by the increase in the amount of photo-catalyst, reaching the higher value at catalyst
loading of concentration 0.5 g/L. The degradation ratio (%) could be calculated using the equation (1):

D = [(Co-Ct) / Co] X 100

………… (1)

Where, D is degradation ratio, Co and Ct are the concentration of dye solution before and after irradiation,
respectively.
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The most effective decomposition of metanil yellow (90%) was observed with the catalyst amount equal to
0.5g/L. The excess of the immobilized TiO 2 may cause shielding effect and reduces the penetration of the
light in the solution after exceeding the optimal amount.

FIG. Photo of Metanil yellow color fading with irradiation time (0-180min)

FIG.8. UV–Vis spectra evolution of Metanil Yellow solution as a function of uv-irradiation time, TiO2
concentration 0.5 g/L in PVA/AA microgel prepared at composition of ( 90/10 wt% ) AA:H 2O (50:50 wt%)
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FIG.9. Degradation of Metanil Yellow in the presence of TiO2-(PVA/AA) microgel of different TiCl4
concentration feed solution; (A) 0.1, (B) 0.3, (C) 0.5 and (D) 0 g/L

Reproducibility of (PVA/AA)-TiO2
Easily recovery and reusability are advantages for (PVA/AA)- TiO2 photo-catalytic degradation composite,
this is very important in practical applications. The reproducibility of the photo-catalytic degradation activity
on (PVA/AA)- TiO2 was performed with a constant of metanil yellow concentration (8.8 x10 -4) and
(PVA/AA)- TiO2 of concentration (0.3g/L) in each cycle. The regeneration of the catalyst is done by
following a simple way. After the photo-catalytic degradation of the dye solution, the suspension was filtrated
with a stainless steel 40 mesh screen, and the suspended matter was dried at 60°C for 1 h, a recovered
(PVA/AA)- TiO2 microgel was obtained and reused in the next cycle. It is observed that the discoloration rate
decreases from 0.159 x10-1 to 0.1 x10-1 min-1 after three cycles. The decrease in activity is attributed to the
deactivation of the catalyst surface by the by-products of the dye degradation and /or polymer degradation by
the deposited titanium. After reproducibility for 3 times, The gel content of (PVA/AA)- TiO2 microgel was
calculated. The gel content was reduced by 13% from the original gel content value. This means that the
crosslinking network of (PVA/AA)- TiO2 is slowly degraded.

Conclusion
The effect of ionizing radiation on different textile dyes was studied. Almost complete degradation was
achieved for low dye concentration (25-50 mg/l) at 1-3 kGy irradiation doses. On the other hand, microgel
from PVA/AA was successfully prepared using electron beam irradiation. TiO2 supported microgel was
prepared and investigated for metanil yellow photo-degradation. The efficient photo-catalytic ability of
PVA/AA- TiO2 microgel is reflected in the determined photo bleaching rate of the dye. The practical
advantages of direct and ease of removal of the pollutant dyes from the environment by adsorption on the
microgel, as well as a better reproducibility of photo-catalytic degradation; makes it a viable technique for the
safe treatment of textile wastewater.
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Abstract
Fenuron was shown to degrade readily in radiolysis of aqueous solution similarly to those observed for this
pesticide in other advanced oxidation processes. The reactions are mainly due to the hydroxyl radical attack on the
organic molecule. Hydrated electrons or the O2/HO2 pair (in aerated solution) has little contribution to the
degradation. The first products are hydroxylated molecules. The one-electron oxidant OH on average induces two
electron oxidations. The toxicity of the solutions first increases with the absorbed dose then decreases. This increase
is partly due to the formation of phenol type molecules during the first degradation period.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
The highly persistent phenylurea herbicides act as inhibitors of photosynthesis. By dissolution the
phenylureas continuously contaminate surface waters.
The objectives of the present work were to study the OH radical induced degradation of fenuron,
phenylurea herbicide, to identify the degradation products and suggest degradation mechanism for its
high-energy irradiation induced degradation.
2. INTRODUCTION
Fenuron belongs to the class of phenylurea herbicides, these herbicides have the general formula
(substituted) phenyl–NH–C(O)–NR2. With fenuron R is CH3 group (1,1-dimethyl-3-phenylurea). The side
chain on the aromatic ring has electron donating properties; thereby it is expected to promote electrophilic
substitution/addition reactions.
Phenylurea herbicides act as inhibitors of photosynthesis and they are used for control of weeds in
many corps and also on non-cultivated areas such as roads and railways (Tahmasseb et al., 2002). These
herbicides are highly persistent; they degrade in soils with half-lives of several months. By dissolution the
phenylureas continuously contaminate surface waters.
The decompositions of phenylureas were investigated by direct photolysis in order to study the
degradation by sunlight (Canle et al., 2001; Amine-Khodja, 2004; Canle Lopez et al., 2005). However,
they exhibit little absorbance above 300 nm, and therefore their degradation by direct solar light is slow
(Brahmia et al., 2002). The reactions initiated by hydroxyl radicals were also studied in several Advanced
Oxidation Processes (AOP). In TiO2 photocatalysed, H2O2/UV and electro-Fenton degradations (Richard
and Bengana, 1996; Brahmia et al., 2002; Canle Lopez et al., 2005; Oturan et al., 2010) hydroxylation,
demetylation and methyl group oxidation to aldehyde or carboxylic acid were observed.
Although the degradation of fenuron was often investigated we know little about the elementary
reaction steps and also about such technically important characteristics as changes of toxicity or carbon to
oxygen ratio in the course of treatment. In this work we tried to make some steps ahead in these fields.
With pulse radiolysis technique the intermediates and kinetics of elementary reactions were studied. With
steady-state radiolysis utilising the usual analytical techniques, the products and such parameters as
chemical oxygen demand (COD), total organic carbon content (TOC) and toxicity were investigated.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fenuron and the other chemicals were from Spectrum-3D or Carlo Erba. Pulse radiolysis
investigations were carried out using 800 ns pulses of accelerated electrons and optical detection in 1 cm
cell, dose/pulse 20 Gy (Takács et al., 2000). -irradiation was done by a 60Co facility with 11.5 kGy h1
dose rate. Experiments were made at room temperature in unbuffered solutions, the solutions were
saturated with appropriate gases. UV-Vis spectra were taken using a JASCO 550 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer with 1 cm cell. The products were analyzed by an Agilent Technologies 6410 Triple
Quad LC/MS equipped with ESI source using both mass spectrometric (total-, selective- and product ion
monitoring) and diode array detections. The separations were made with Phenomenex XB-C18 column
(particle size 2.6 µm, length 100 mm, thermostated to 25 °C) using H2O (A) and methanol (B) as eluents
in isocratic condition, running time 15 min, flow rate 0.25 cm3 min1.
COD was measured according to ISO Standard 6060:1989 by a Behrotest TRS 200 system. In TOC
measurements Shimadzu TOC-L CSH/CSN, in Microtox acute toxicity tests LANGE LUMIStox 300
equipment was used. This test measures the luminescence inhibition of Vibrio Fischeri bacteria after 30
min incubation. Hydrogen peroxide was analyzed through spectrophotometric detection of Cu(I)/2,9dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (Merck) complexes in Cu(II) containing solution (Kosaka et al., 1998).
4. RESULTS
4.1. Intermediates of hydroxyl radical induced degradation
The intermediates that form in OH reaction were studied in O 2 free solution saturated by N2O. N2O
changes the reactive radical distribution of water radiolysis (OH 0.28 µmol J1, eaq 0.28 µmol J1 and H
0.06 µmol J1) by transforming hydrated electron to OH in the reaction eaq + N2O + H2O  OH + OH
+ N2 (Spinks and Woods, 1990). The transient absorption spectra were taken in the 300410 nm
wavelength range (Fig. 1). At wavelengths below 300 nm, the absorbance of fenuron and depletion of
fenuron absorbance disturbs the observation of the transients (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 1. Transient absorption spectra of 5 × 104 mol dm3 N2O saturated fenuron solution 4, 5,
70 and 360 s after the electron pulse. Inset: concentration dependence of the pseudo-first-order
rate coefficient of absorbance build-up.
The transient spectrum has a maximum at about 350 nm. The first spectrum was taken 4 s after
the pulse, the next one 1 s later, the 5 s spectrum has higher intensity showing that the reaction of OH
with fenuron at 4 s was not finished. The build-up of the 350 nm absorbance was used to determine the
pseudo-first-order rate coefficients (k = kOH + FenuronFenuron) of the OH + fenuron reaction. These rate
coefficients are shown in the Inset of Fig. 1. The slope of the straight line fitted to the measured supplied
the absolute value of the second-order rate coefficient: (8.30.6) × 109 mol1 dm3 s1. Our rate coefficient
agrees with those determined in Fenton 7.4 × 109 mol1 dm3 s1 and 7.0 × 109 mol1 dm3 s1 (Acero et al.,
2002; Dao and De Laat, 2011) or in H2O2/UV reaction (71) × 109 mol1 dm3 s1 (Mazellier et al., 2007).
These values are close to the rate coefficients determined for other phenylurea herbicides, e.g. for diuron,
6.0 × 109 mol1 dm3 s1, or isoproturon 6.2 × 109 mol1 dm3 s1 (Wojnárovits and Takács, 2013b). For the

OH + fenuron reaction Canle Lopez et al. (2005) published an unrealistically high rate coefficient of
(1.60.1) × 1010 mol1 dm3 s1: it is higher than the theoretical maximum, the diffusion controlled rate
coefficient: 1.1 × 1010 mol1 dm3 s1 (Wojnárovits and Takács, 2013a,b). The value determined by Oturan
et al. (2010) in electro-Fenton reaction is also a bit high, 1.2 × 1010 mol1 dm3 s1.
As Fig. 1 shows at longer times (70 and 360 s) the absorbances in the transient spectrum
considerably decreased, complete decay of the intermediates needed about 2 ms. The shapes of the
absorption spectra taken at 4, 5 and 70 s after the pulse are similar indicating that the spectra belong to
the same intermediate.
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of N2O saturated 1 × 104 mol dm3 fenuron solutions irradiated with
0–5 kGy doses.
As it was mentioned in the Introduction OH may react with the methyl groups on the terminal Natom by H-atom abstraction, or by addition to the ring (Richard and Bengana, 1996; Canle López et al.,
2005; Mazellier et al., 2007). The carbon centred radical that forms in H-abstraction is expected to show
light absorption well below 300 nm, this absorbance is blocked by the absorbance of fenuron. In the
reaction of OH with aromatic molecules addition to the ring with formation of cyclohexadienyl radicals
is the preferred reaction (Wojnárovits and Takács, 2013a). Generally, the cyclohexadienyl radicals have
rather characterless absorption band in the 300400 nm range with molar absorption coefficients of
30006000 mol1 dm3 cm1. Here, assuming that all the OH reacts with the ring a molar absorption
coefficient of 4000 mol1 dm3 cm1 is calculated. The spectrum on Fig. 1 is similar to the one that was
obtained in pulsed 248 nm photolysis of fenuron/H2O2 solution where H2O2 splitting supplied OH. Canle
Lopez et al. (2005) also assigned the spectrum to cyclohexadienyl radical intermediate. OH may abstract
the H-atom on the -NH- group attached to the aromatic ring. The abstraction is expected to give an anilino
radical. Anilino radical have sharp and strong absorption bands around 300 nm. Since such absorption
band was not observed in the transient spectrum we assume that H-abstraction from -NH- has little
contribution to the degradation.
The intensity of the transient absorption spectrum in Fig. 1 in the lower wavelength range is
somewhat higher than expected based on the shorter time spectra. That is due to the formation of stable
end-products (see later). As the UV spectra of irradiated solution show (Fig. 2a), together with the
decrease of the 238 nm absorbance (* excitation of the aromatic ring) a new absorbance builds-up
gradually with a maximum around 377 nm. These products have some absorbance also above 300 nm.
4.2.

Product distribution

The depletion of fenuron molecules and formation of products during irradiation were studied
using HPLC separation. In Figures 3 and 4 we show some results of the final product studies obtained
under the practically most important conditions in air equilibrated solution. When the solution is contains
dissolved O2, eaq and H react with O2: eaq + O2  O2, H + O2  HO2, pKa (O2/HO2) = 4.8.
Therefore, in addition to OH, with a yield of 0.32 µmol J1, O2/HO2 is also present in the solution. The
UV-Vis absorption spectra of aerated solutions (Fig. 2d) showed the same dependence on the absorbed
dose as it was observed in N 2O saturated solutions (Fig. 2a). However, the decrease of the absorbance at
238 nm and the build-up of the new absorbance were somewhat slower in aerated saturated solution.
In order to separate the contribution of OH and O2/HO2 to the degradation of fenuron we
repeated the same dose dependence studies in O2 saturated solution containing also sodium-formate. In
such solution only the O2/HO2 pair is present as reactive intermediates, since OH also transforms to
these species in the reactions: OH + HCO2−  H2O + CO2−, CO2− + O2  CO2 + O2. Under
these conditions the fenuron UV absorbance did not decrease during irradiation indicating no reaction
between fenuron and O2/HO2. In Fig. 3 we show the absorbance maximum values at 238 nm.
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FIG. 3. Changes in the absorbance at 238 nm under different experimental conditions.
Under our chromatographic conditions fenuron eluted at 12 min in 1 × 10 4 mol dm3 solution
and the products eluted earlier (Fig. 4a). At 5 kGy dose the depletion was 75%. The yields of products
first increased, and then decreased with the dose which shows that the degradation/mineralization is a
multistep process (Fig. 4c).
The products were identified by the mass spectra; the absorption spectra of the individual
products, taken with diode-array detector also helped the identification. Based on the absorption spectra
and also on the total ion chromatograms the products eluted at 6.1 and 10.7 min seem to form with the
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highest yields. Both products in negative ionization mode gave molecule ion peak at 181 Da, so these are
the hydroxylated versions of fenuron. In the absorption spectra of both products in addition to the peaks at
233 and 236 nm we find a second maximum at 276 and 281 nm, respectively. Similar absorption spectra
are reported for the for o-, m- and p-aminophenol isomers, the absorbance maxima are at 230 and 281 nm,
231 and 281 nm and at 230 and 295 nm, respectively (Sarpal and Dogra, 1987). OH as electrofilic
reactant is expected to prefer addition to o- and p-positions. Based on the absorption spectra we assume
that the 6.1 min peak belongs to the o-, and the 10.7 min peak to the p-hydroxylated version of fenuron.
These products were previously identified in several other AOP, e.g. in TiO 2 photocatalysis (Richard and
Bengana, 1996) or in the H 2O2/UV process (Mazellier et al., 2007). However, using methanol/water
mixture for elution and other types of C18 columns the p-isomer came earlier than the o-isomer. At
higher doses several other products were observed with this double absorption band (e.g. the compound
that eluted at 7.1 min). We assume that the m-isomer also forms with lower yield and products
hydroxylated in the ring and modified in the side chain are also produced. Some of the products had
practically the same absorption spectrum as fenuron has. In these products the alteration was made only in
the side chain.
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.
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FIG. 4. Chromatograph taken at 238 nm in 1 × 103 mol dm3 fenuron solution un-irradiated
and irradiated with 1 and 5 kGy dose (a), the integrated chromatographic areas (5 kGy) (b) and
dose dependence of product concentrations (c).
4.3.

Reactions of hydrated electrons

In water radiolysis the yield of hydrated electron is equal to that of hydroxyl radicals. Under
certain conditions eaq may also react with the organic solute molecules (high solute and low dissolved O 2
concentration), although we have to mention that the rate coefficient of e aq + fenuron reaction is low,
(9.20.7) × 108 mol1 dm3 s1 (Canle Lopez et al., 2005). In the transient absorption there is very weak
absorption band with centre around 350 nm (not shown). Such spectrum is consistent with e aq addition to
the ring and protonation of the anion (Canle Lopez et al., 2005).
The longer wavelength band in the UV absorption spectrum experienced in OH reaction was not
observed when eaq was the reaction partner (Fig. 2b). These experiments were carried out in N 2 saturated
5 vol% tert-butanol containing solutions when OH is transformed to a lower reactivity tert-butanol
radical: OH + (CH3)3COH  H2O + CH2(CH3)2COH. It is obvious from Fig. 2b that in such solution
fenuron also degrades during radiolysis, however, the efficiency of eaq reaction is much lower than that
in OH reaction. In eaq reaction the UV absorption spectrum does not change, just the intensity decreases:
this reaction probably leads to direct destruction of the aromatic conjugation.
The reactions were also studied in N 2 saturated solution without tert-butanol when both OH and
eaq reacted with fenuron (Fig. 2c). The degradation rate was found to be lower than calculated based on
the reactivates of OH, investigated in N2O saturated, and eaq, in N2 bubbled solutions with tert-butanol.
At the same time the band at longer wavelength was also observed here. The reason of the low efficiency
may partly be due to the reaction of the two types of intermediates with each other, that reactions may
regenerate the starting molecules.
4.4.

Chemical oxygen demand, total organic carbon content and toxicity assessment

The rate of oxidation of the organic content in water can be characterized by COD removal, that
of mineralization by TOC removal. These measurements were carried out at relatively high, 1 × 10 3 mol
dm3 concentration, in order to be in the well-measureable range. The calculated initial values at this
concentration are 320 mg dm3 and 108 mg dm3. The measured values, 315 mg dm3 and 112.5 mg dm3,
were close to the calculated ones. When the solutions were irradiated due to the oxidation and
mineralization the COD and TOC values decreased nearly linearly (up to 60 kGy), the slopes are COD
4.5 mg dm3 kGy1 (it corresponds to 1.4 × 104 mol O2 dm3 kGy1) and TOC 1 mg dm3 kGy1 (8.3 ×
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104 mol C dm3 kGy1), respectively (Fig. 5). The linear dependence is quite common, it was also found
with other organic pollutants (Chamam et al., 2012; Homlok et al., 2013). Since with 1 kGy absorbed
dose c.a. 2.8 × 104 mol OH is injected into 1 dm3 solution, the one electron oxidant hydroxyl radical on
average induces two electron oxidations. In a previous publication (Homlok et al., 2013) the higher than
one electron oxidation was explained by O2 reaction with the organic radicals (second oxidation) and by
the subsequent reactions of the peroxy radical. The deviation of COD from linearity above 60 kGy dose
may be to the slow degradation of smaller molecular fragments.
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FIG. 5. COD and TOC values measured in 1 × 103 mol dm3 air saturated solution.
Fenuron is moderately toxic (Villa et al., 2012): in un-irradiated 2 × 104 mol dm3 aerated
solution fenuron the fluorescence of Vibrio fischeri bacteria decreased by 15 % (Fig. 6). In 1 kGy
irradiated solution the inhibition increased to 90 % showing increased toxicity of products. It started to
decrease above 10 kGy. The higher inhibition may partly be due to hydrogen peroxide formation during
irradiation (Zona and Solar (2003)). In a series of measurements Bovine catalase was added to each
sample before the tests to destroy the residual H 2O2. In such solutions the fluorescence inhibition was
much smaller, however, the initial increase was also observed. The toxicity with catalase present is
mainly due to phenols that form at early stages of degradation. In Fig. 6 we show also the toxicity caused
by H2O2 calculated based on the 50% inhibition (EC50) at 3  104 mol dm3 concentration. In tap water
the H2O2 effect is expected to be smaller due to H2O2 decomposition in the presence of traces of transition
metals. Fig. 6 shows the toxicity changes in the 015 kGy range. With increasing dose above 15 kGy
strong toxicity decrease was found. H 2O2 in radiolysis forms in the so-called spur processes and also in
the termination reactions of O2/HO2 (Spinks and Woods, 1990).
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FIG. 6. Toxicity test irradiated in air saturated 2 × 104 mol dm3 fenuron solution.
5. DISCUSSION
In dissolved oxygen containing solution the following mechanism may be suggested for the first steps of
degradation.
Reaction (1) shows OH addition to ortho-position, the adduct hydroxy-cyclohexadienyl radical in (2)
reacting with dissolved oxygen transforms to peroxy radical. As Fang et al. (1995) showed the O 2
scavenging reactions of hydroxy-cyclohexadienyl radicals are fast and the peroxy radicals are relatively
stable when electron donating substituent (like here) is attached to the ring. The peroxy radicals formed
from OH adducts are known to readily eliminate HO 2 (3) forming phenolic compounds (von Sonntag
and Schuchmann, 2001). Through this reactions the one-electron-oxidant OH induces two-electronoxidation. This elimination pathway is in competition with other unimolecular reactions of the
cyclohexadienyl and peroxy radicals which ultimately lead to disintegration of the ring and formation of
small carboxylic acids.
The hydroxycyclohexadienyl radical in (4) may rearrange to semiquinone radical. This intermediate is
capable of taking-up two O2, after reacting with O2 in (5) the peroxide may isomerize to endoperoxide
(6), the carbon centred radical in (7) reacts with a second O 2. Ring fragmentation (8) is suggested to take
place through the peroxide intermediates. In phenol degradation the endoperoxide intermediate is
assumed to transformation to mukonic acid and aldehyde derivatives and smaller organic fragments (Sato
et al., 1978; von Sonntag and Schuchmann, 2001; Homlok et al., 2013). When the latter reaction route is
dominating one OH may induce higher than two-electron oxidations.
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.
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SCHEME 1. Mechanism suggested for the first steps of OH induced degradation.
When OH attacks one of the methyl groups, the carbon centred radical thus formed may react quickly
with the dissolved oxygen: The peroxy radicals transforms to stable oxidized products in radical-radical
reactions.
Hydroxylated molecule formation is also observed in the absence of dissolved O 2 (in N2O saturated
solution). Under these conditions different unimolecular and bimolecular reactions lead to phenol type
molecule formation. Such reactions for other aromatic molecules are described in numerous publication
(see for instance: Spinks and Woods, 1990).
In the early stages of degradation the main products are fenuron molecules hydroxylated in the ring.
Phenol type molecules are often characterised by high toxicity in the Microtox tests. The gradual decrease
of toxicity with the absorbed dose must be due to gradual depletion of fenuron, which is the source of
more toxic products, and also due to the gradual degradation of the first formed products.
The rate of COD decrease is used for characterization of the oxidation, while that of TOC the
mineralization. The lower slope of the COD-dose relation than that of the TOC-dose relation suggests a
gradual oxidation. With the mechanism discussed above we made suggestions for the initial steps of the
oxidative degradation. As the oxidation proceeds the oxygen-to-carbon ratio in the products increases.
Formation of smaller molecular mass carboxylic acids was reported in several AOP. These compounds
degrade slowly in OH induced reactions.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

In dilute air saturated aqueous solution fenuron can be easily degraded by irradiation. The first oxidation
steps are due to the reactions hydroxyl radicals. Hydrated electrons or the superoxide radical
anion/perhydroxyl radical pair practically does not contribute to the transformations. The main reaction of

OH is addition to the aromatic ring forming hydroxyl-cyclohexadienyl radical. This radical has a wide
absorption band in the 300400 nm range with maximum at about 350 nm, in aerated solution it is
expected to react with dissolved oxygen. Some part of the peroxide radicals thus formed finally
transforms to fenuron molecules hydroxylated in the ring. As it can be deduced from the formation of
end-products the hydroxyl radical reacts also with the methyl groups on the terminal N-atom causing
oxidation of the fenuron molecule here. Based on the decrease of the chemical oxygen demand of the
solution with irradiation we calculated two electron oxidations upon one OH attack. The toxicity of the
solutions first increases with the absorbed dose and then decreases. This increase may partly be due to
some hydroxylated products formed during irradiation.
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Abstract
The AOPs treatment of a laundry machine wastewater allows a 30% water re-use. Assessment of
performance under the IEC60456 directive indicates that rehabilitated 2nd rinse water with UVC/H2O2-drop-wise
and O3 have almost the same level of performance as tap water. Water solutions of sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate
(SDBS), C12-C14 alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (Lorodac 7-24), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(HTAB), and their mixtures have been treated with UVA and UVC in the presence of suspended TiO2 micropearls.
The mineralization rate followed the order Lorodac > SDBS > HTAB. TiO 2 at concentrations 0.2% appears very
effective in both UV spectral regions. The degradation of a mixture of five emerging pollutants (carbamazepine
(CBZ), diclofenac (DCF), benzophenone-3 (BP3), benzophenone-4 (BP4) and Triton X-100 (TRT) ) were
investigated both in deionized and tap water, by direct UVC photolysis, UVC/H2O2 , and UVC/TiO2. The
degradation kinetics of the single components is highly influenced by the nature of the matrix, except in the case of
DCF.

1.

OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH

One main objective was the implementation of an advanced oxidation process in a
domestic laundry machine. The purpose was to prototype a new domestic appliance able to
recycle wastewater for further washing, after in-side treatment. Other projects deal with the
destruction of single or mixed emerging organic pollutants, performed in various aqueous media,
i.e. deionized-, and tap-water.
2.

INTRODUCTION

In our previous reports1 it has been highlighted that no-one single remediation method can solve
the water pollution issue alone. A successful remediation of a wide range of physical, chemical and
biological properties of pollutants requires the association of physical-mechanical methods with physicochemical processes and biodigestion, in an integrated technology.
Then a few years ago we planned to exploit the performances of some remediation systems
resulting from the combination of various energy types (ionizing radiation, UVA, UVC, US, and
microwaves) either by themselves or hybridized with radical mediators and/or catalysts. The AOPs
conceived in such a way were implemented on a household laundry machine prototype capable to save
water and energy and tested on the decomposition of surfactants, being them the main components of
these kind of wastewaters.
On a wider side, it is known that surfactants cause a serious threat to environment by inhibiting the
oxygen-exchange process in the aquatic system. This hazard is destined to become critical as, besides
their accumulation due to a progressive improvement of hygienic lifestyle, they are extensively used in
many industrial processes2.
Hidaka et al. already reported about the photocatalized mineralization of several anionic, non-ionic,
and cationic surfactants alone or mixed3,4, via UV irradiation of dispersed TiO2 particles. Rao et al.5
efficiently oxidized binary and ternary mixture of surfactants, as SDBS, cetylpyridinium chloride
(cationic), Triton X-100 (non-ionic), and commercial soap/detergent formulations by using UV/TiO2.
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UV/H2O2 is a well known AOP and it was succesfully applied by some authors in the degradation of
many pollutants6,7.
In the present paper we report about the search of the optimal treatment of wastewater laundry
machines, about photocatalytic UVA and UVC treatments of surfactants, and about UVC treatments of
emerging pollutants, alone or mixed together in deionized- and tap-water.
3. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Technical grade sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) was purchased from Acros Organics,
C12-C14 alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (Lorodac 7-24) was kindly supplied by Sasol Company, and
high purity (≥98%) hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (HTAB) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
Carbamazepine (CBZ), diclofenac (DCF), benzophenone-3 (BP3), benzophenone-4 (BP4) and Triton X100 (TRT) were supplied by Sigma–Aldrich. Complete dissolution of solutes was achieved by
magnetically stirring the solution for 48 hours in the dark. H2O2 (30% v/v) solution was purchased from
Merk KGaA. TiO2 VP Aeroperl P25/20 from Evonik, was a mixture of 80% anatase and 20% rutile with
an average particle size of 30 μm and a reactive surface area of (50 ± 15) m2 g-1. TiO2 was used as
micropearls (10% p/v). Ultrapure water was from a Millipore Milli-Q system. Tap water (TW) was the
Bologna municipal water-supply.
UV irradiation was performed by a Rayonet irradiator, equipped with 16 UV lamps (8W, 253.7 nm,
Hg low pressure, Sylvania). Their irradiance (incident power on the unit area of a surface, mW/cm2) is
given alongside the experiment description. An Agilent 1260 HPLC instrument equipped with a diode
array detector was used to follow the disappearance of compounds. 0.5 mL samples were used as sources
for the automated injection of 40 L of each chromatographic run performed on a reverse phase C-8
poroshell (Agilent) 120, 2.1  50 mm 2.7 m, or a reverse phase Zorbax C8 column 4.6 x 150 mm, 5 m,
with a linear gradient from 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in water to 100% acetonitrile; flow rate was 0.5-1
mL/min.
The total organic carbon (TOC) was measured by means of the Hach-Lange LCK-385 test-incuvette and DR5000 spectrophotometer. Its Limit-of-Detection (LOD) is 3 mg/L as declared by the
manufacturer. Surfactants concentrations were measured by Hach-Lange test-in-cuvette LCK 331
(cationic), LCK 332 (anionic), and LCK 333 (non-ionics). Crossed interferences are declared by the
manufacturer when more than one category of surfactants is present in the system. Particularly, in our
case we found anomalous surfactants trend during the treatment of commercial detergents, i.e. a general
increase of concentration. That due, some data on surfactants removal treatment have been omitted from
Table 1. In other cases (see text), various HPLC methods were set-up to follow surfactants concentration
in a single run, via UV absorption, luminescence or mass spectrometry. The pH was checked using an
Orion Research Expandable Ion analyzer EA940 equipped with a Hanna Instruments HI1111 electrode.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Domestic washing with treated wastewater
The objective was to assess the feasibility of re-washing with the 2nd rinse water after its UVC
/H2O2 (or/and O3) treatment. Concentrations were: [H2O2]  10 mM and [O3]max = 0.64 mg/L. Commonly,
the washing cycle in a cloth laundry machine is carried out with a binary mixture of SDBS and Lorodac
7-24. However many other anionic and non-ionic surfactants are present in the commercial detergent
brands. Also, the likely addition of a softener in the final rinsing cycle enriches waste water of cationic
surfactants, as they are released unaltered rather than being adsorbed on fabrics. An usual washing cycle
(55 L) runs schematically through the following phases: 1) Water load, 2) Washing, 3) Discharge/load,
4) 1st rinsing, 5) Discharge/load, 6) 2nd rinsing 7) Final discharge. Every experiment consisted of two
consecutive washings separated by a pause, during which the 2 nd rinse water was treated and then fed the
following washing. A branded detergent was used. A pre-prototype was employed consisting of two UVC
lamps (RW-HI RuWal Aquatech, 40 W, 254 nm) plus a pump NJ 1700, Aquarium System, load: 600 –
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1700 L/h. A standard dirt was used, as defined under the IEC 59D\332\DC directive. The following
treatments of the 2nd rinse water have been carried out:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

UVC/H2O2 _a. 100% of H2O2 was added to samples at-once
UVC/H2O2 _b: only 50% of H2O2 was added all at once, the other 50% was added drop wise at a
speed of 1.6 mL/min.
UVC/H2O2_c: as above, but the treated water was used both in re-washing and in the 1st rinse.
This is possible as volume of rinsing-water exceeds that of washing. The scope was to recycle the
30% of water ( 16 L).
UVC/O3
O3
No-treatment.
Washing performances

The results are illustrated in Table 1 and 2. UVC photolysis of H 2O2 is more effective in destroying
both anionic and non-ionic surfactants with respect to UVC/O3 and O3-alone. Ozone-alone treatment
showed an increase of surfactants, occurrence for which we do not have a rationale. Nonetheless, the
hypothesis that O3 may affect the measurements has to be ruled out, as there is no residual ozone at the
time of analysis. Cationic content values have been equally omitted as explained in section 3.1. When

Table 1. Surfactans content and TOC by treatment of the 2nd rinse
wastewater
TREATMENT
Properties

UVC/H2O2
all at once

UVC/O3

UVC/H2O2
drop wise

O3

Δ Anionics

-94%

-95%

-26%

a.d.*

Δ NonIonics

-72%

-46%

-23%

a.d.*

Δ Cationics

a.d.*

a.d.*

a.d.*

a.d.*

Δ TOC

-55%

-71%

a.d.*

a.d.*

*anomalous data (see section 3.1)
H2O2 is maintained at a moderate steady state concentration, by the drop wise technique, mineralization
improves by 16% ( ΔTOC = -71%) with respect to the same amount added all at once (Table 1, compare
col. 2 vs. col. 1). Likely, in this way, an efficient OH production and scavenging by the organics is
warranted for the main part of the process. On the other hand H2O2 at high initial concentration favours
the early kinetics time but, being consumed very fast, its radical mediation efficiency drops down in the
core of the process. For the purpose of this research, however, a practical assessment of wastewater
rehabilitation is requested, that is a quantification of how washing performs is needed. After washing with
tap water for reference, untreated and treated wastewater, we measured the reflectance of fabric strips
soiled with a specific set of 5 stains designed under the IEC standard i.e. sebum-, coal&oil-, blood-,
milk&chocolate- and red wine stains8. Table 2 collects the results listed along treatment types (columns)
and dirt types (rows). Spanning the treatments down the columns, one can read the reflectance related to a
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specific stain. A specific performance is assessed by the difference between the post-treatment reflectance
with that of tap water (first and fifth columns): if reflectance is higher, washing is better, if it is lower,
washing is worse. To obtain a total washing performance, the IEC standard specifies to sum the
reflectance values of all 5 stains. In our cases it may be seen that re-use of untreated water leads to an
improvement (green) or comparable performance (yellow) with respect to tap water, while the worst
results occur for UVC/H2O2 and UVC/O3 (red). Water treated with UVC/H2O2-drop-wise and O3 have
almost the same level of performance as tap water (yellow). That is enough to conclude that the
rehabilitation by the latest two AOPs has no drawbacks. Therefore, they may be exploited for water reuse. Non-treated water (columns 2 and 6) could be re-used as well, but during storage it is affected by
fermentation and bad smell. AOPs treated water, differently, is not affected by this drawback, due to the
reduction of the organic load.
Tab. 2. Washings Performances with Tap-water and re-used wastewater (WW)1,2
WATER

Tap
water3a

type

WW
NoTreatment

WW
/UVC
/H2O2

DIRT
type

WW
/UVC
/H2O2
dropwise

Tap
water3b

WW
/NoTreatment

WW
/UVC/O3

WW
/O3

FABRIC REFLECTANCE4

White fabric

80.5±0.6

79.9±0.4

75.3±1.1

78.0±0.9

79.7±0.5

80.1±0.3

79.5±0.7

77.2±0.2

Sebum

60.8±0.6

58.9±1.1

59.2±0.8

59.5±1.0

61.4±0.3

63.5±1.0

60.3±1.2

60.7±1.0

Coal & Oil

35.7±0.8

35.9±1.7

33.4±1.7

34.5±1.3

36.4±0.4

38.4±2.0

34.3±1.3

36.2±1.9

Blood

37.3±1.0

40.1±1.1

34.5±1.1

37.0±1.2

41.3±1.8

45.1±0.9

42.0±0.6

44.0±0.5

Milk &
Chocolate

41.6±0.5

43.0±1.3

41.2±1.5

40.3±1.0

43.0±0.7

41.4±0.7

38.7±1.5

43.2±0.7

Red Wine

50.4±0.8

53.2±0.9

46.0±1.3

49.5±2.4

53.0±0.8

46.6±0.5

50.7±0.7

54.4±0.6

TOTAL
REFLECTANCE

225.8±1.7

231.1±3

214.3±2.9

220.8±3.3

235.1±2.1

235.0±2.6

226.0±2.5 238.5±2.4

1 nd

2 rinse wastewater
Blue: reference; yellow: comparable; red: worse; green: improved
3
Average values of the reflectances related to washing cycles before H2O2 (3a), O3 (3b) treatments
IEC 60456/ED5/fdis Directive
2

3
4.2.

Photocatalytic degradation of surfactant mixtures.

This study focused on the photocatalytic treatment of surfactants (SDBS, Lorodac, and HTAB)
either as single solutes or as their mixture. The effects of TiO 2 concentration, and of UV power and
energy were considered. UVA and UVC irradiations were investigated in order to discriminate their
efficiencies. Single or mixed compounds systems were equi-ponderal at 20 mg/L. The photoreactor was
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equipped with a variable amount of lamps to output powers ranging from 32 to 128 W, being 128 W the
max.emission for UVC and 64 W the max emission for UVA. The irradiance of each lamp at 4 cm
distance was 1.58 mW/cm2 for UVC and 0.65 mW/cm2 for UVA. UVC lamps then are almost twice as
efficient as UVA ones, meaning that the effective power of 64W-UVA approximately pairs that of 32WUVC. In this report then we compare each other the performances of two AOPs differing for light
energies (254 and 368 nm), but exploiting equivalent power lamps set-up.
Samples were bubbled with pure air throughout the treatment. Sampling was done after 30, 60, 90,
120 and 240 minutes. Anionic, non-ionic and cationic surfactants concentrations were detected by means
of a single run HPLC-MS method.

FIG. 1. Mineralization 1st half-lifetimes comparison
between a binary and ternary system (MIX2 and MIX3)
at effective UVC and UVA iso-powers, and at two
catalyst concentrations. The TOC reduction half-life is
shorter by using UVC and 0.2% TiO2

FIG. 2. Decrease of TOC during the photocatalysis of
the ternary system (MIX3). The process is almost
complete after  250 minutes whith TiO2 = 0.2%.

Fig. 3. Overall first order kinetics for the mineralization of a ternary system (MIX3). Both UVC and UVA are
efficient, provided the photocatalyst concentration be as high as 0.2%.

In Fig. 1 the first half-lifetimes to reduce the total organic carbon of 50%, t 1/2, help to understand
which factors govern the mineralization rate: comparing the two histograms of the binary system MIX2
(SDBS and Lorodac) at constant photocatalyst concentration (0.2%), it may be seen that the system is
decomposed at a faster rate when energy increases, i.e. with UVC. Also, reaction rate is strongly
enhanced by increasing the concentration of titania. The same occurs for the ternary system MIX3
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(SDBS, Lorodac and HATB). Figure 2 represents the TOC time-curve reduction in MIX3 treated by
changing both energy and TiO2 content. Compare the couple of azure and blue curves with the red and
green couple. The first couple is obtained with different energies but at fixed 0.2% TiO2, the second
couple is also obtained at different energies but at fixed 0.01% TiO2. It is evident that the effect of TiO2
exceeds that of energy. Therefore the rate is much more affected by catalyst concentration rather than by
incident energy. In terms of elapsed time, a TiO2 concentration of 0.2% leads the processes to reach the
completion after  250 minutes, while at 0.01% this time seems approximately only the first half-lifetime
of much slower processes. Notice that both these values show a little dependence on energy.
The decomposition of a ternary system with respect to the irradiation energy is showed in details by
following its kinetics in Fig. 3: here MIX3 is treated with the same amount of TiO2 (0.2%) with UVC or
UVA alternatively. The overall mineralization kinetics satisfactorily fits a first order process, which
confirms the qualitative observations illustrated in the previous sentence, i.e. that photocatalysis with the
368 nm light performs similarly to the 254-nm-one. Actually, the fitting parameters are consistent with a
t1/2 = 48 minutes for UVA mineralization, not much worse than the 30 minutes of UVC half-lifetime. We
should also consider that, in the UVC process, some extent of a direct photolysis of SDBS is expected; if
its role on decomposition could be subtracted, the role of the catalyst would appear even higher than that
represented here. The same observations as above have been done on the decomposition of MIX2 (not
shown here).
a) Photochemical treatments of MIX5
This research work deals with the degradation of a mixture of five emerging pollutants
(carbamazepine, diclofenac, benzophenone-3, benzophenone-4 and triton X-100) both in deionized (DW)
and tap (TW) water by means of UVC photolysis, UVC/H2O2 and UVC/TiO2 advanced oxidation
processes. These experiments have been carried out only with UVC, i.e. at 254 nm. The efficiency of
treatments has been determined by following the disappearance of the parent molecules by HPLC and
evaluating the degree of mineralization via total organic carbon analysis. The different stability of each
compound in our experimental conditions and the kinetics of disappearance were ascertained. The three
degradation methods have been compared in terms of pollutant removal and mineralization degree. The
influence of matrix, and of catalyst/additive concentration has also been investigated. Direct UVC
photolysis was run as a blank and was used to assess the photostability of the components. UVC/H2O2
was taken as benchmark method, being its efficiency well established. All the experiments were carried
out on 250 mL aqueous solutions containing ca. 5 mg/L of each compound either in DW or TW. UVC
flux in the center of the reactor measured by a 254 nm sensitive probe was 25 mW cm-2; the temperature
was monitored constantly with a Delta Ohm HD 9219 thermometer equipped with a Pt100 sensor. In the
case of TiO2, the titania suspension, 0.01%, was equilibrated under air bubbling in the dark for 5 minutes.
In these experiments, H2O2 (30% v/v) was added all at once immediately before the irradiation to attain
an initial concentration of 25 mg/L. Periodic sampling was done during irradiation, samples were stored
in the dark at 4°C before the analyses. TiO2 particles were removed by centrifugation before the analysis.
Some typical experiments are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the results concerning
the treatment of MIX5 in the presence of H2O2. Under this condition the disappearence of compounds
was very fast, both in DW and TW, with t 1/2 lower than 5 min for all analytes in both matrices.
Consequently, TOC decreased at higer rate with respect to plain photolysis experiments (not shown here)
with a first order kinetic having a t1/2 of 27 and 101 min in DW and TW, respectively.
Fig. 5 refers to the photocatalytic AOP system in the two matrices. It is clear that in DW the
reaction proceeds faster for all compounds, with t1/2 ranging between 21 min (TRT) to 30 min (CBZ),
with the exception of DCF whose t1/2 remains below 5 min. After 240 min, a pH value of 4.99 was found.
This data, in accordance with a TOC-t1/2 of 70 min, confirms that mineralization of the sample occurred
indeed.
When the reaction was performed in TW, the degradation was 3-4 times slower than in DW; in fact
analytes disappearence half-lifetime ranged from 71 min (TRT) to 86 min (BP4). For BP4 only a partial
mineralization was reached after 240 min (t1/2 = 222 min). As in the previous TW experiments, the pH
slightly increased to a final value of  9.
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The slower reactivity in TW can be ascribed to a higher matrix scavenging effect of OH. This
reaction remains consistently faster with respect to the plain photolysis in the same matrix. As expected
the pH end value in the DW is sligthly acid (pH 4.60), remarking the intervened mineralization of the
organic carbon. Interestingly in the TW experiment the end pH was 9.06 after 240 min even if TOC
analysis confirmed the complete mineralization. Yet, this scavenging effect is not sufficient to explain the
drastic slowing down of the photocatalytic degradation in TW with respect to that found in DW, if
compared with UVC/H2O2 treatment. As proposed by Zhang et al.9 the great reduction in photocatalytic
degradation rate in TW experiment could be due to competitive adsorption of inorganic ion on the
catalyst surface inhibiting the reaction of photogenerated holes and electrons with our target molecules.
Among the single pollutants, DCF was found to be the most sensitive to UVC light and, therefore,
the first removed compound. This result encourages the use of UVC post-treatments after wastewater
treatment plants to destroy one of the pollutants suggested in the regulatory. On the contrary BP3 and
BP4 were less sensitive to the UVC based AOP.
UVC/H2O2 resulted in the most effective treatment in terms of mineralization; UVC/TiO2 showed
to be competitive with that for a number of reasons, like its safety, nature abundance, stability, and low
cost. Matrix exerted a big effect both on the kinetics of degradation of the single pollutants, with the
exception of DCF, and on the TOC removal confirming that, in order to have informative results,
experiments on emerging pollutants removal must be carried out in real matrix (e.g. tap water).

Fig. 4. Normalized HPLC degradation profile of the five
emerging pollutants of MIX5 (see inside legend) in
deionized- (upper) and tap- (lower) water under
UVC/H2O2 treatment. Initial [H2O2] = 25 mg/L
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Fig.5. Normalized HPLC degradation profile of the five
emerging pollutants of MIX5 (see inside legend) in deionized(upper) and tap- (lower) water under UVC/TiO2 treatment.
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CONCLUSIONS
Rehabilitation of the 2nd rinse-water to further washings with a domestic machine has no drawbacks
(section 3.2). UVC/H2O2-drop-wise and O3 methods have almost the same level of washing performance
as plain tap water has. Therefore, they may be exploited for water re-use. UVC/H2O2 initiated AOP
showed to be the most effective method. It has been evidenced that its optimization practice requires a
drop wise addition of H2O2. Examining in details the destruction of surfactants (section 3.3), we
discriminated the effects of different energies and titania concentrations. UV/TiO2 demonstrated to be
very effective to reduce the TOC, both in the C and A spectral regions. It is a safe, fast, reliable and
economically feasible method for treatment of complex mixtures of organic pollutants. These
observations allow to envisage new systems exploiting directly the free sunlight. The degradation
kinetics in distilled- and tap-water of a mixture of five emerging pollutants (section 3.4), highlights that
the H2O2 method is faster than photocatalysis in the given experimental conditions. Here TiO2 was used at
very low concentrations, while the surfactant studies of section 3.3 report that TiO2 concentration greatly
affects the mineralization rate. Then, an objective idea of the potentiality of photocatalysis needs more
systematic studies to explore the extent of the concentration effect. Concentration and TOC studies
evidence that the nature of matrix strongly influences the degradation process, remarking that
experiments on emerging pollutants should be carried out in real matrix to get informative results.
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Abstract
Pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in wastewater were treated by the combination method of activated sludge
and ionizing radiation in laboratory scale. Oseltamivir, aspirin and ibuprofen at 5 mol dm-3 in wastewater were
decomposed by the activated sludge at reaction time for 4 h. On the other hand, carbamazepine, ketoprofen,
mefenamic acid, clofibric acid, and diclofenac were not decomposed completely for 8 h. In the case of antibiotics,
decomposition yield of chlortetracycline was 93% for 8 hours, while those of other antibiotics (sulfamerazine,
sulfapyridine, sulfamethazine, sulfamethoxazole, and chloramphenicol) were lower than 10%. Decompositions of
the persistent pharmaceuticals and antibiotics at 5 mol dm-3 in wastewater were investigated by the -ray
irradiation. Concentrations of carbamazepine decreased exponentially as function of dose and were less than 0.05
mg dm-3 as a threshold concentration of chronic toxicity of pharmaceuticals up to 1 kGy, while mefenamic acid and
ketoprofen were decomposed at 2 kGy. Concentration of sulfapyridine, sulfamerazine, sulfamethazine, and
sulfamethoxazole were eliminated at 1 kGy. Chloramphenicol also needed a dose of 1 kGy to be eliminated but
decompose slowly than the others. The rate constants of the reactions of these pharmaceuticals and antibiotics with
hydroxyl radicals were estimated by the competition reaction method to be 3.2-10 × 109 mol-1 dm3 s-1.
Decompositions of the pharmaceuticals in wastewater by ionizing radiation were simulated using the obtained rate
constants and the amount of total organic carbon as parameters. Simulation curves of concentrations of these
pharmaceuticals and antibiotics as a function of dose were responsible for the experimental data, and the required
dose for the elimination of them in wastewater by ionizing radiation can be estimated by this simulation. Total
running cost for the electron beam treatment system of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in real wastewater was
estimated to be 35 yen m-3 in Japan. The electron beam treatment is considered to have the potentiality of the
attachment to the treatment plants.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
The technology for the decomposition of trace amounts of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics was
developed in wastewater by use of the combination method of activated sludge and ionizing radiation.
Economical cost for treatment of wastewater containing these organic pollutants using electron beam
treatment system is estimated to confirm the potentiality of the attachment to the treatment plants.

2.

INTRODUCTION

The pollutants such as halogenated organic compounds, endocrine disruptors, and heavy metals
were persistent, high toxic and low biodegradability [1-3]. Some pharmaceuticals and antibiotics also may
give ill effects on human and aquatic animals because of its chronic and reproduction toxicities [4]. The
consumptions and environmental concentrations of them have increased remarkably because of the
population growth and diversification of advanced medical worldwide, and it feels uneasy about
generation of the drug resistance bacteria. Drug resistant bacteria, which have low chemo sensitivity,
proliferate in the water environment exposing to high concentration of chemotherapeutic drugs from
household, domestic animals, medical treatment site, waste disposal plant and so on. The environmental
movement and risk evaluation of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics are studied recently [4-7]. However,
it is difficult to manage the environment risk of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics having great benefits
for human life. The direct removal methods such as activated sludge system and advanced oxidation
technologies (AOTs) are considered to be suitable for the treatment of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics
in the water environment. Some anti-inflammatory medications, anticonvulsant drugs, antiviral drugs,
antilipemic agents and so on, however, were detected at the downstream of water treatment plants, and
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could not be decomposed by the physical-chemical treatment with the activated sludge system completely
[4, 8, 9]. The development of new treatment method is required to minimize their risk.
Ionizing radiation method, one of the advanced oxidation technologies (AOTs), succeeded to
decompose effectively persistent organic pollutants such as dioxin, polychlorobiphenyls, endocrine
disrupting chemicals (EDCs), and so on [10-15]. Trace amount of EDCs, which give hazardous effect to
aquatic animals at 1 ng dm-3, were difficult to be treated by existing water treatment methods. However,
-ray irradiation method detoxified EDCs and its irradiation products in wastewater at the dose of 200 Gy,
and the economic cost of the treatment plant using electron beam was estimated to be 17 yen m-3 [13, 16,
17]. Moreover, the ionizing radiation method was already tried on a practical use stage of the water
treatment, and the pilot plant using the electron beam combined with the biodegradation process is
operated at the paper mill factory and the dye industrial complex [18, 19]. The electron beam irradiation
promotes the decrease in the amount of total organic carbon (TOC), biological oxygen demand (BOD)
and chemical oxygen demand (COD) of wastewater and results in a realization of an efficient process.
The persistent pharmaceuticals also could be decomposed by AOTs, and some papers have been reported
on the treatment of the some pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in pure water [20, 21]. However,
decomposition of pharmaceuticals by ionizing radiation was difficult to carry out in the real influent
sewage water because of its large amount of impurities.
The purpose of this work is to treat the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in combination of the
activated sludge and ionizing radiation. Decomposition of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in wastewater
was first carried out by the activated sludge system in order to decompose biodegradable them and reduce
the TOC value in wastewater. Persistent pharmaceuticals and antibiotics, which were not decomposed by
the activated sludge system, were treated by -rays, and their decomposition efficiencies depended on the
amount of TOC in wastewater.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Aspirin (Wako, 99.5%), ibuprofen (Aldrich, 99%), carbamazepine (Aldrich, 99%), mefenamic acid
(Wako, 99%), ketoprofen (Aldrich, 99%), oseltamivir (TYUGAI PHARMACEUTICALS CO.), clofibric
acid (Aldrich, 97%), diclofenac (Aldrich), sulfamerazine (Toronto Research Chemicals, 99%),
sulfapyridine (MP Biomedicals, 99%), sulfamethazine (Wako, 99%), sulfamethoxazole (Wako, 99%),
chloramphenicol (Wako, 99%), and chlortetracycline (Wako, 99%) were selected as experimental
samples because they were reported to be consumed a lot worldwide and detected in the water
environment used without purification [4]. Each pharmaceutical and antibiotics was dissolved at 5 mol
dm-3 in real wastewater of pH value at 7.45 and the amount of TOC at about 10 to 60 mgC dm-3, which
was collected at an aeration tank of a water treatment facility, Gunma Prefectural Central Wastewater
Treatment Plant. The pH and TOC values were measured by a pH meter (MP220, METER TOLEDO)
and a TOC analyzer (VWP-T, Shimadzu). Activated sludge was supplied by the wastewater treatment
plant and was observed by a microscopy. Vorticella and Epistylis, which exist in the biota under aerobic
sludge condition, were mainly detected in the supplied sludge. This sludge was acclimated by adding 1 g
dm-3 of glucose (Wako, 98.0%) and/or granulated sugar (NISSIN) of 0.5 dm3 day-1 for 2 days. The
acclimated sludge solution of 5.0×10-2 dm3 was mixed with the equal amount of the pharmaceutical and
antibiotics solution of 10 mol dm-3, and stirred at 100 rpm from 8 to 24 h with aeration at 0.1 dm3 min-1.
Biologically treated samples were filtered by a filter paper (Whatman, 150 mm), and concentrations of
the pharmaceuticals in these filtrates were measured by HPLC (Agilent, 1100 series) with a reverse phase
column (Shodex, RS pak DE-613). Ultra-pure water (Total organic carbon: 4 ppb, electric resistance: 18.2
MΩ cm) was supplied from Milli-pore Milli-Q system to be used as an eluent of HPLC. The
pharmaceuticals and antibiotics, which remained at 80% of the initial concentration after biodegradation
for 8 h, were decomposed by -ray irradiation. The irradiation was carried out at 298 K using 60Co -ray
sources at JAEA, Takasaki, at dose range of 50 to 20000 Gy (Gy = J kg-1). The pharmaceutical and
antibiotics solutions before and after -ray irradiations were analyzed by HPLC. Phenol (Wako, >99.0%)
was used without further purification as a reference material to evaluate the rate constant of the reaction
of the pharmaceuticals/antibiotics with hydroxyl radicals.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Activated sludge treatment of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in real wastewater
The pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in wastewater were decomposed by the activated sludge
system as shown in Figure 1. Concentrations of oseltamivir and aspirin readily decreased and eliminated
at 2 h, and decomposition yield of ibuprofen was obtained almost 100% for 4 hours as shown in Figure 1
(a). On the other hand, carbamazepine, ketoprofen, mefenamic acid, clofibric acid, and diclofenac were
not decomposed completely for 8 h, which is the average reaction time of the aeration tank in the real
wastewater treatment plant. The antibiotics in wastewater at 5 mol dm-3 were biodegraded by the
activated sludge system as shown in Figure 1 (b). Decomposition yield of chlortetracycline was 93% for 8
hours though that of oseltamivir was 100% for 2 hours. The chlortetracycline in spite of aliphatic
compounds could not be decomposed completely by the activated sludge since chlorine group of them
would cause to be resistance against the biological oxidation. Decomposition yields of other antibiotics
were lower than 10%, and these aromatic antibiotics were not decomposed by the activated sludge system
completely.
Decompositions of organic compounds by the activated sludge system have been previously
conducted. Vaishnav et al. determined biodegradations of 17 alcohols and 11 ketones using BOD
technique [22]. Barrios-Martinez et al. discussed biodegradation mechanism and efficiency of phenol in
wastewater [23]. These biodegradation results indicate that decomposition efficiency of organic
compounds by activated sludge treatment decreases in the order of saturated-aliphatics, unsaturatedaliphatics, aromatics, and chlorinated compounds. These persistent pharmaceuticals and antibiotics
against the activated sludge system are considered to be decomposed by further water treatment methods
such as ionizing radiation.
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FIG.1. Activated sludge treatment of pharmaceuticals (a) and antibiotics (b) in real wastewater

4.2. Treatment of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in real wastewater by ionizing radiation
Decompositions of the persistent pharmaceuticals at 5 mol dm-3 in wastewater were investigated
by the -ray irradiation as shown in Figure 2 (a). Concentrations of carbamazepine decreased
exponentially as function of dose and were less than 0.05 mg dm-3 as a threshold concentration of chronic
toxicity of pharmaceuticals up to 1 kGy [4], while mefenamic acid and ketoprofen were decomposed at 2
kGy. Radiation induced hydroxyl radical, which is generally the main reactive species for radiolysis of
organic compounds in water, has a strong electrophilicity, and preferentially attacks high electron density
group such as phenyl ring. Thereby carbamazepine, which has azepine group as an electron donor, was
easy to be attacked by hydroxyl radicals. Decomposition yields of ketoprofen and mefenamic acid, which
have electron accepting groups such as carbonyl and carboxyl, were lower than that of carbamazepine.
Concentrations of clofibric acid and diclofenac also decreased as a function of dose, and were eliminated
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at 1 kGy. A phenyl ring of clofibric acid was substituted by a chlorine group as a weak electron acceptor
and an alkoxy group as a strong electron donor, while the phenyl rings of diclofenac have also two
chlorine substituents and two electron donating groups. The electron densities of the phenyl rings of
clofibric acid and diclofenac may be similar to each other, and the decomposition curves of them by -ray
irradiation were considered to be almost the same.
Concentration of sulfapyridine, sulfamerazine, sulfamethazine, and sulfamethoxazole were
eliminated at 1 kGy, and their decomposition efficiencies were higher than that of chloramphenicol as
shown in Figure 2 (b). Chemical structures of 4 sulfonamide antibacterial were similar to each other, and
decomposition yield of them were almost the same. Chloramphenicol having phenyl ring substituted
chlorine and nitro groups as electron accepters was considered to be lower reactivity with hydroxyl
radicals than the other antibiotics.
5
Mefenamic acid
Ketoprofen
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3
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0

200
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FIG.2. Decomposition of pharmaceuticals (a) and antibiotics (b) by ionizing radiation in real
wastewater
4.3. Kinetics of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in water by ionizing radiation
Persistent pharmaceuticals (carbamazepine, ketoprofen, mefenamic acid, clofibric acid and
diclofenac) have phenyl rings, which would be attacked by the radiation-induced hydroxyl radical. The
hydroxyl radicals attack phenol with the rate constant at 6.6 × 10 9 mol-1 dm3 s-1, and more than 94% of
phenol molecules were degraded by them to produce OH substituted compounds [24, 25]. In the presence
of oxygen, hydrated electrons and hydrogen atoms are converted into superoxide radical anions
immediately [24], which are very less reactive compared with the hydroxyl radicals. Phenol can be
regarded as a standard to estimate the relative rate constant of the pharmaceuticals with the hydroxyl
radicals (OH).

kPharm
Pharmaceut icals  OH 

 products
k Phenol
Phenol  OH


 products

(1)
(2)

kPharm and kPhenol are the reaction rate constants of the hydroxyl radicals with the pharmaceuticals and
phenol, respectively. The percentage of the hydroxyl radicals reacting with the pharmaceuticals among
the total hydroxyl radicals should be related to the rate constants with solutes at the same concentration of
the pharmaceutical and phenol. When the dose rate (DR) is constant, the decomposition yield of the
pharmaceuticals can be expressed by the rate constant and the concentration of the hydroxyl radicals [17]:
d[Pharmaceutical]
1 d[Pharmaceutical]
1
(3)



k Pharm [Pharmaceutical][OH]
dD
DR
dt
DR
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Where, D and t are dose and irradiation time, respectively. When the initial concentrations of both solutes
are the same, the decomposition ratio of the pharmaceuticals to phenol is the ratio of the rate constants
under the same dose rate irradiation:


d [Pharmaceutical]
d [Phenol]
/ 
 k Pharm / k Phenol
dD
dD

(4)

Amines and chlorinated aromatic compounds, would react with not only hydroxyl radicals but
also hydrated electrons rapidly [26, 27]. The initial concentrations of the pharmaceuticals and
phenol were set at 5 mol dm-3, which was lower than that of dissolved oxygen in air-saturated
water (about 250 mol dm-3). The reaction of hydrated electrons with oxygen, therefore, would
be more prior to that with the chlorinated pharmaceuticals (clofibric acid and diclofenac) in this
condition, and the rate constants of them with the hydroxyl radicals could be obtained by the
competition reaction method. The ratio of the decomposition yield of carbamazepine to that of
phenol was determined to be 1.47 from the slope of the fitted lines for initial decomposition
curves as shown in Figure 3. The rate constant of the reaction of carbamazepine with the
hydroxyl radicals (kPharm) was estimated at 9.7 × 109 mol-1 dm3 s-1. The other pharmaceuticals
with the hydroxyl radicals were also estimated and listed in Table 1. These rate constants were
used as parameters for the simulation of the decompositions of the pharmaceuticals in the
wastewater by the ionizing radiation. The rate constants of persistent antibiotics (sulfapyridine,
sulfamethazine sulfamerazine, sulfamethoxazole, and chloramphenicol) with hydroxyl radicals
in pure water under Ar saturated condition were also investigated by the competition reaction
method. Mixed 5 mol dm-3 antibiotics and phenol under Air saturated condition was also
decomposed by -ray irradiation. These estimated rate constants were listed in Table I, and all
the persistent antibiotics were readily decomposed by hydroxyl radicals.

Concentration (mol dm-3)

5

Table I Rate constant for reaction of
pharmaceuticals and antibiotics with hydroxyl
radicals by ionizing radiation in real
wastewater
Sample

4

Carbamazepine
Ketoprofen
Mefenamic acid
Clofibrid acid
Diclofenac

Phenol
Carbamazepine
3

0

2

4

6

8

Overall rate constant
kOH / mol-1 L s-1
9.7×109
5.6×109
4.0×109
1.0×1010
9.0×109

10
Sulfapyridine
Sulfamerazine
Sulfamesazine
Sulfamethoxazole
Chloramphenicol

Dose (Gy)

FIG. 3 Decomposition of mixed aqueous
solution of carbamazepine and phenol in
water by ionizing radiation
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4.4. Simulation for decomposition of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in real wastewater by ionizing
radiation
Decomposition efficiency of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics by the hydroxyl radicals would be
interfered by the dissolved organic carbons (OC) in the wastewater, and were represented as follows:



GOH
k Pharm
A
[Pharmaceu tical]  [Pharmaceu tical]0 exp  
D   A =
19
100  1.6  10  N A kOC
 [OC] 

(5)

where D, GOH, NA, and [OC] are the absorbed dose of the wastewater, G-value of hydroxyl radical and
Avogadro’s number, and the concentration of total organic carbons, respectively. GOH is selected to be 2.7
molecules 100-1 eV-1 [28], and [OC] were set at 50 mgC dm-3 near to the average value of real wastewater
samples in this experiment. The rate constants of many organic compounds with the hydroxyl radicals are
reported to be about 106 - 1010 mol-1 dm3 s-1 [29], and the rate constant of OC with the hydroxyl radicals,
kOC, in the simulation was assumed to be 1 × 108 mol-1 dm3 s-1. Decreases in the concentrations of the
pharmaceuticals in the wastewaters were simulated by use of the equation (5) and the obtained rate
constants of the pharmaceuticals (Table 1). Simulation curves for the decomposition of carbamazepine in
wastewater were shown in Figure 4a, and the curves for the amount of TOC at 50 mgC dm-3 fit well with
the plot of the decreased concentration of carbamazepine. Required dose for the treatment of
carbamazepine in wastewater before biodegradation at the amount of TOC of 300 mgC dm -3, which was
similar to be reported TOC values of some industrial influents [30, 31, 32], was calculated by the
simulation to be 5000 Gy as shown by dashed line in Figure 4a. Decreases in the concentrations of the
antibiotics in the wastewaters were also simulated by use of the equation (5) and the obtained rate
constants of the antibiotic with hydroxyl radicals (Table 1). Simulation curves for the decomposition of
sulfapyridine in wastewater were shown in Figure 4b, and the curves for the amount of TOC at 50 mgC
dm-3 fit well with the plot of the decreased concentration of sulfapyridine. Required dose for the treatment
of carbamazepine in wastewater before biodegradation at the amount of TOC of 300 mgC dm -3 was also
calculated by the simulation to be 2000 Gy as shown by dashed line in Figure 4b. Thereby the activated
sludge system would be reduced the amount of TOC in wastewater, and was considered to support the
treatment of persistent pharmaceuticals and antibiotics by the ionizing radiation. Simulated
decomposition curves of the pharmaceuticals and antibiotics strongly depend on [OC], and the required
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FIG.4. Simulation for the treatment of pharmaceuticals (a) and antibiotics (b) by ionizing
radiation in real wastewater
dose for the treatment of them could be calculated by use of this simulation and the measurement value of
TOC in the wastewater.
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Application of radiation to the treatment of EDCs in secondary effluent from sewage treatment plant
is discussed on the basis of the results of the decomposition of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in
wastewater by -ray irradiation. The irradiation system is assumed to be the electron beam accelerator
which is easy to newly establishment and to attach to the downstream of activated sludge system in the
wastewater treatment facilities. Economical cost for decomposition of pharmaceuticals and antibiotics in
wastewater by electron beam is evaluated on the basis of these pilot plant experiments. Consistency of
dose evaluation by -rays and electron beam has been confirmed by Kojima et al. [33], and the
replacement of -rays to electron beam is suitable for the pilot plant experiment. Elimination of the
pharmaceuticals and antibiotics of wastewater by electron beam is sufficiently accomplished at a dose of
about 2000 Gy. The treatment plant of electron beam for the recirculation of 10,000 m3 day-1 requires
electron beam accelerator at a total power of 280 kW (5 MeV, 56 mA) [34]. The irradiation is carried out
under continuous flow condition, and the wastewater is supplied with the jet nozzle as a thin layer. The
initial investment is set at about 600 million yen (15 yen m-3), which is the sum of the cost of the electron
beam accelerator having the endurance life of 15 years and the personnel costs. The consumption of the
electric power for an operation of the electron beam accelerator is estimated to be 20 yen m-3, and the
total running cost for the plant is estimated to be 35 yen m-3 in Japan. For example, the charges of the
treatment plants in Gunma, Japan were set in the range of 30 to 140 yen m-3, the electron beam treatment
system is considered to have the potentiality of the attachment to the treatment plants.
Conclusion
Persistent pharmaceuticals and antibiotics against activated sludge in wastewater were
decomposed by ionizing radiation at the dose less than 2 kGy. Decomposition behaviours of them were
simulated by using the rate constant with OH radical and the amount of organic carbon dissolved in
wastewater, and the required dose for the treatment can be estimated. Running cost of the electron beam
treatment system was estimated to be 35 yen m-3 in Japan. The electron beam treatment technology has
the potentiality of the attachment to existing treatment plants.
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Abstract
Endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) and potential EDCs are mostly man-made, found in various materials
such as pesticides, additives or contaminants in food, and personal care products. EDCs have been suspected to be
associated with altered reproductive function in males and females; increased incidence of breast cancer, abnormal
growth patterns and neuro-developmental delays in children, as well as changes in immune function. A number of
processes were investigated regarding their removal potential of endocrine disrupters. Those processes are ferric
chloride coagulation, powdered activated carbon, magnetic ion exchange combined with microfiltration or
ultrafiltration, as well as nanofiltration and reverse osmosis. They show some good removal of EDCs in aquous
solution, but do not show good efficiency when EDCs are in sludge [1].
The high energy ionizing radiation has the ability to remove the EDCs with a very high degree of reliability
and in a clean and efficient manner. The ionizing radiation interacts with EDCs both directly and indirectly. Direct
interaction takes place with EDCs and the structure of EDCs is being destroyed or changed. During indirect
interaction, radiolysis products of water result in the formation of highly reactive intermediates which then react
with the target molecules, culminating in structural changes. To confirm the radiation reduction of EDCs in
industrial sludge, a pilot scale experiment up to 50kGy of electron beam (EB) was conducted with samples from the
textile dyeing industries. The experimental result showed the over 90% of reduction of Nonylphenol (NP) and Di(2ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) at around 10kGy of avsorbed doses

1.

OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH

Endocrine disrupting chemicals may impact a broad range of health effects. Although there is
limited evidence to prove that low-dose exposures are causing adverse human health effects, there is a
large body of research in experimental animals and wildlife suggesting that endocrine disruptors may
cause:
- Reductions in male fertility and declines in the numbers of males born.
- Abnormalities in male reproductive organs.
- Female reproductive health issues, including fertility problems, early puberty, and early reproductive
senescence.
- Increases in mammary, ovarian, and prostate cancers.
- Increases in immune and autoimmune diseases, and some neuro-degenerative diseases.
2.

INTRODUCTION

Endocrine disruptors are chemicals that may interfere with the human body’s endocrine system
and produce adverse developmental, reproductive, neurological, and immune effects in both humans and
wildlife. A wide range of substances, both natural and man-made, are thought to cause endocrine
disruption, including pharmaceuticals, dioxin and dioxin-like compounds, polychlorinated biphenyls,
DDT and other pesticides, and plasticizers such as bisphenol A (BPA). These chemicals are found in
many of the everyday products we use, including some plastic bottles and containers, liners of metal food
cans, detergents, flame retardants, food, toys, cosmetics, and pesticides. Although limited scientific
information is available on the potential adverse human health effects, concern arises because endocrine
disrupting chemicals present in the environment at very low levels have been shown to have adverse
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effects in wildlife species as well as in laboratory animals. The difficulty of assessing public health effects
is increased by the fact that people are typically exposed to multiple endocrine disruptors simultaneously.
Conventional processes of coagulation, filtration and adsorptions were introduced regarding their
removal potential of endocrine disrupters, however, such technologies may be significant risks in water
recycling where contaminants accumulate to comparably high quantities and may be release during
treatment. This requires further investigations to understand how easily those contaminants are released
and where they accumulate in the water cycle [2, 3].
Chemicals that are known endocrine disruptors include diethylstilbestrol (the synthetic estrogen
DES), dioxin and dioxin-like compounds, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), DDT, and some other
pesticides. BPA is a chemical produced in large quantities for use primarily in the production of
polycarbonate plastics and epoxy resins. DEHP is a high production volume chemical used in the
manufacture of a wide variety of consumer food packaging, some children’s products, and some
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) medical devices. Phytoestrogens are naturally occurring substances in plants
that have hormone-like activity. Examples of phytoestrogens are genistein and daidzein, which can be
found in soy-derived products.
PREVIOUS WORKS
The sludge resulting from municipal or industrial wastewater treatment is usually in the form of a
liquid or semisolid liquid that typically contains 0.25–12% solids by weight, depending on the operations
and processes used. Of the components removed in wastewater treatment, sludge is by far the greatest in
volume, and the problems associated with its processing and disposal are complex because:




It is composed of the substances responsible for the offensive character of untreated wastewater;
The portion of sludge produced from biological treatment and requiring disposal is composed of the
organic matter contained in the wastewater, but in a form that can decompose and become offensive;
Only a small portion of the sludge is solid matter.

In addition to those, the industrial sludge contains the EDCs, and they may impact a broad range of
health effects. When absorbed in the body, an endocrine disruptor can decrease or increase normal
hormone levels, mimic the body’s natural hormones, or alter the natural production of hormones.
The previous works are mainly to disinfect the microorganisms since the sludge generated by a
sewage plant contains a high concentration of pathogens, which limits the reuse of this waste - a rich
source of plant nutrients, the disposal of sewage sludge in its original form is an economic loss to society.
[4 - 12] However, the industrial sludge is used to send to incineration plant or to the sanitary landfilling
area, but causing the secondary problems by the release of EDCS into the environment. Thus, it is
necessary to enhance the treatment process to ensure the removal of the EDCs with a high degree of
reliability.

A number of processes were investigated regarding their removal potential of endocrine
disrupters. Those processes are ferric chloride coagulation, powdered activated carbon, magnetic
ion exchange combined with microfiltration or ultrafiltration, as well as nanofiltration and
reverse osmosis.
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TABLE I LIST OF KNOWN AND SUSPECTED ENDOCRINE DISRUPTING CHEMICALS
Known EDCs

Suspected EDCs

Persistent Organohalogens
dioxins/furans, PCBs, PBBs, octachlorostyrene
hexachlorobenzene, pentachlorophenol
Pesticides
2,4,5-T, 2,4-D, alachlor, aldicarb, amitrole,
atrazine, benomyl, beta-HCH, carbaryl,
chlordane, cypermethrin, DBCP, DDT, DDT
metabolites, dicofol, dieldrin, endosulfan,
esfenvalerate, ethylparathion, fenvalerate, lindane,
heptachlor, h-epoxide, kelthane, kepone, malathion,
mancozeb, maneb, methomyl, methoxychlor,

2,4-dichlorophenol,

metribuzin, mirex, nitrofen, oxychlordane,

Diethylhexyl adipate,

metiram, permethrin, synthetic pyrethriods,

Benzophenone,

toxaphene, transnonachlor, tributyltin

N-butyl benzene

Phthalates
DEHP (Di-ethylhexyl phthalate), DHP (Di-hexyl phthalate)
BBP (Butyl benzyl phthalate), DprP (Di-propyl phthalate)
DBP (Di-n-butyl phthalate), DCHP (Dicyclohexyl phthalate)
DPP (Di-n-pentyl phthalate), DEP (Diethyl phthalate)
Benzo(a)pyrene
Heavy metals : mercury, lead, cadmium
Penta-to Nonyl Phenols
Bisphenol A
Styrene dimers and trimers
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TABLE II SLUDGE TREATMENT PLANT BY RADIATION (GAMMA RAY OR E-BEAM)

Facilities

Irradiation Source

Irradiated material

Operation

Remarks

Munich, Germany

Gamma-ray(60Co)

Liquid Sewage sludge,
145m3/day

2-3kGy,

Commercial

(1973~1984)

0.57Mci

New Maxico, USA Gamma-ray(137Cs)

Sewage sludge cake

10kGy

Pilot Plant

(1978)

0.9MCi

22-90t/day

Vadodara, India

Gamma-ray(60Co)

Liquid Sewage sludge,

3-5kGy

Commercial

(1989)

0.5Mci

110m3/day(4%SS)

Tucuman,
Argentina (1998)

Gamma-ray(60Co)

Liquid Sewage sludge,
180m3/day(8-10%SS)

3kGy

4kGy

0.7Mci
Weldel, Germany

Electron beam

Liquid Sewage sludge

(1980)

50kW(1.0MeV, 50mA)

500m3/day

Verginia Key

Electron beam(ICT type) Liquid Sewage sludge,

4kGy

Pilot plant

Florida,USA(1984) (75kW/1.5MeV/50mA)

645m3/hr, 4%ss

10mm-thick

Takasaki, Japan

Electron beam

Sewage sludge cake

5kGy

(1991)

(Cockcroft-walton)

300kg/h

1-10mm
thick

3kGy

Pilot Plant

Design

(15kW/2MeV/15kW)
Sao paulo, Brazil

Electron beam

Liquid Sewage sludge

(1993)

25kW(1.5MeV, 25mA)

3m3/hr

Warsaw, Poland

5-7kGy

(1994)

Electron beam(LAE13/9) Sewage sludge cake,
70t/day
(10MeV, 15kW)

Daejeon, Korea

Electron beam

1~3kGy

(2005)

40kW(1.0MeV, 40mA)

Dewatered Sludge

Pilot scale

2-3cm thick
Pilot scale

6mm thick

Key findings were a negligible removal (<10%) of estrone with ferric chloride coagulation and
very high removal (>90%) with powdered activated carbon. Magnetic ion exchange varied from 40 to
70% removal depending on solution chemistry and dissociation of the hormone. Nanofiltration showed an
initial retention of 70-95%, but for most membranes this retention dropped significantly after an initial
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filtration period. For some reverse osmosis membranes retention was similar to nanofiltration, but others
showed a very high and stable retention of the compounds. Microfiltration also showed near complete
retention initially followed by a drop to 0% as expected. The presence of matrix compounds from water
and wastewaters affected retention for some membranes. These results, while initially surprising, showed
a common theme, which is the adsorption of polar contaminants on materials used in treatment. This
includes ion exchange resins, membranes and many other materials that come in contact with the trace
contaminants. Implications of those findings are that there may be a significant risk in water recycling
where contaminants accumulate to comparably high quantities and may be release during treatment.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Experimental System
To confirm the use of EB as to reduce the EDCs in industrial sludge, pilot scale experiments were
conducted in EB TECH with samples from the Textile Dyeing Complex in Daegu City which has the
capacity of 800m3/day equipped with the conventional belt press and filter press system. [13.14] The
experimental scheme is shown in FIG. 1, and typical data of the sludge is in Table III, IV, and V.

Electro
n Beam
Sludge Collector

Direction of
sludge
Sludge Crusher

Conveyor
System

Shield

FIG. 1. Pilot scale industrial sludge treatment system at continuous operation mode
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TABLE III MAJOR COMPOUNDS IN SLUDGE CAKES OF TEXTILE DYEING COMPLEX

Items

Unit

Result

Method

Carbon (fixed)

%

1.2

ASTM D 5142-04

Ash

%

27.8

ASTM D 5142-04

Water

%

77.3

KS E 3804 : 1996

Volatile Matter

%

71.0

ASTM D 5142-04

TABLE IV ELEMENT ANALYSIS IN SLUDGE CAKES OF TEXTILE DYEING COMPLEX

Items

Unit

Result

Method

C

%

50.9

Element Analyzer

H

%

7.5

Element Analyzer

N

%

5.4

Element Analyzer

O

%

8.2

Element Analyzer

S

%

1.0

Element Analyzer

Cl

mg/kg

240

EN 14582 : 2007(IC)

Ash

%

27.6

KS M 0009 : 2005
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TABLE V INORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN SLUDGE CAKE OF TEXTILE DYEING COMPLEX
Items

Unit

Result

Method

SiO2

%

0.7

KS L 3128 : 2004

Al2O3

%

0.6

KS L 3128 : 2004

Fe2O3

%

20.3

KS L 3128 : 2004

CaO

%

0.57

KS L 3128 : 2004

MgO

%

0.16

KS L 3128 : 2004

K2O

%

0.07

KS L 3128 : 2004

Na2O

%

0.50

KS L 3128 : 2004

TiO2

%

1.50

KS L 3128 : 2004

P2O5

%

1.27

KS L 3128 : 2004

In this experiment, electron accelerator of 2.5 MeV, 100kW with the dose rate of 40kGy/s is used
with the laboratory unit, schematically shown in FIG. 1, was constructed for irradiation under continuous
treatment conditions. The initial samples (sludge cakes) are placed in crusher, which produces crushed
granular sludge. The crushed sludge is delivered to cart tray by hopper. Thickness of sludge is controlled
from 2 to 10 mm; where to consider the range of 2.5 MeV electrons in sludge. The rate of sludge moving
under the beam is controlled within the range of 5-10 m/min. The sludge moved under the beam window
is treated by EB, and then irradiated sludge is collected into the special container. The experiments were
conducted with the doses up to 50kGy at atmospheric temperature (20~25ºC).
3.2. Analysis of EDCs
The analysis of EDCs requires precision and acuartcy since the contents of EDCs are relatively
small amounts in the sludge. Thus, to achieve the sensitivity, accuracy, precision, selectivity or
specificity, and linearity, we also conducted the blank test, control test, standard addition test etc. Two
different extraction methods were used in this experiment. The first method is to extract the EDCs by SPE
(Solid phase extraction) method from the absorbed sludge by sonicated in water solution. DCM
(Dichloromethane), n-Hexane, ethanol, acetone are used as for the solvent of sludge. After the turvovap,
the concentrated samples were analyzed by LC-MS/MS (Agilent; Liquid chromatography triple
Quadropole 6400). Second method is to use solute extractor from the frozen samples. The sludge samples
are rapidly freezing with freezer (EYELA, FUD-2100), and then extracted by solute extractor (Dionex;
ASE-200), after concentrating (Turbovap), the extracted solute were analyzed by LC-MS/MS (Agilent;
Liquid chromatography triple Quadropole 6400) without any additional purification process. [15, 16]

4.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. EDCs in Industrial Sludge
The initial EDCs concentration of industrial sludge from Daegu Textile Dyeing Complex was
analyzed with two different extraction methods (SPE and ASE-200). The data with ASE-200 showed
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slightly high amount of Nonylphenols and phthalate, where as Bisphenol-A is not detected or detected as
low amount which can be negligible in this experiments. Th detailed data is shown in TABLE VI.
TABLE VI EDCS IN SLUDGE CAKE OF TEXTILE DYEING COMPLEX
Materials
Nonylphenols (mg/kg)
phthalate (mg/kg)
Bisphenol-A

SPE
0.982
1.374
N.D

ASE-200
1.245
2.013
0.017

4.2. Experimental Result
The initial concentration Nonylphenol in raw sludge was 1.5 mg/kg and it was confirmed at
duplicate analysis. The experimental result of Nonyl phenol is shown FIG. 2. The concentration of
Nonylphenol decrease with absorbed doses, and showed the 90% of removal at 15 kGy and 95% removal
st 20 kGy.

NP concentration (mg/kg)

1.6
Nonyle phenols

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Absorbed dose (kGy)
FIG. 2. Decrease of Nonylphenol in sludge cake from Textile Dyeing Complex
The experimental datat of DEHP showed the similar trend with Nonylphenol. The initial
concentration Nonylphenol in raw sludge was 0.7 mg/kg and it was also confirmed at duplicate analysis.
The experimental result of DEHP is shown FIG. 3. The concentration of DEHP decrease with absorbed
doses, and showed the 90% of removal at 20kGy.
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0.8
DEHP

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Absorbed dose (kGy)

FIG. 3. Decrease of DEHP in sludge cake from Textile Dyeing Complex
To find the optimum thickness of sludge, the experiments with different sludge thickness from 2
mm to 10 mm have been conducted. The initial concentration of Nonylphenol has increased by
intentional addition of Nonylphenol for measurement in model sludge. The experimental result is shown
FIG. 4. The concentration of Nonylphenol decrease with the sludge thickness, and the data will be used
for estimation of treatment cost.

Concentration (mg/L)

30
0.2 Cm
0.5 Cm
0.8 Cm
1.0 Cm

25
20
15
10
5
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Absorbed dose (kGy)
FIG. 4. Decrease of Nonyl phenol on the thickness of sludge cakes
CONCLUSIONS
1. Experimental System to irradiate the industrial sludge with electron beam has been set up with
continuous treatment of sludge using cart carriage on conveyor. Analytical methods used to
detect the EDCs (NP, DEHP, BPA etc.) were based on LC-MS/MS.
2. The industrial sludge from the textile dyeing process showed contamination with NP (1.5
mg/kg) and DEHP (0.7 mg/kg), and BPA has not been detected.
3. To remove the NP (95%) and DEHP (90%), the required absorbed dose is 20kGy, and it is
higher than the required doses reported by others who made the experiments with the EDCs in
aqueous system.
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ECOLOGICAL HAZARD ASSESSMENT OF SLECTED ANTIBIOTICS AND
DISINFECTANTS IN THE LIVESTOCK WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANTS AND ITS TREATMENT BY USING RADIATION
SEUNG JOO LIM, TAK-HYUN KIM, SEUNG HO YOU, MYUN JOO LEE
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, 1266 Sinjeong,
Jeongeup, Jeollabuk-do, 580-185 Korea
Abstract
The occurrence of eleven antibiotics and two disinfectants in the livestock wastewater plants (WWTPs) in
Korea were investigated. This investigation represented the occurrence of veterinary medicines to treat in the
livestock WWTPs or be discharged into the water system in Korea since the sampling sites were national-widely
distributed and samples were collected from the eleven livestock WWTPs. In eleven livestock WWTP influents,
chlortetracycline, oxytetracycline, acetylsalicylic acid, and disinfectants frequently occurred with the high
concentrations. Meanwhile, sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin-H2O, and trimethoprim did not occur during sampling
periods. log Kow and the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each compound showed the correlation between
each other and were important factors to estimate and understand the biodegradability and toxicity of a compound in
the environment. The biodegradability of each compound was proportional to the hydrophilicity of each compound
and the toxicity was proportional to the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each compound. The expected
introductory concentration (EIC), predicted effect concentration (PEC), and hazard quotient showed that the
livestock WWTP effluents were hazardous to ecosystems. The antibiotics concentrations decreased with increasing
radiation doses and the five target antibiotics were completely degraded. The objective of this research is provides
simple computational model for the evaluation of toxicity on veterinary medicine irradiated.

1.

OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH

The objectives of this study were to screen the selected antibiotics including macrolides,
sulfonamides, tetracycline and two disinfectants used in livestock farms in the livestock WWTPs in Korea.
Currently, there was no information about the occurrence of veterinary medicines in the livestock WWTPs
in Korea. In addition, the ecological risk assessment of veterinary medicines was performed using the data
related to the acute toxicity of chemicals to Daphnia magna in the literatures. And the other objectives
were to investigate the possibility on radiolytic degradation of represented antibiotics contained in
livestock WWTPs in Korea.

2.INTRODUCTION
Since the earliest report on which steroid hormones were not completely removed in a wastewater
treatment plant (WWTP) was published in 1965, several investigators have warned the potential risks of
pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs). Thousands of different drugs have been developed
and registered around the world. The disposal of unused medication and the excretion via human body
result in the release of pharmaceutical drugs into the aquatic environment and these drugs are removed in
WWTPs to a large extent.
On livestock farms, veterinary medicines are widely used to treat or feed additives and the
excreted metabolites via urine or feces are usually directly distributed to the environment or stored before
treating them in the livestock WWTPs. In the European Union (EU), veterinary medicines are very
strictly controlled from the registration of new medicines to risk assessment. The United States Food and
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Drug Administration (US FDA) also strictly performs risk assessment for PPCPs based on guidance. In
contrast, there are no regulations and requirements of PPCPs to control the registration of new medicines
or risk assessment in Korea.
3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1. Collection of sample
The sampling sites of veterinary medicines investigated in this study are shown in Figure 1. The
samples were collected two times at each livestock WWTP and the sample collection periods were in
June/08 and July/08. As shown in Figure 1, the total of the eleven livestock WWTPs were chosen as the
sampling sites and these sampling sites were national-widely distributed. The sampling sites were chosen
based on the flow rate, the main treatment process, and the discharge of effluent. Table 1 shows the flow
rate, the main treatment process, and the discharge of effluent at each livestock WWTP. All of the
livestock WWTPs investigated in this study were discharged into rivers after advanced oxidation
processes or municipal WWTPs to treat organic matter and/or nutrients further.

FIG. 1. A map of sampling sites of veterinary medicines investigated in this study
3.2. Analytical materials
The veterinary medicines investigated in this study were classified into sulfonamides, tetracycline,
acid, macrolides, and disinfectants (aldehydes). Also, the medicines were grouped according to the
analytical method.
3.3. Quantitative structure activity relationships
The biodegradability of each compound in the aquatic environment was estimated using EPI Suite
(ver. 4.1). The biodegradation probability program for Microsoft Windows. (BIOWIN) can calculate a
probability under aerobic conditions with mixed microorganism cultures. The tendency of
biodegradability of a compound can be expected using BIOWIN. The BIOWIN models have been
developed by the Syracuse Research Corp. (SRC) on behalf of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (US EPA).
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3.4. Risk assessment
3.4.1. Expected introductory concentration
The expected introductory concentration (EIC) is assumed that the EIC is the concentration at the
point of entry into the environment. The EIC is based on the “Guidance for industry-environmental
assessment of human drugs and biologics applications” (EMEA, 2003; US FDA, 1998). The annual
production of each compound investigated in this study was referred from National Veterinary Research
and Quarantine Service (2005) because the annual production of livestock medicines is very different
from that of human. The EIC can be defined as the following equation:
EIC (μg/L) = A × B × C × D

(1)

where,
A: the annual production for direct use (kg/yr)
B: a reciprocal of the flow rate entering a WWTP (day/L)
TABLE I. Sampling sites for the livestock WWTPs
Flow
rate
Site

Main treatment process

Discharge
effluent

(m3/da
y)
A

1300

Anaerobic digestion

municipal
WWTP

B

150

Activated sludge + membrane filter

municipal
WWTP

C

100

Contact oxidation

river

D

350

Oxidation ditch

river

E

200

Anaerobic digestion+ intermittent aeration

river

F

250

Anaerobic digestion + advanced oxidation
processes

river

G

150

Phased isolation ditch (Oxidation ditch)

municipal
WWTP

H

150

Liquid phase corrosion process

municipal
WWTP

I

200

Liquid phase corrosion process

river

J

60

Modified activated sludge process wherein
Bacillus sp.

municipal
WWTP

K

130

Sequencing batch reactor

river

C: conversion factor (yr/365 days)
D: conversion factor (109 μg/kg)
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3.4.2. Predicted effect concentration and hazard quotient
Predicted effect concentration (PEC) is based on several conservative assumptions and can be
calculated the following equation (European Union, 1994). For estimating PEC, the following assumption
were made: (1) all manufactured amounts of PPCPs (except for exports) were sold and used in the same
year; (2) all of the PPCPs were released into the sewer; (3) no significant metabolite were formed and the
removal in sewer system is negligible; (4) the use pattern was evenly distributed temporally and spatially.

(2)

where,
A: amount of substance manufactured per year (kg/yr)
R: removal efficiency in a municipal WWTP (%)
P: population of Korea (Approx. 48,600,000 in 2008 according to Korea National Statistical Office)
V: volume of wastewater produced per day per capita (344.6 L/day/ca in 2005; Ministry of Environment,
2006)
D: dilution factor (default: 10 for dilution in a receiving river)

Based on the acute toxicity data, predicted no effect concentration (PNEC) can be calculated as the
following equation (European Commission, 2003):

(3)
where,
NOEC: no observed effect concentration [M/L3]
Hazard quotient for each compound is calculated from dividing PEC by PNEC. A hazard quotient
less than 1 indicates an insignificant risk. In this study, PNEC and hazard quotient for each compound were
obtained using the acute toxicity values of Daphnia magna in the literatures.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Occurrence of veterinary medicines investigated in this study
The occurrence of a total of eleven antibiotics in the livestock WWTP in Korea was investigated.
In addition, two disinfectants used in livestock farms were investigated. The summary of influent and
effluent concentration for each compound in livestock WWTPs is shown in Table II and Table III.
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Among eleven antibiotics, chlortetracycline, oxytetracycline, acetylsalicylic acid, and disinfectants were
detected with high concentrations in the influents, whereas sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin-H2O, and
trimethoprim were not detected during sampling periods. The occurrence of antibiotics in livestock
WWTPs was significantly related to the annual amount manufactured of each antibiotic (Table 4). The
frequencies of chlortetracycline, oxytetracycline, acetylsalicylic acid, and disinfectants in the influents
were high, whereas those of trimethoprim, sulfamethoxazole, and erythromycin-H2O in the influents were
low. This implies that the concentration of each compound produced from livestock farms was highly
associated to its frequency. Sim et al. (2011) reported that lincomycin was detected with the highest
concentration in livestock WWTPs in Korea. In addition, sulfonamides occurred with the high frequency.
On the other hand, according to their results, the concentrations of tetracyclines in the livestock WWTP
influents were very low. This implies that the occurrence of veterinary medicines in the livestock
WWTPs was highly dependent upon the contaminant sources (livestock farm)

4.2. Quantitative structure activity relationships
The calculated BIOWIN 5 and BIOWIN 6 index and log Kow of each compound are shown in
Figure 2. In BIOWIN models, the biodegradability of a compound is based on the logistic regression
analysis. If the result from BIOWIN calculation (probability) for the target compound is greater than 0.5,
the target compound is supposed to be rapidly biodegradable. In other words, the result from the
regression analysis of the target compound determines the biodegradability of a compound in the
probability. Among veterinary medicines investigated in this study, the rapidly biodegradable compounds
were predicted by the following order: glutaraldehyde, formaldehyde, acetylsalicylic acid, and
acetaminophen. The biodegradability of a compound was usually determined by log Kow. It seems that
the hydrophobicity of a compound is an important factor to determine the biodegradability of a
compound. However, several physicochemical parameters such as pH, pKa, ion strength and temperature
also affect the biodegradability of PPCPs .
The relationship between biodegradability and toxicity is more complicate. Generally, the toxicity
of a compound is proportional to the hydrophobicity of its compound. Generally, the toxicity of a
compound is proportional to the hydrophobicity of its compound. Several investigators reported QSAR
models representing the toxicity of chemicals to various vertebrate or invertebrate organisms. Hermens et
al reported a QSAR model for estimating the toxicity of mixture chemicals to D. magna. The endpoint of
the following model was based on 48 hr immobilization of D. magna.

log 1/EC50 (μmol/L) = 0.91 log Kow - 4.72

(4)

Kim et al also showed a QSAR model for 48 hr immobilization of D. magna using log Dow as follows:

log 1/EC50 (μg/L) = 0.156 log Dow + 0.329
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Table II. Summary of influent and effluent concentration for each compound in livestock
WWTPs (unit: pg/mL)
WWTP
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

LIN

TRI

SMA

STI

SMO

ACE

CTC

OTC

ASA

TYL

ERY

FRA GTA

Inf. 16.1

n.d.

n.d.

136.2

n.d.

217.2

70866.5

n.d.

61.4

n.d.

n.d.

73.6

n.d.

Eff. 6.1

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

386.1

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

2.9

Inf. 511.5

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

38.0

44865.7

1211.4

34.8

16.2

n.d.

74.0

n.d.

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Inf. 76.5

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

44472.2

1210.1

27.9

3.6

n.d.

115.2 n.d.

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Inf. 80.0

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

62.4

26782.3

728.8

32.8

3.0

n.d.

118.1 1.4

Eff. 66.0

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.6

n.d.

14.6

3.0

Inf. 34.2

n.d.

58.7

105.2

n.d.

1352.9

17884.1

1763.3

71.3

3.4

n.d.

65.8

13.1

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

2.4

550.0

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

196.0 6.9

Inf. n.d.

n.d.

26.4

146.5

n.d.

183.1

21158.3

1764.5

294.0

n.d.

n.d.

5.3

1.6

Eff. 15.6

n.d.

n.d.

10.5

n.d.

n.d.

4516.5

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

13.7

n.d.

Inf. 340.9

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

41273.8

2856.7

43.4

1.9

n.d.

81.7

1.1

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

149.4 n.d.

Inf. 68.4

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

28404.4

4075.2

117.4

n.d.

n.d.

98.6

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

233.3

n.d.

0.1

n.d.

n.d.

199.6 16.7

Inf. 135.6

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

236.0

19715.3

2209.7

165.3

2.2

n.d.

127.1 1.2

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

178.4 n.d.

Inf. 166.3

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

8351.9

7413.1

82.6

n.d.

n.d.

91.0

1.9

Eff. 41.7

n.d.

72.1

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

34.5

0.9

Inf. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

24280.2

4420.4

155.2

9.1

n.d.

30.6

n.d.

Eff. n.d.

n.d.

0.1

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.9

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

21.0

n.d.

n.d.

5.3

n.d: not detectable
Figure 3 shows the relationship between log Dow and the toxicity of each compound. As shown in
Figure 3, it was shown that the toxicity of hydrophilic chemicals to D. magna was comparable. On the
other hand, the toxicity of each compound to D. magna was not linear using equation 4 because the unit
of left-side in equation 4 was converted from the μmol/L to the μg/L.
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log Dow and the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each compound investigated in this
study are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the numbers of hydrogen bonding acceptors were
proportional to log Dow. Katritzky et al. (2009) stated that the most toxic compounds act mainly as
hydrogen bonding acceptors. In other words, this shows that the toxicity of a compound is a mainly
function of the steric characteristics. log Kow and the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each
compound investigated in this study are shown in Figure 5. log Kow of each compound was proportional
to the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors. In addition, log Kow and the number of hydrogen bonding
acceptors were inversely proportional to the biodegradability (Figure 2). It shows that log Kow and the
steric characteristics (Narcorsis) are important factors to estimate and understand the biodegradability and
toxicity of a compound in the environment.

4.3. Risk assessment in the aquatic environment
Risk assessments were performed to characterize the degree of contamination and to evaluate the
adverse effects of each compound on the ecosystems in the aquatic environment. The comparison of EIC
and PECsewage water for each compound and hazard quotient are shown in Table 5. The EIC of veterinary
medicines investigated in this study exceeded 1 μg/L. The values of EIC were very similar to those of
PECsewage water because the EIC means the expected concentration of each contaminant at the effluent point
of a WWTP. As shown in Table 5, all of the veterinary medicines investigated in this study were expected
to discharge into the water system above the concentration of 1 μg/L. This implies that most veterinary
medicines in livestock WWTPs need to be treated further and controlled because of human
health/ecosystems in the environment
4.4. Degradation of representative chemicals in livestock WWTPs by using electron beam
Aqueous solutions of 30 mg/L antibiotics were irradiated between 0 and 100 kGy. As shown in
Figure 6, the results showed that the antibiotics concentrations decreased with increasing absorbed doses.
At 0.6 kGy, the degradation efficiencies of amoxicillin, cephradine, sulfamethazine, tetracycline and
lincomycin were 92, 94, 58, 95 and 96%, respectively. Sulfamethazine was completely degraded after 4
kGy and the others after 2 kGy. by electron beam irradiation.
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TABLE III. Summary of influent and effluent concentration for each compound
in livestock WWTPs (unit: pg/mL)
WWTP

LIN

TRI

SMA

STI

SMO

ACE

CTC

OTC

ASA

TYL

ERY

FRA

GTA

A

Inf.

93.9

0.4

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

2503.9

n.d.

322.2

n.d.

n.d.

107.1

1.6

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

172.1

n.d.

0.1

0.2

n.d.

8.1

0.6

Inf.

333.8

n.d.

n.d.

226.8

n.d.

n.d.

33325.2

3023.7

19.9

7.9

n.d.

87.8

0.9

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

4.2

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

23.9

n.d.

Inf.

161.6

n.d.

n.d.

695.9

n.d.

n.d.

31397.3

n.d.

17.8

3.5

n.d.

85.5

n.d.

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

3.4

n.d.

0.1

n.d.

n.d.

6.5

2.6

Inf.

n.d.

n.d.

67.5

226.9

n.d.

97.7

16949.9

n.d.

54.0

0.5

n.d.

56.5

2.8

Eff.

n.d.

0.1

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

6.3

n.d.

0.1

n.d.

n.d.

8.5

n.d.

Inf.

0.5

n.d.

n.d.

3.9

n.d.

n.d.

3184.1

1713.2

94.5

8.0

n.d.

68.7

0.8

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

485.4

n.d.

11.1

2.5

n.d.

309.1

1.5

Inf.

17.8

n.d.

4.0

19.7

n.d.

n.d.

34111.5

1909.9

61.7

3.7

n.d.

346.2

3.8

Eff.

n.d.

0.4

n.d.

1.3

n.d.

n.d.

32.0

n.d.

n.d.

0.6

n.d.

2.4

n.d.

Inf.

16.3

n.d.

n.d.

13.6

n.d.

n.d.

24210.0

1410.7

45.3

6.2

n.d.

71.9

n.d.

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.1

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

51.0

n.d.

Inf.

273.7

n.d.

300.0

1082.6

n.d.

n.d.

27026.0

2286.5

27.0

n.d.

n.d.

75.6

n.d.

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

5.3

5.5

n.d.

n.d.

2215.8

n.d.

40.7

n.d.

n.d.

25.8

4.0

Inf.

13.9

n.d.

8.7

28.8

n.d.

n.d.

23722.4

n.d.

64.1

n.d.

n.d.

69.3

0.9

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Inf.

284.4

n.d.

81.1

71.9

n.d.

n.d.

5855.9

12171.9

13.4

n.d.

n.d.

77.2

0.8

Eff.

25.0

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

15.8

n.d.

0.2

n.d.

n.d.

321.1

n.d.

Inf.

58.9

n.d.

n.d.

11.4

n.d.

n.d.

22402.0

4802.2

690.4

3.4

n.d.

295.2

8.3

Eff.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0.6

n.d.

n.d.

3.8

n.d.

0.4

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

n.d: not detectable
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Fig. 2. Calculated BIOWIN 5 and BIOWIN 6 index and log Kow of each compound.

TABLE IV. Comparison of EIC and PECsewage water for each compound and hazard quotient
Amount
manufactured
(kg/yr)a

EIC
(μg/L)

LIN

11518

1.88

TRI

7575

SMA

PECsewage

NOEC
(μg/L)

PNEC
(μg/L)

Hazard
quotient

1.85

500000c

500

0.0004

1.24

1.22

138.4b

0.1384

0.8671

26864

4.40

4.31

158.4b

0.1584

2.7778

STI

96403

15.77

15.48

115.8b

0.1158

13.6442

SMO

14791

2.42

2.37

155.9b

0.1559

1.5394

ACE

895775

146.56

143.83

23.2b

0.0232

631.8966

CTC

397839

65.09

63.88

400000c

400

0.01628

OTC

296518

48.51

47.62

20600d

20.6

0.2354

ASA

24756

4.05

3.97

72.8e

0.0728

5.6319

TYL

31372

5.13

5.04

568000d

568

0.0009

ERY

12580

2.06

1.93

16.89f

0.0169

12.4260

FRA

n.o.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

GTA

n.o.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Compound

water

(μg/L)

a: National Veterinary Research and Quarantine Service (2005), b: D. magna 48hr immobilization (Kim et al., 2007b), c: D.
magna 48hr immobilization (Kim et al., 2010), d: D. magna 48hr immobilization (Wollenberger et al., 2000), e: D. magna 48hr
immobilization (Cleuvers, 2004), f: D. magna 24hr immobilization (Isidori et al., 2005), n.o.: not obtainable, n.a.: not available
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Fig. 3. Relationship between log Dow and the toxicity of each compound

Fig. 4. log Dow and the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each compound
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Fig. 5. log Kow and the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors of each compound

TABLE V. Comparison of EIC and PECsewage water for each compound and hazard quotient
Amount
manufactured
(kg/yr)a

EIC
(μg/L)

LIN

11518

1.88

TRI

7575

SMA

PECsewage

NOEC
(μg/L)

PNEC
(μg/L)

Hazard
quotient

1.85

500000c

500

0.0004

1.24

1.22

138.4b

0.1384

0.8671

26864

4.40

4.31

158.4b

0.1584

2.7778

STI

96403

15.77

15.48

115.8b

0.1158

13.6442

SMO

14791

2.42

2.37

155.9b

0.1559

1.5394

ACE

895775

146.56

143.83

23.2b

0.0232

631.8966

CTC

397839

65.09

63.88

400000c

400

0.01628

OTC

296518

48.51

47.62

20600d

20.6

0.2354

ASA

24756

4.05

3.97

72.8e

0.0728

5.6319

TYL

31372

5.13

5.04

568000d

568

0.0009

ERY

12580

2.06

1.93

16.89f

0.0169

12.4260

FRA

n.o.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

GTA

n.o.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Compound

water

(μg/L)

a: National Veterinary Research and Quarantine Service (2005), b: D. magna 48hr immobilization (Kim et al., 2007b), c: D.
magna 48hr immobilization (Kim et al., 2010), d: D. magna 48hr immobilization (Wollenberger et al., 2000), e: D. magna 48hr
immobilization (Cleuvers, 2004), f: D. magna 24hr immobilization (Isidori et al., 2005), n.o.: not obtainable, n.a.: not available
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Amoxicillin
Cephradine

1.0

Sulfamethazine
Tetracycline
Lincomycin
0.8

C/Co

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Dose (kGy)

FIG. 6. Radiolytic decomposition of antibiotics in an aqueous solution(=30 mg/L)

CONCLUSION
In eleven livestock WWTPs, chlortetracycline, oxytetracycline, acetylsalicylic acid, and
disinfectants were detected with high concentrations. Meanwhile, sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin-H2O,
and trimethoprim did not occur during sampling periods. log Kow and the number of hydrogen bonding
acceptors of each compound were inversely proportional to the biodegradability. The toxicity of a
compound was a function of the number of hydrogen bonding acceptors.
The EIC and PEC were efficiently used to estimate ecological risks for each compound and the
EIC, PEC, and hazard quotient showed that livestock WWTP effluents were toxicity to ecosystems.
Radiation process such as e-beam was very effective for the degradation of antibiotics in aqueous
solution. The antibiotics concentrations decreased with increasing radiation doses and the five target
antibiotics were completely degraded.
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Abstract

In this work, activated sludge process and E-Beam was used to treat mixed industrial waste water from
mitigation pond A. The objectives of this study to analyze the effect of mix liquor volatile suspended solid
(MLVSS) concentration on the properties of wastewater and duration of time taken to achieve steady stage condition
for biological treatment. Besides that, effect of electron beam energy on the characteristic of wastewater after
irradiation with electron beam machine EPS 3000 was studied as well. The result shows removal percentage of
COD, suspended solid and color was linearly proportional with MLVSS. Maximum reduction values recorded for
COD, suspended solid and color removal was 69.4, 73.0 and 43.7% respectively with 3500 mg/l MLVSS at 48 h
HRT. In irradiation treatment, significant reduction of COD was obtained with the increase of electron beam energy
but the results for suspended solid and color was not favorable.

1.

OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH

The objectives of this study is to determined the effect of mix liquor volatile suspended solid
(MLVSS) concentration on the properties of wastewater and duration of time taken to achieve steady
stage condition for biological treatment. The second aim is to determined effect of electron beam energy
on the properties of irradiated wastewater.
2.

INTRODUCTION

Mixed industrial wastewater in holding pond pumping station A at Seberang Perai was derived
from the treated effluent from various industries in the vicinity. The main industries that release their
treated effluent into the holding pond are textiles, plastic, chemical/fertilizer and oleo chemicals. It’s
capable to contain up to 1,500 m3 per day. The holding pond A is a flood mitigation step in the industrial
area and also plays role as an immediate receiving water body prior release of the effluent into the sea.
Effluent in the pond A was not entitled with any type of treatment and the quality of wastewater differs
from every now and then. Samples been used in this study was collected from two different seasons.
Samples been collected during dry season were used for irradiation treatment and meantime the samples
collected in rainy season were used for activated sludge process.
A lot of research activities on radiation application for wastewater treatment has been done
especially on textiles industrial wastewater (Han et al.,2002; Kim et al., 2007). Gamma radiation for
sewage treatment was also studied by several researchers (Graino, 2001; Shah et al.,2001). In this study,
electron beam radiation was applied for treatment of mixed effluent industrial wastewater. Wastewater
was exposed to various electron beam energy at constant beam current and dose. The primary aim was to
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analyze effect of beam energy on quality of wastewater. Mixed industrial wastewater was also treated
with activated sludge process. This system consists of three basic components, namely:

a)
b)
c)

Reactor tank with microorganisms which responsible for treatment (kept suspended and
aerated);
Solid liquid separation, clarifier tank; and
Recycle system for returning of sludge from clarifier back to the reactor.

3.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

3.1 Sample preparation
a) Irradiation Treatment
Sampling for mixed industrial wastewater been carried out at centre pump house A, during dry
season whereby the initial COD of collected samples was about the range of 50-60mg/l. Prior to
irradiation the collected samples were screened in order to remove solid materials such as sand, junks and
grass.
b) Biological Treatment
Mixed industrial wastewater was collected from centre pump house A, during rainy season and
the initial COD of the sample was about 400-450mg/l. After screening for solid materials, the pH of the
water samples been adjusted to 6.5 to 8.5 as microbes are unable to survive in too acidic or basic medium.
Finally, the samples were filled in reaction tank of biological treatment.
3.2 Radiation Treatment
The trays filled with wastewater samples were placed on trolley and transported into radiation
chamber by conveyor system. Each tray consists of 800ml of samples with water layer thickness less than
6mm. EPS3000 electron beam machine was used to irradiate the wastewater samples by batch. The dose
used for entire irradiation session was only 20kGy. The beam energy varies for each batch. For the first
batch the beam current was fixed at 3mA and the beam energy used was 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 MeV.
As for second batch the beam current fixed at 30mA and the beam energy applied was 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
and 3.0 MeV. The effect of different beam energy at lower and higher beam current was analyzed.
3.3 Biological Treatment
The lab scale activated sludge system was made with acryl. It consists of equalization tank
(10L), aeration tank (4L) and clarifier (4L). Figure 1 shows the whole experimental set-up. Wastewater
was fed into aeration tank and transferred into clarifier with a peristaltic pump. The reactor was operated
at room temperature (28-30oC). The water was aerated with diffusers that were connected to small
aquarium pump to maintain the amount of desired dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in the aeration
tank. DO level of around 2mg/l was maintained inside the aeration tank throughout the study. All the
connections were made with silicon tubes. The reactor starts operation at two different MLVSS
concentrations (2000mg/l and 3500 mg/l) at 48h HRT. In order to maintain the MLVSS concentration, the
sludge settled in the clarifier was removed manually using pipettes. The dissolved oxygen was monitored
daily by a DO meter in the aeration tank. Parameters such as pH, and mix liquor suspended solid were
controlled in this system to ensure efficiency of the system. The operation of the biological reactor was
continuous in order to achieve steady state condition.
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Inlet tank

Aeration tank

Clarifie r

Collection tank

FIG. 1. The activated sludge process consists of Inlet tank, aeration tank, and clarifier and collection
tank.
3.3.1.

Preparation of acclimatized aerobic culture for MLVSS set-up

Return activated sludge (RAS) was collected from EIMAS activated sludge process in bio treatment
plant. This plant was responsible to treat the wastewater from food industry. Collected RAS was mixed
with industrial wastewater from pond A and fed with 1% (w/v) glucose media in 5L glass beaker. Air was
continuously spurge through the diffuser into the beaker. The process was continuously operating for a
week in order to produce acclimatized aerobic culture. At the end of process, the acclimatized aerobic
culture was left for 1 hour to allow the biomass to reconcile. Designed volume of this biomass then
transferred into aeration tank to start the experiment at required MLVSS (2000mg/l and 3500mg/l
concentration).
3.4 Analysis
Samples were analyzed before and after irradiation. COD is equivalent to the amount of oxygen required
to chemically oxidize the organic matter present in wastewater. To determine the COD, sample initially
digested using dichromate (HR range plus) in Hach reactor and COD value was determined by Hach2400 spectrophotometer. pH of the sample was analyzed using pH meter (WTW Multi 340i). Hach DR
5000 spectrophotometer was used for color measurement. Suspended solid was analyzed according to
APHA method.
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were conducted with pH adjusted mix industrial wastewater in continuous flow using an
activated sludge process (ASP) at two different mixed liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) of 2000
and 3500mg/l concentration at 48h HRT.
4.1 Effect of MLVSS concentration on COD, color and suspended solid at 48 hours hydraulic
retention time
Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the effect of MLVSS concentration (2000mg/l and 3500mg/l) on COD and
suspended solid removal with time at 48 h HRT using mix industrial wastewater which collected from
Pond A. The results showed that the reduction percentage of COD and suspended solid removal increased
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with MLVSS. At 2000mg/l MLVSS, average COD removal was 61.7% from day one to day seven and
then COD removal increased up to 64.8% on day nine to day fifteen in biological treatment reactor. At
3500mg/l MLVSS, COD removal was 66.5% on day one today five and the value increased to 69.4% and
roughly become constant on the seventh day onward. The steady stage condition was occurred on the
sixth day at 3500mg/l MLVSS in comparison to day nine at 2000mg/l MLVSS. At 48h HRT, the
suspended solid removal was 66.5% to 68.5% and 72.5% to 73.0% at 2000 and 3500 mg/l MLVSS
respectively. The suspended solid removal remains constant on the sixth day at 3500mg/l MLVSS. The
reason for higher COD and suspended solid removal at higher MLVSS is due to higher number of
microorganisms present in the aeration tank.

FIG.2. Effect of MLVSS concentration on COD removal from mix industrial wastewater at 48h HRT.

FIG.3 Effect of MLVSS concentration on suspended solid removal of mix industrial wastewater at 48h
HRT.
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FIG.4. Effect of MLVSS concentration on decolorization of mix industrial wastewater at 48h HRT.

Figure 4 indicates that the percentage of decolorization increases with the raise in the concentration of
MLVSS. The average maximum decolorization was 43.7% at 3500mg/l MLVSS which decreased to
40.0% at 2000mg/l MLVSS. The maximum decolorization was observed on the seventh and ninth day
for 3500 and 2000 mg/l MLVSS respectively.
4.2. Effect of radiation on characteristics of mixed industrial wastewater in pond A
4.2.1 Effect of irradiation on COD and suspended solid
Figure 5 shows that COD decreases with the increase in beam energy for both 3mA and 30 mA beam
current. At beam current (3mA), the COD removal was 21, 23, 22, 29, 32% at 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0
of beam energy respectively. The COD reduction slightly increases as well at beam current (30mA). At
beam energy of 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 the reduction percentage was 30, 38, and 39% respectively. Suspended
solid in mixed industrial wastewater shows consistent reduction with an increase in beam energy at 3mA
beam current. However it displays inconsistence trend when it is subjected to higher beam current of ebeam radiation as shown in figure 6. Inconsistent trend of suspended solid as the beam current at 30mA
may be due to transformation of pollutant degradation. Most of the organic pollutants are able to
transform into insoluble or sparingly soluble compounds upon irradiation in order to form higher
molecular weight product [Ponomarev et.al 1999; Pikaev et.al. 1977]. In general, organic compounds
having a molecular weight more than 200 amu have low solubility and this might explain the inconsistent
trend of suspended solid take place at various beam energy for 30mA of beam current.

FIG.5 Effect of beam energy and beam current on COD
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FIG.6 Effect of beam energy and beam current on suspended solid
4.2.2 Effect of irradiation on color
Color in mixed industrial wastewater shows inconsistence trend when it is subjected to e-beam radiation
as shown in figure 7. Destruction of chromophore bond and benzene ring contribute to decolorization
(Foldvary and Wojnarovits 2009). There wasn’t any reduction of color was observed after irradiation at
various beam energy of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0MeV for both beam current 3mA and 30mA. This was
possibly due to the absence of color causing-compound in the mixed industrial wastewater. Generally, the
molecules of organic compound in the wastewater are in simple form, without any chromophore bond or
benzene ring in the molecules. This explains the mineralization process occurs directly without any
process of degradation and resulting in COD reduction in figure 5

FIG.7. Effect of beam energy and beam current on color
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CONCLUSION
The results of the study on treatment of mix industry wastewater using ASP is sufficient to remove COD,
suspended solid and color. Moreover, mix liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) affect the
performance of the APS drastically. Removal of COD, suspended solid and color was increased with
MLVSS. Maximum COD, suspended solid and color removal was 69.4, 73.0 and 43.7% obtained at 3500
mg/l MLVSS at 48 h HRT. Steady stage condition was achieved at shorter duration which is on the sixth
day at 3500 mg/l MLVSS compared to on the ninth day at 2000mg/l MLVSS. For irradiation treatment,
significant reduction of COD was obtained with the increase of electron beam energy but the results for
suspended solid and color was insignificant. It is expected the combination treatment of irradiation with
biological might give more relevant and efficient results.
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EB FACILITY FOR INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT – EVALUATION OF
PROCESS COMPLEXITY AND COST EFFECTIVENESS
Z. ZIMEK
Centre for Radiation Research and Technology
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology
Warsaw, Poland
Abstract
Mechanism of sedimentation process of nonorganic pollutants initiated by ionizing radiation was confirmed
experimentally. It was found that irradiation considerably affects wastewater filterability, bound-water content, and
the enhancement of agglomeration of suspended particles. Evaluation from technical and economical point of view
of this specific radiation technology was performed towards feasibility study preparation for industrial wastewater
facility. Particularly electron accelerators performances were investigated to evaluate their disadvantages and
advantages to make characteristic a final decision regarding accelerator selection. The optimization beam utilization
coefficient was performed by computer simulation based on Monte Carlo method to increase the facility throughput.
Cost analysis of industrial wastewater effluents treatment by radiation was performed to establish basic
parameters and facility cost-effectiveness assumptions on the base of accelerator performances, required dose and
established electron beam utilization coefficient. Accelerator (electron energy 1MeV, beam power 400 kW) cost
including spare parts, installation and training and the cost related to the building construction, irradiation chamber
and other spending were taking into account. The total investment cost was estimated as 4.2 M$. The exploitation
cost was evaluated taking into account variable and fixed costs. When bank credit is adopted (8 % for 20 years) and
electricity cost 0.05 $/kWh is applied the annual exploitation cost amounts 1.1 M$. Estimated costs for wastewater
electron beam treatment process in above conditions was obtained as 0.40 $/m3. To justify process implementation
the dose rate should be properly decreased by process parameters optimization (temperature, additives) and value of
byproduct should be taken into economic evaluation.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
This study includes the following: description of radiation processing of industrial wastewater,
determination of the productivity of the irradiation process, selection of accelerator and technology
suitable for the treatment, concept of the installation devoted to the radiation processing of the industrial
wastewater treatment, description of basic parameters of biological shields to be applied in the accelerator
building, estimation of project costs.
2. INTRODUCTION
The radiation processing may offer unique possibility for wastes recycling, when common
processes are too expensive or not offering required efficiency. Liquid wastewater irradiators can be
designed to operate in batch or continuous flow mode with the use of pipes and pumping systems. Present
electron accelerators capabilities are well suited for continuous treatment of the wastes in liquid form in
appropriate thickness at a rate defined by electron beam power. Low energy high power accelerators
which are used for environment protection are accommodated to irradiation with relatively low liquid
thickness and very high throughput rate. On other hand one side irradiation cannot offer good irradiation
homogeneity with sufficient beam utilization and additionally very high speed of flow rate could be
difficult technical problem to be solved.
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FIG.. 1. Configuration of one side wastewater irradiation chamber: A – tray method ; B – irradiation
combined with air/ozone bubbling process

eb

A.

eb
B.
eb

D.

eb
C.

FIG. 2. Different geometry of reactors for wastewater irradiation: A – nozzle injection;
– tray with air bubbling; D – up-flow system

B – sprayer; C

The homogeneity of one side wastewater irradiation can be slightly improved by mixing or
bubbling wastewater stream which is passing irradiation zone (Fig. 1). It should be noticed that 100% of
energy transfer efficiency cannot be obtained due to additional beam power losses connected to presence
primary (accelerator) and secondary (irradiation chamber) windows, existing air path between accelerator
window and wastewater surface and side effects on scanned beam edges. Appropriate geometry of
irradiated thin wastewater layer should be used due to limited accelerated electrons penetration range
(Fig. 2), what was well demonstrated in number of pilot plant facilities (Chmielewski A.G. et all, 1995,
Kurucz Ch.N. et All., 1995, Pikajew A.K. et all., 1997, Rela P.R. et all., 2000, Makarov I.E. et all., 2004).
3. IMPLEMENTATION EB IRRADIATION PROCESS FOR INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER
TREATMENT
Industrial waste generated during soda (NaHCO3) fabrication based on Solvay process can be
divided on nonorganic solid particles and liquid phase. It was recognized that in common process
conditions solid particles amounts up to 200 kg per 1 t of suspension. The solid particles consists of
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) 70% and silica 30%. Liquid phase is dominated by NaCl presence (300 g/l)
with some quantities of other compounds like KCl, CaCl2, CaSO4, MgCl2, Ca(HCO3)2 with concentration
in the range of 0.3 – 3.0 g/l. Sediment separation with limited chloride content (<0.5% of dry mass) could
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be the main task of treatment process. Liquid phase will be reuse in industrial process after conventional
treatment. It should be mentioned that coagulating agent application is excluded to avoid distortion of
main industrial process. On the other hand separated sediment can be recognized as market product and
practically applied as component of agriculture fertilizers or building materials. Fig. 3 illustrates flow
sheet of waste processing plant equipped with electron accelerator, two sedimentation tanks and filer for
sediment separation. The necessary process water re-circulates in close system equipped with
conventional treatment technology.
Industrial wastewater is being unwilling by product of certain industrial process. Sometime it can
be derived as usable product after additional treatment by radiation. Radiation processing was found to be
effective in decomposition of toxic substances, and an improvement in some its physicochemical
properties. It was found that the sedimentation capabilities of sediments had been significantly improved
by non-selective radiation induced processes based on free radical reactions and surface effects in
adsorption on solids and systematic interaction of sedimentation and electrical field. The substantial
research evidence collected over the years has confirmed that radiation technology can be successfully
used in effective and feasible process this type. It was found that doses of the order 2,5 kGy is sufficient
to established the effective process. The required dose level can be lowered when combined treatment
methods are applied (oxygen bubbling or heating of the waste water during irradiation). The right dose
level should be selected depends on local conditions regarding the certain waste water composition.
Absorbed dose influence on sedimentation capability is illustrated on Fig. 4. Irradiation was performed by
electron beam in accelerator facility. It can be easily noticed that the dose 2.5 kGy is optimal for
sedimentation process.

FIG. 3. Flow sheet of the waste processing plant
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FIG. 4. Formation of layers upon sedimentation of raw waste for different the dose level
4. ECONOMIC OF WASTEWATER IRRADIATION PROCESS
The first and necessary step of any decision related to implementation of the radiation technology
is to find the technical or economical reasons why certain radiation technology is better than more
common alternative methods. Electron beams or gamma rays may be applied to initiate desired radiation
process. The advantage of electron beam application in comparison to gamma sources in radiation
processing are as follow: high radiation intensity (high throughput) switching on/off capabilities (safety,
loading characteristics, service), short time of the exposure, fully controlled process, high beam power
utilization, small treatment zones, simple conveyor system, small unit cost of operation, better public
acceptance. On the other hand the disadvantages of EB treatment should be also taken into account. The
dose distribution should be evaluated because of limited electron penetration. The minimum of electron
energy should be found that allow obtain desired dose distribution. EB facilities are usually more
expensive in sense of investment cost and require better qualified personnel to compare with gamma
installations. The absence of the profit is one of the most characteristic feature of any technology applied
for environment protection. The profit is defined as the difference between total income which comes
from selling the products and total cost which includes cost of materials, labor, rent, overhead,
depreciation, taxes, etc. The cost analysis can help to evaluate the economic parameters which are
important implementation to technical description of any project. It is usually based on fixed and variable
costs data evaluation.
The fixed costs are not dependent on the facility output in primary terms. They are related to
investment cost and administrative overhead. The equipment cost including accelerator, rent or plant floor
space cost are the most common examples of fixed cost. In modern economy there are other components
like employee health care, liability insurance, environmental costs, research and development, taxes.
The variable costs incurred through the facility throughput and such expenses as material, utilities
and labor costs should be included. Utility costs in electron beam operation are mostly electricity and the
nitrogen for certain accelerator construction. Water consumption is relatively low due to commonly
applied close loop in water cooling systems. It should be noticed that labor cost and cost of electricity
vary widely depends on the country. Energy consumption is becoming one of the significant part of any
cost analysis. Accelerator technology can be recognized as a equipment for conversion of electrical
energy to ionizing radiation. The energy utilization efficiency depends directly on process characteristics,
accelerator construction and electron beam utilization. It can be optimized by proper relation between
electron energy, beam current and irradiated material properties. The variable costs calculated per unit of
irradiated product are not constant for different volume output. The most effective facility throughput can
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be evaluated instead of loss and profit calculation defined by the level of total income normally derived
from the sale of the product.

Efficiency of a radiation facility can be determined based on the following formula:
Re = 3600 x Fpe x P / D [kGy kg/h]
Where:
Fpe – electron beam average power utilization coefficient,
P – Average power of electron beam [kW]
D - Dose [kGy].
Total capital investment:
Accelerator (100 kW; 1 MeV): 1.0 M$
Reactor, design, building:
1.0 M$
Transport, tax, insurance:
0.5 M$
Total: 2.5 M$
Annual fixed cost:
Interest (6%):
0.15 M$
Depreciation (20 years):
0.12 M$
Total: 0.27 M$
Annual operation cost:
Electricity (200 kW):
0.08 M$
Labor (3 shifts; 5 persons):
0.15 M$
Maintenance (2%):
0.05 M$
Total: 0.28 M$
Total annual cost: 0.55 M$
Calculation of mass productivity: M[kg/s] = P[kW] x F / D[kGy] where:
F – efficiency of beam energy transfer (0.6)
D – absorbed dose
M = 100 x 0.6 / 2.5 = 24 kg/s = 86.4 t/h
Total annual production (6000 h; 2.5 kGy): 500 000 t/y
Unit cost: 1,1 $/t
Some general conclusions can be formed on the base of experience gained from research and pilot plant
exploitation and large facility projects devoted to electron beam treatment:
- Sufficiently high facility throughput allows obtain relatively low unit cost what increase
competitiveness radiation processing against more conventional methods,
- Demonstration full scale facility for wastewater radiation treatment is needed to overcome
conservative attitude industry and government institution in new technology adoption.
5. SELECTION OF THE ACCELERATOR
Accelerator is the key device of any radiation facility. It is responsible for productivity of the
process and economic effects of the applied radiation technology. The energy of accelerated electrons
determines their penetration into the irradiated material, what determines the geometry of the irradiation
process. Sufficient average power of the beam of electrons ensures achievement of the required capacity
of the process, costs minimization, as well as allows for the construction of continuously operating
installation.
The process of accelerating electrons takes place in the vacuum inside of accelerating section where
cathode emitting electrons is installed in one side, while the system for transporting and conveying of the
beam through output foil is installed in other side. Transformer accelerators are mainly used in industry,
as they are able to generate high power beams, while maintaining high efficiency of the device. There are
transformer accelerators with electron energy up to 5 MeV. However the most commonly used devices
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are characterized by electron energy up to 1 MeV. Although there are many accelerator manufacturers
offering a wide range of accelerators performance ratings, only few would be suitable for particular
application. To perform suitable selection the general requirements should be form to evaluate each
specific offer. General requirements:
 Product to be radiation treated dimensions, densities and throughputs,
 Operational schedule and seasonal requirements,
 Vertical or horizontal beam direction,
 Reliability of the accelerator (availability),
 Remote accelerator operation,
 Factory assembling test,
 Warranty conditions,
 Post warranty service,
 Facility certification (equipment, safety, personnel),
 Staff training.
Additional information should be collected to describe accelerator quality and evaluate the risk
connected with certain accelerator features. Some disadvantages and advantages should be discussed to
optimize a final decision regarding accelerator selection. Disadvantages (high risk decisions):
 Prototype accelerator construction (limited exploitation experience),
 Power components with limited life time (magnetron),
 Low average beam power,
 High total cost (high cost/kW beam power),
 High electric energy demands,
 Poor accelerator availability,
 Small company with limited resources.
Advantages (the reasons which may support the final decision):
 Proven accelerator technology,
 Simplicity of construction,
 Long life power components (klystron),
 High beam power,
 High stability,
 Wide range of power adjustment,
 Computer control system,
 Suitable relation between accelerator price and beam power level.
Selection of accelerator for the concerned radiation installation requires that several factors were
considered. However the modest investment funds an suitable technical specification suggest that the
coreless transformer accelerators manufactured in Russia and Korea may be apply.
6. EB FACILITY FOR INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT
There is great quantity of industrial installation for radiation processing but very few examples of
industrial facility accommodated for environmental protection. One of the interesting practical application
could be industrial wastewater effluents treatment by radiation. Bearing in mind the technical capabilities
of the present accelerator technology the most feasible solution for industrial wastewater treatment from
technical (beam power 400 kW) and economical point of view (5 $/W beam power) is ELV-12 electron
accelerator.
ELV-12 electron accelerator (electron energy 1 MeV, beam power 400 kW) was already selected
to perform wastewater radiation treatment process in Korea based facility. This transformer electron
accelerator was design and build at Institute of Nuclear Physic, Novosibirsk, Russia. Due to ELV-12
construction three independent electron beam exits are available. Three parallel reaction chambers should
be installed as well.
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Industrial wastewater should be irradiated with the dose 2.5 kGy according to preliminary investigation.
Wastewater subjected to irradiation by electron beam should be at least mechanically purified with the
use of grates at initial sediment tanks. Then the initially purified sediment will be transported to the
accelerator facility.

FIG. 5. Depth dose distribution in water layer 5 mm thick: 1 – electron energy 1 MeV;
2 – electron
energy 1 MeV, 20 cm distance in air between accelerator exit and wastewater; 3 – electron energy 1
MeV, 20 cm beam path in air plus 50 µm thick accelerator titanium window; 4 – electron energy 1 MeV,
20 cm beam path in air plus double window system (100 µm Ti)
The usable water layer thickness for 1 MeV electrons is approximately 2.0 mm (electron
penetration range 3.6 mm) according to results of calculations presented on Fig. 5, where accelerator
titanium window 50 µm thick and 20 cm distance between exit window and water surface were taken into
account. If beam losses in air gap and titanium widow will be considered the efficiency coefficient related
to curve 2 (20 cm distance in air between accelerator exit and wastewater) will amount 0.76. In the case
of curve 3 (20 cm beam path in air plus 50 µm thick accelerator titanium window) 0.70 and only 0.66 for
curve 4 (20 cm beam path in air plus double window system with total thickness 100 µm Ti. Certain
configuration of irradiation zone has direct influence on beam utilization efficiency. The total
productivity of such installation can be calculated from following formula:
Throughput [kg/h] = 3600xPxF/D
Where:
P – Beam power [kW]
F – Beam power utilization efficiency
D – Dose [kGy]
With the beam power utilization efficiency 60% for single layer treatment and minimum dose
rate 2.5 kGy the total throughput will achieve 8,300 t/day. If accelerator facility availability coefficient
will be better than 96% the total annual throughput will directly correspond to daily capacity 8,000 m 3.
Having in mind that sedimentation tanks and filter (Fig. 3) will be installed outside irradiation zone the
possible configuration of facility building lay out could be as presented on Fig. 5. The building
dimensions are displayed in Table I.
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FIG. 5. General lay-out of radiation facility building: 1 – accelerator room; 2 – ELV-12 electron
accelerator; 3 – irradiation room; 4 – beam scanner; 5 – irradiation chamber; 6 – shielding walls; 7 –
technical rooms
Based on initial data it was assumed that for the purpose of this study that ELV-12 accelerator will be
used in radiation facility for industrial wastewater treatment. The process of wastewater treatment will
include the following basic steps:
- Collecting wastewater effluent from the sedimentation tank;
- Pumping the wastewater to irradiation chamber;
- Irradiation of the wastewater in irradiation chamber;
- Pumping of the wastewater to the sedimentation tank.
Two storey free standing building including an underground part for radiation chamber separated from
accelerator room with a shield ceiling is foreseen (Table 1). Auxiliary equipment will be located at
control room and installation rooms. The principal facility technological equipment consists of electron
accelerator, reactor chamber, water pumps and air fans. Irradiation chambers with shield walls will be
made from 2.4 gcm-3 density reinforced concrete. The concrete ceiling separating the radiation part with
beam scanner and electron beam exit window from the accelerator room located on the upper storey is
foreseen. Fresh air intake facility and ozone exhaust chimney should be installed as well.
TABLE I. Basic indicators of facility building
No Subject
Value
1
Area under the building
186 m2
2
Building cubature
1944 m3
3
Shielding wall cubature
618 m3
4
Irradiation room
58,5 m2
5
Accelerator room
84 m2
6
Technical area
144.0 m2
Walls made from reinforced concrete =2.4 gm-3
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TABLE II . Radiation facility building economical paraemetrs
No
1

Specification

Quantity

Radiation facility building

Set

Cost
[k$]
500

- Two levels building construction,
- Building partly prefabricated with bricks walls,
- Accelerators shelters made of reinforced concrete with density 2,4
g/cm3 and shielding walls thickness 60-150 cm,
- Intermediate ceiling between accelerators and irradiation
chambers,
- Office, cooling water room, ventilation room, entresol, power
supply room, control room, accelerator and irradiation chambers,
- Concrete walls and floors covered by epoxy paint, painted gypsum
and plaster and painting will be applied as the finishes,
- Aluminum windows and steel doors,
- Two heavy doors covered by lead,
- Electrical cabinets of power line supply,
- Electrical installations including lighting and fire protection,
- Water and wastewater installations,
- Air condition, ventilation, ozone removal and compress air
installations,
- Two manual hoist with capacity 3 Mg,
- Building cubature 1944 m 3 ,
3

- Shielding walls volume V=618 m ,
2

Technological equipment: electron accelerators ELV-12 (spare
parts, installation, training)

1

2,400

3
4

Power line transformer 630 kVA
Accelerator air and water cooling system

1
1

20
120

5
6

Pump station (500 m3/h) including stainless steel pipes
Irradiation chamber

2

400
60

7

3,500
Total

8

700
Technical design and reserve 20%

9

4,200
Total
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CONCLUSION
The Station will operate in a 3 shift system. For the purpose of implementing of the program it is
envisaged that 6 employees will be employed, including: five engineering and technical employees
(operation of accelerator) and one auxiliary and office employees. Having in mind that accelerator cost
including spare parts, installation and training will amount 2.4 M$ and the cost related to the building
construction, irradiation chamber and other spending can achieve 1.8 M$ the total investment cost will be
in range of 4.2 M$. The exploitation cost can be estimated taking into account variable and fixed costs. If
the bank credit is adopted (8 % for 20 years) and electricity cost 0.05 $/kWh is applied the annual
exploitation cost will amount 1.1 M$. Estimated costs for waste water electron beam treatment process
are shown in Table III. The cost of waste water radiation treatment in above conditions can be estimated
on
0.40 $/m3.
The facility throughput can be increased and unit cost of waste water decreased by improvement
the coefficient of electron beam utilization. It can be obtained by up stream flow of irradiated waste water
against beam power direction or multi layer treatment where mixing or bubbling is applied. Higher
process efficiency and lower unit cost can be obtained for implementation lower dose level. The
minimum dose depends on origin, specific properties and contamination of certain waste water. It can
vary from up to 2.5 kGy.
The investment cycle includes several stages. Pre-investment phase is important part of the
investment cycle. It comprises identification of investment opportunities, analysis of project alternatives,
preliminary project selection as well as project preparation. Project appraisal and investment decisions are
the final stage of pre-investment phase. This study is devoted to preliminary project selection of the
station for radiation treatment of sewage sludge.

Table III. Estimated cost for wastewater electron beam treatment
Initial capital
Accelerator, spare parts, installation
and training
Accelerator building
Wastewater treatment chamber, piping and
auxiliary equipment
Total
Fixed costs
Depreciation (20 years)
Interest rate (8 %)
Equipment maintenance
Administration
Total
Variable costs
Labor
Electricity
Equipment maintenance
Total
Total annual costs
Annual throughput [t]
Total cost per tone [$/t]
Remarks:
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2,400,000
500,000
1,300,000
4,200,000
210,000
336,000
18,000
36,000
600,000
144,000
294,000
62,000
500,000
1,100,000
2,726,400
0.40
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- The operating schedule: 3 shifts per day; 24 h/day; 7 days/week; 365 day/year with availability 96%
what corresponds to 8,410 h/year of facility operation.
- The capital cost is assumed to be financed at 8 % interest for 20 years period.
- The electricity consumption 700 kW/h and electricity cost 0.05 $/kWh.
- Average salary 2000 $/month (6 persons). That includes: net salary, social security and welfare costs,
pension funds, direct and indirect cost of training, payroll taxes and addition costs that occur in
connection with employment.
Wastewater radiation processing was found effective in improve sedimentation capability of
irradiated liquid waste due to its physicochemical properties. It was found that irradiation considerably
affects wastewater filterability, bound-water content, the enhancement of agglomeration of sludge
particles. Dose 2.5 kGy was proposed for initiate radiation processes. The required dose level can be
lowered depends on wastewater composition and its temperature.
The basic irradiation facilities parameters are presented in Table 4. The radiation installation should be
located in close neighborhood of tank of sediment. It is assumed that the site to be used for construction
of the station is undeveloped.
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Abstract
Ionizing radiation was applied as a pre-treatment on three different activated carbon samples. Gallic acid,
Protocatechuic acid, Vanillic acid and Syringic acid were the selected model compounds to test activated carbon
adsorption efficiency due their high concentration in raw cork wastewater. Desorption studies using ethanol and
acetronile as solvents were also performed. The preliminary results point out that although in some assays there was
an increase in adsorption efficiency; applied irradiation dose seems to not be enough to induce surface chemistry
modifications on activated carbons. Preliminary desorption studies point out that the etanol could be a potential
solvent to remove antioxidants from activated carbon. However, further studies have to be performed to increase
adsorption/desorption efficiency.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
The purpose of this work is to study the possibility of extraction of well-known natural antioxidants
such as phenolic compounds from cork wastewater by adsorption onto activated carbon. We also aimed to
improve selectivity of activated carbon throught modification of carbon surface by ionizing radiation.
Thus, adsorption/desorption studies using standard phenolic compounds will be performed in order
to achieve activated carbon extraction efficiencies. The effects of ionizing radiation on activated carbons
will be also studied taking into account the appropriate radical scavengers.
2.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, cork production and transformation processes became important sectors of the
economic activity in Portugal. The wastewater produced during the cork cooking process represents the
main source of wastes since it produces approximately 1500 L per ton of cork. These waters have a high
concentration in organic matter and a considerable toxicity (Bernardo et. al, 2011). In the literature, it is
reported the presence of phenolic compounds (Minhalma et. al, 2001) which are considered
biorecalcitrant, despite its well-known potential as antioxidants (Benitez et. al, 2003). Environmental
pollution due to the release of phenolic compounds from industries as cork industry has become
widespread in the world. Focused on this problematic and, at the same time, on its potential as
antioxidants, there are several studies that develop methods to optimize the performance of extraction of
these compounds by physical, chemical and biological approaches for removing phenolic compounds
from wastewaters (Heredia et. al, 2004). However, all of these methods present strong limitations, such as
high cost, technical problems, low efficiency and the requirement of quite large plants areas. The
adsorption appears to be the most suitable method for removing phenolic compounds from wastewater
(Podkoscielny et. al, 2003) because of its simplicity of design, operation and low cost.
In addition to their catalytic properties, activated carbon (AC) have many applications taking advantage
of their structure and chemical property that largely depend on the hetero-atoms on their surface. These
characteristics together with economical aspects turn AC in one of the most used adsorbent for the
removal of pollutants from wastewaters (Rashed, 2013). However, there are numerous factors that
influence the adsorption process: (i) characteristics of the adsorbent (surface chemistry, pore texture) (ii)
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characteristics of the adsorbate (nature - molecular size, solubility, pKa - and initial concentration) and
(iii) solution chemistry and adsorption temperature. Concerning adsorbent characteristics, the presence of
oxygenated groups determines carbon properties. Thus, several methods have been proposed to modify
oxygen content of ACs and the nature and concentration of their surface groups. Among others, ionizing
radiation, i.e. gamma radiation, can be an alternative technology to induce modifications in the activated
carbons surface chemistry (Velo-Gala et. al, 2014) which could improve the adsorption-desorption
capacity of them.
Taking these factors into account we propose to investigate the adsorption/desorption capacity of
phenolic compounds such as gallic acid, protocatechuic acid, vanillic acid and syringic acid before and
after the activated carbon irradiation at 50 kGy.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Reagents and Materials
Norit GAC 1240 plus and Norit AZO were obtained from Cabot Norit (Marshall, TX, USA).
Gallic acid, protocatechuic acid and syringic acid were purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA).
Vanillic acid was obtained from Fluka (Buchs. Switzerland). Acetonitrile (HPLC grade) was purchased
from Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA) and ethanol absolute and formic acid were acquired from Panreac
Química SA (Barcelona, Spain).

3.2. Adsorbates and adsorbents
The adsorbates used in this work were four phenolic compounds: gallic acid, GA (3,4,5trihydroxybenzoic acid, C7H6O5) with molar mass of 170.12 g mol-1, protocatechuic acid, PA (3,4dihydroxybenzoic acid, C7H6O4) with molar mass of 154.12 g mol-1, vanillic acid, VA (4-hydroxy-3methoxybenzoic acid, C8H8O4) with molar mass of 168.14 g mol-1 and syringic acid, SA (4-hydroxy-3,5dimethoxybenzoic acid, C9H10O5) with molar mass of 198.17 g mol-1. All the solutions were prepared
with extra pure water from a Millipore® System. Three different types of activated carbon were selected
for comparison purposes. Two of them are commercial activated carbons, Norit GAC 1240 Plus and Norit
AZO, commonly used in water treatment and produced by steam activation of selected grades of coal.
The other activated carbon is synthesized, obtained from coconut shells (Brazilian coconut species “Coco
da Baía”) by chemical activation with phosphoric acid (H3PO4) as the activating agent. Norit GAC 1240
Plus will be referred as AC-C, Norit A-20 as AC-20 and the synthesized one as AC-S.

3.3. Activated carbon irradiation experiments
Irradiation experiments were performed in a 60Co -irradiation facility (model Precisa 22,
Graviner Lda, UK 1971 with 8 kCi in November 2008), in the Radiation Technology Unit located at
Nuclear and Technological Campus, at Instituto Superior Técnico.
All irradiations were conducted at a dose rate of 1.8 kGy h -1 with a total dose of 50 kGy. The
local dose rate was previously determined by Fricke dosimeter. The solutions before irradiation were
saturated with the appropriate gases (N2 to avoid dissolved O2 in solution and N2O to promote hydroxyl
radical reaction).
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3.4. Adsorption studies
The purpose of adsorption kinetics is to determine the time necessary for reaching equilibrium
concentrations. To study the adsorption kinetics, 15 mL of phenolic compounds (isolated and in mixture)
solutions (500 mg L-1) was mixed with ca. 150 mg of each activated carbon into flasks. All the solutions
used were prepared at pH 4.5 which is the pH of the cork cooking water. The flasks were closed and
placed in a water bath at 298 K and stirred in an agitation plate (Kottermann, Germany). The time
recording was started when the stirring began and several samples were collected between 5 min and 6h.
After collection, the samples were filtered (DISMIC 25, 0.45 µm, Specanalitica, Portugal), diluted if
needed, and the residual phenolic compounds concentration was measured by High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) (Prominence CBM 20-A, Shimadzu, Japan) with UV detection (DAD). The
HPLC column was a Merck Purospher STAR RP-18e (5 µm, 250 mm×4.0 mm) and the detection was
made at 280 nm. The mobile phase used was: A (90% (v/v) ultra-pure water with 0.1% formic acid) and
B (10% acetonitrile solution). The flow rate was 1 mL min-1, the column temperature was maintained at
298 K and the injection volume was 20 µL.
For quantification purposes, a calibration plot was performed under the experimental conditions
used. The amount of phenolic compound adsorbed on the activated carbon was calculated by the
difference between the initial (known) and the final (measured) concentrations.

3.5. Desorption experiments
Before beginning the desorption experiments, the adsorbent has to be saturated with the model
compounds. For this purpose, 600 mg of activated carbon was added to 80 mL of phenolic compounds
solutions at 500 mg L -1 (pH = 4.5) and the mixture was stored in constant stirring at room temperature
during 24 h to reach the equilibrium state. Initial and residual phenolic concentration (after 24h of
adsorption) was analyzed by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) at the same conditions
as before. The adsorbent was filtered and dried at 333 K and reused for the desorption experiments.
For that, 100 mg of loaded adsorbent was added to 15 mL of desired solvent (acetonitrile or
ethanol) and the flask was stored inside the sonication bath. The samples were collected at regular
intervals (between 5 min and 2 h). The samples were filtered to remove the solids and the concentration
of phenolic compounds was measured by HPLC and by UV-visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV1800). The absorption wavelengths for the compounds are: 270 nm for gallic acid, 295 nm for
protocatechuic acid, 290 nm for vanillic acid and 274 nm for syringic acid.

4. RESULTS
4.1.

Adsorption studies

Adsorption studies were performed with mixed solutions of the four selected model compounds
and with each pre-treated activated carbons. The obtained results of the ratio between the concentration of
phenolic compounds remaining in solution and initial concentration with adsorption time are represented
in the Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
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FIG. 1. Phenolics adsorption by activated carbon AC-C: (a) gallic acid, (b) protocatechuic acid; (c)
vanillic acid and (d) syringic acid.

As shown in Fig. 1, AC-C strongly adsorbs the phenolic compounds. Concerning activated
carbon pre-treatment, the adsorption efficiency is worst when ionizing radiation is applied. There is also
no effect under different irradiation conditions.

FIG. 2. Phenolics adsorption by activated carbon AC-20: (a) gallic acid, (b) protocatechuic acid; (c)
vanillic acid and (d) syringic acid.
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Fig. 2 shows that the global adsorption efficiency of AC-20 is lower compared with AC-C.
However, irradiation pre-treatment have a positive impact on the phenolics adsorption. This fact points
out that occurs a synergistic modificiation of carbon surface increasing carbon affinity. Further activated
carbon textural and chemical analysis will confirm this hypothesis.

FIG. 3. Phenolics adsorption by activated carbon AC-S: (a) gallic acid, (b) protocatechuic acid; (c)
vanillic acid and (d) syringic acid.

The AC-S represents the most attractive selection due economic and environmental aspects.
However, Fig. 3 shows that efficiency as adsorbent is lower than previous studied carbons. Considering
irradiation effects, there was a slightly positive impact on phenolics adsorption.

4.2.

Desorption studies

Based on adsorption preliminary results, among selected activated carbons, AC-C seems to be the
most adequate to be used as phenolics adsorbent. Thus, desorption studies have to be performed to
guarantee that adsorption step could be applied in order to extract and reuse antioxidant compounds.
Ethanol and acetonitrile were the selected solvents due to its affinity with phenolics (Chen and
Nyman et. al, 2007; Kammerer et. al, 2007; Matheickal et. al, 1998). The obtained results are presented in
the Table I.
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Table I. Desorption percentage of phenolic compounds with acetonitrile and ethanol
Gallic acid
Protocatechuic acid
Vanillic acid
Syringic acid
Acetonitrile

0

2

3

0

Ethanol

0

15

1

0

The first result point out that desorption with ethanol is more efficient, although the recovery
percentage are very low namely concerning Gallic acid which could not be desorbed.

CONCLUSION

Activated carbons can play an important role in antioxidants extraction and reuse. The preliminary results
point out that although in some assays there was an increase in adsorption efficiency, irradiation dose
seems to be insufficient to induce surface chemistry modifications on activated carbons. However,
textural and chemical analysis will be further performed to confirm this aspect. The role of the different
radical species generated by water radiolysis seems to have no effect on activated carbon characteristics.
To confirm these facts and aiming to increase AC selectivity, higher absorbed doses will be applied on
activated carbons irradiation studies.
Furthermore, studies will be conducted in order to find out the best conditions to desorb phenolic
compounds (e.g. ultrasound frequency, desorption solvents).
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Abstract
A radiolytic study was carried out on model wastewater samples spiked with organochlorine pesticides, using
hexachlorobenzene as model target analite. Experimental model sewer wastewater samples were irradiated at
IRASM Multipurpose Irradiation Facility (IFIN-HH, Bucharest-Magurele), an industrial gamma irradiator with an
activity of 288 kCi in January 2013. The absorbed dose received by the samples was 1.3 kGy (1.3 kGy/h dose rate),
determined with ethanol-chloro-benzene dosimetry system. The organochlorine compounds concentration was
monitored by gas chromatography with simultaneous micro electron capture detection and mass spectrometric
detection. ISO 6468:1996 sample preparation protocols were used for the recovery of target analytes from the
wastewater matrix. The concentration of the target analyte decreased ten times after the irradiation treatment. The
analytical infrastructure was upgraded with a new Physical and Chemical Tests Laboratory.

1. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
To validate the efficiency of wastewater irradiation treatment and to prepare the conditions (proper
analytical procedures) for a large experiment, eventually using a mobile e-beam, by:
- assessing GC/MS, GC-ECD and GC-FID as analytical methods for pollutants quantitation, radiation byproducts identification and microbiological characterization of wastewater matrix;
- determination of minimum absorbed dose for wastewater treatment at laboratory scale using a gamma
research irradiator and at small-pilot scale using a mobile accelerator;
- identification of the most convenient situations (economically viable) for ionizing radiation wastewater
treatment.

2. INTRODUCTION
Following the accession of Romania to the European Union, have resulted a number of
commitments involving significant investment in water and wastewater sector, over relatively short
periods of time. Thus, in accordance with the Accession Treaty, Romania obtained following transition
periods for compliance with EC Directive no. 91/271/EEC concerning urban wastewater:
until
2015,
for
263
agglomerations
of
more
than
10,000
inhabitants;
- until 2018, for 2,346 agglomerations between 2,000 and 10,000 inhabitants.
We aim to investigate the utilization of ionizing radiation (gamma or e-beam) as an alternative
water/wastewater treatment technology, based on advanced oxidation processes (AOP), for reuse, with
particular focus on wastewaters containing persistent organic pollutants (POP). The research is focused
simultaneously on two directions:
- the degradation of POP and
- the bioburden reduction.
Gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC/MS) was chosen, because is a
versatile technique, able to identify small molecules resulted after the irradiation treatment, by
comparison with a standardized library (200 thausand compounds), in the case were no analytical
standards (reference substances) are available for the radiolysis products, giving us at least an ideea of the
class of compounds (and possible an insight about their toxicity).
Organochlorine pesticides are groups of toxic compounds, most of them being included in the
Stockholm convention list of persistent organic pollutants. They are characterized by high chemical
stability and may lead to marked changes in the aquatic ecosystem via bioaccumulation and
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biomagnification. Ionizing radiation degradation is thought to be a promising treatment for their
decomposition to more environmental friendlier compounds.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental part was focused on optimization and extension of applicability of ISO
6468:1996 [1] standardized analytical method for the validation of radiation treatment of wastewaters
containing certain organochlorine pesticides. The analytical methods used were gas chromatography (GC)
coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) and micro electron capture detector (ECD). The decomposition of
organochlorine pesticides from spiked sewer wastewater samples was achieved with gamma irradiation.
A GC/MS screening in correlation with a molecular modelling study were also performed for the
identification of possible POP radiolysis products.
3.1. Samples and sample preparation
Spiked samples, positive and negative quality controls were prepared as follows:
- sampling: real treated sewer wastewater samples (UN-WW) were taken from the IFIN-HH wastewater
treatment station, compact type (in prefabricated container, installed by EDAS EXIM, www.edas.ro),
with membrane biological reactor (MBR), and a maximum treatment capacity of 100 m3/day. Samples
were taken in 2.5 l brown glass containers with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) caps (thus avoiding
contact with other plastic materials which may serve as adsorbent materials for POP), and stored
overnight in a freezer at 4 °C. Next day, samples were decanted and diluted 1 part wastewater at 9 parts
deionised water and further used at spiked test specimens preparation.
- negative quality controls (QC-BK) preparation: 1 ml of methanol (HPLC purity, Sigma-Aldrich) were
transferred in 1 l Berzelius graduated beakers and filled with deionised water.
- positive quality controls (QC-HCB) preparation: 1 ml of methanol with 1 ppm hexachlorobenzene
(HCB) were transferred in 1 l Berzelius graduated beakers and filled with deionised water. The final
POP’s concentration was 1 ppb HCB in water.
- spiked test specimens (QC-WW-HCB) preparation: 1 ml of methanol with 1 ppm HCB were transferred
in 1 l Berzelius graduated beakers and filled with diluted real treated sewer wastewater (wastewater :
deionised water = 1 : 9). The final POP’s concentration was 1 ppb HCB in water. The spiked test
specimens were stored at 4 °C until analysis.
Standard solutions preparation for GC quantitative analysis: 10 mg of HCB (reference standards for
GC purity) were transferred into volumetric flasks of 100 ml, further filled with n-hexane (for GC-MS &
GC-ECD calibration curves) or methanol (for preparation of QC-HCB and QC-WW-HCB), thus
obtaining stock standard solutions of 100 ppm (POP’s concentration, stable for maximum one year at 4
°C). Standard solutions of 1000 ppb, 100 ppb, 10 ppb, 1 ppb and 0.1 ppb of HCB were prepared,
according to the GC-ECD method linearity range (between 0.1 ppb & 1000 ppb, the detector commonly
exhibiting a 10,000-fold linear range).
3.2. Irradiation experiments
To identify the most convenient irradiation conditions for experimental model sewer wastewater
treatment, samples were irradiated at IRASM Multipurpose Irradiation Facility (IFIN-HH, BucharestMagurele), a SVST Co-60/B tote-box, wet storage (max. 2 MCi) industrial gamma irradiator (approx. 288
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kCi in Jan 2013). The absorbed dose was 1.3 kGy (1.04 kGy/h dose rate). The dosimetry was performed
with ethanol-chloro-benzene (ECB) dosimeters (+ 2% standard deviation) [2].
3.3. Sample processing
3.3.1. Liquid – liquid extraction

1 litre of test specimen (water sample) was completely transferred into a separation
funnel. 100 ml of n-hexane (GC purity, e.g. “pestiscan”) was added and mixed for 20 min,
followed by phase separation for 10 min (depending on residual wastewater interfering matrix).
The aqueous and organic phases were recovered separately. The liquid-liquid extraction was
repeated 2 times with fresh volumes of n-hexane into the same separation funnel and the organic
phases were collected and reunited.
3.3.2. Separation from interfering matrix
The organic phase collected after liquid-liquid extraction was cooled down to -20 °C, and
kept for 2 hours. Depending on the interfering matrix (which can appear sometimes as foam into
the organic phase) a number of freezing cycles between room temperature and -20 °C were
applied, until transparent liquid organic phase was completely separated from the frozen solid
decanted phase. The transparent liquid organic phase was transferred into a glass round-bottom
flask for rotary evaporators.
3.3.3. Sample extract concentration
Sample extract was concentrated to a small volume of 0.5 - 1 ml in a constant vacuum of
340 mbar, obtained with Heidolph Laborota 4002 rotary evaporator with vacuum pump. The
glass round-bottom flask was thermostated during evaporation on a water bath at 40 °C. The
concentrated sample extract was further quantitatively transferred (using an automated micro
pipette with disposable PTFE 1000 μl tip) into a 2 ml GC vial. Small volumes of clean solvent
were used to wash the evaporation vessel twice for completing the extract volume to 1 ml, and
immediately seal the GC vial.
The recovery efficiency was calculated based on the unirradiated spiked quality control samples
which were processed in the same batch with the irradiated ones.
3.4. The chromatographic analysis
The organochlorine pesticides concentration was monitored with gas chromatography (GC) with
simultaneous micro electron capture detection (ECD) and mass spectrometric detection (MS, in single ion
monitoring (SIM) mode).
Agilent GC 6890N was used with the following configuration: auto sampler (with 10 l Hamilton
syringe), clasical hot split splitless (SSL) injector with a straight liner (1000 μl, packed with deactivated
glass wool), a 1 m x 0.25 mm retention gap connected at one end with the SSL injector and to the other
end with a quartz “Y” capillary connection, from which emerge two identical HP-5ms columns, 30 m x
0.25 mm (with 0.25 µm film of (5%-phenyl)-methyl-polysiloxane non-polar, bonded and cross linked
stationary phase). Each HP-5ms column was further connected with a detector: one with the Agilent
micro electron capture detector (ECD); and the other one with Agilent 5975 inert MSD. The MSD had the
following configuration: electron ionisation source; quadrupolar mass analyser (m/z 2 Da to m/z 1050
Da); and high energy dynode (HED) detector.
The software applications used for GC-ECD & GC/MS data acquisition and data analysis were:
Agilent Enhanced Chemstation software (version D.02.00.275); NIST 2005 GC/MS mass spectral library;
NIST MS 2.0 library search software and AMDIS (version 2.62) automated mass deconvolution and
identification system.
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Injection of 1 μl of n-hexane (target POP’s concentration of 1 ÷ 10-3 ng/l) was performed in hot
(280 °C) splitless mode (1:1) for 1 min, followed by inlet purge at 100 ml/min for 7 min, and inlet purge
at 50 ml/min for the rest of chromatographic method and inlet standby mode. Helium (99.9999 % purity)
has been used as carrier gas, with a capillary constant flow of 3 ml/min through the retention gap, further
divided approximatively into 2 ml/min through the MSD column and 1 ml/min through de ECD column.
Column temperature programming consisted in the following profile: isothermal for 8 min at 80 ºC, ramp
with 12 °C/min to 310 °C and isothermal (column conditioning) for 3 min.
3.4.1. Quantitative GC
The ECD detector had the following parameters: constant makeup flow mode (nitrogen, 60
ml/min, 99.9995% purity), thermostated at 350 °C, data acquisition rate of 50 Hz.

The MSD detector had the following parameters: transfer line set at 280 ºC; electron ionisation
source set at 230 ºC; mass analyser set at 180 ºC and used in single ion monitoring mode (SIM,
e. g. for HCB were monitored 5 fragment ions with m/z: 142, 249, 283, 284 and 285 Da), in low
mass resolution mode (0.7 ÷ 0.9 Da) with a dwell time of 50 ms (3.65 cycles/sec).
Calibration curves were made for HCB (figure1) for the concentrations between 0.0001 ÷
1 mg/l of n-hexane, equivalent to 0.0001 ÷ 1 μg/l of water.

FIG. 1. GC/MS (above) and GC-ECD (bellow) calibration curves for HCB; x is the peak area and y
is the concentration (0.0001 ÷ 1 mg/l of n-hexane, equivalent to 0.0001 ÷ 1 μg/l of water).
After data analysis it was found that an absorbed dose of 1.3 kGy can reduce approximatively 10 times
the concentration in water of HCB in our irradiation conditions (figure 2).
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FIG. 2. Total Ion Chromatogram (TIC, SIM mode) for the positive quality control with 1000 ng/l of
HCB before (0 kGy) and after (1.3 kGy) irradiation.

3.4.2. GC/MS screening
The molecular structure confirmation of target compound in irradiated samples has been done
with the MSD in SIM detection mode, based on the relative abundances of the five specific
fragment ions, in comparison with experimental mass spectra acquired in SCAN mode and the
one from NIST 2005 GC/MS library (e. g. HCB – see figure 3).
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FIG. 3. HCB target compound molecular structure confirmation, experimental SCAN spectra
versus NIST 2005 GC/MS library spectra for the nonirradiated (0 kGy) positive quality
control water sample.
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The GC/MS screening in SCAN mode for radiolysis products was not atttempted because
the mass spectrometer sensitivity in SCAN mode is almost 100 times lower than in SIM mode.
In order for radiolysis products screening to be successfull, we need to increase the analite
concentration at least for 100 times (100 ppb), in order to successfuly use the same
chromatographic methods.

CONCLUSIONS
The above methodology and analytical procedures will help to better assess the usefulness and
limitations of GC for routine monitoring and screening of organochlorine pesticides and their by products
in sewer wastewater treated with ionizing radiation, main goal being process efficiency validation. Future
research should be focused on simplifying the sample preparation protocols in order to analyze more
complex wastewater matrixes, closer to real wastewater samples as total disolved and undisolved solids.

Gamma irradiation experiments enabled us to calculate the dose necessary to decrease 10 times
the concentration of HCB in spiked sewer wastewater samples.
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Abstract
In this period of the research, optimization of the anaerobic digestion parameters in pilot scale was studied in
irradiated or non-irradiated wastewater. Up flow sludge blanket reactors (UASB) were set up for these purposes. In
the reactors, hydraulic retention time (HRT), organic loading rate (OLR), COD and BOD 5 reductions,
biodegradability index (BOD5/COD), sulfate and sulfide concentration, pH and oxidation reduction potential (ORP),
volatile suspended solid (VSS), total suspended solid (TSS) were followed. COD content of the reactors was
increased gradually from 5000 mg/L to 38000 mg/L to reach the steady state of highest COD content of alkaloid
wastewater and to determine the substrate removal percentage. Regarding primarily results, high sulfate
concentration was thought to be the reason of the inhibition of the bacteria in UASB the reactors for both irradiated
and non-irradiated wastewater. Therefore sulfate and sulfide concentration of the treated and untreated wastewater
was followed by ion chromatography in irradiated and non-irradiated wastewaters. A new anaerobic UASB reactor
was designed for the desulfurization of the alkaloid wastewater to eliminate the high sulfate concentration at
influent. However, it was found that there was no evidence on the inhibition of anaerobic bacteria with high sulfate
concentration. Substrate removal of irradiated and non-irradiated wastewater at 38000 mg/L of COD was found to
be similar around 57 %. This is not enough to introduce the treated wastewater to aerobic reactor. Therefore, it was
decided to set up a serial UASB reactor for irradiated and non-irradiated wastewater. The COD content would be
reduced to below 5000 mg/L, which was the upper limit of the aerobic digestion reactor.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
The main objective of the research was to investigate the aerobic/anaerobic biological treatability of
opium alkaloid industry wastewaters in conjunction with irradiation as a means of pre-treatment and tasks
carried out during frame time of the research were:







New anaerobic reactor and wastewater irradiation chamber design.
Anaerobic digestion studies of the radiation treated and non-treated waste water with UASB
reactors.
Identification of inhibition of anaerobic bacteria culture above 25 g/L of COD content.
Desulfurization studies of alkaloid wastewater
Anaerobic digestion process optimization studies
Toxicological evaluations of irradiated/non-irradiated and treated /untreated wastewater

2. INTRODUCTION
Industrial applications generate a wide range of wastes released to environment via air, soil, and
water. Disposal of waste in large quantities without appropriate treatment results in a deteriorated
environment.
Opium alkaloid industry produces mainly morphine to be used in medical field. Licensed
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opium poppy cultivation for medical purposes currently takes place in 12 countries around the world. The
four main producers are India, Australia, Turkey and France. Opium Alkaloid Plant in Afyon, Bolvadin
produces around 30% of global morphine production. Consequently, alkaloid industry is important for
Turkey from financial and prestigious point of view. Effluent generated from alkaloid extraction and
processing is on average 480 m3/day. The average hourly flow rate of the wastewater is about 27.5 m3/h.
The effluent generated at the opium capsule processing plant is discharged to Eber Lake through Akarçay
River.
The wastewater generated by the opium alkaloid industry is heavily polluted with very high SO4-2,
COD and BOD5 content, and have intense dark brown color. Color causing substances in wastewater are
almost totally dissolved and resistant to biodegradation. The pollutant constituents in alkaloid wastewater
mainly consist of morphine, codein, thebain, papaverine, noscapine, protopine, laudonosine, wax-like
substances and cellulose.

3. MATERIALS AND METODS
High volume of wastewater was irradiated at ambient atmosphere and temperature at the
industrial scale gamma irradiation facility with a dose rate of 2 kGy/h. The anaerobic bacterial granules
used in this study were supplied by Efes Pilsen Beer Production Plant. Mixed aerobic cultures, which
will be used in aerobic digestion studies were obtained from aerobic sludge digesters of the Greater
Municipality of Ankara, Tatlar Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plant.
3.1.

Biological Digestion Studies

Biological digestion is one of the primarily used treatment method in the treatment of organic
pollutants. It can be classified by two main subgroups namely anaerobic and aerobic. These two
subgroups can also be classified depending on the methodology. In this study UASB method as anaerobic
digestion and batch reactor as aerobic digestion was chosen depending on the alkaloid industry
wastewater characteristics. Several strategies were designated in the framework of treatment studies and
those of strategies will be carried out one by one. These are;










Aerobic + anaerobic
Anaerobic + aerobic
Irradiation + anaerobic + aerobic
Anaerobic + irradiation + aerobic
Anaerobic + anaerobic + aerobic
Irradiation + anaerobic + anaerobic + aerobic
Anaerobic + irradiation + anaerobic + aerobic
Anaerobic + anaerobic + irradiation + aerobic

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

If the wastewater has high COD content like 30000 mg/L, generally treatment starts with an anaerobic
digestion mostly UASB to reduce the volume of wastewater and then aerobic digestion follows. Aerobic
digestion can only be preferred if wastewater COD content is below 5000 mg/L. To mineralize the
organic pollutant with an aerobic digestion, excess amount of oxygen is needed. Supplying of intensive
amount of oxygen is very difficult in high COD content. Even it is possible, it can cause so many
operational problems like bubbling, diffuser stack, or heterogeneous oxygen distribution. It is therefore,
first treatment strategy is eliminated in the frame work of the treatment strategies.
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3.1.1. Anaerobic Digestion Studies
In the anaerobic biological treatability studies of opium alkaloid wastewater, non-irradiated
wastewater was treated in a continuous mode of UASB reactor. Various pre-designated initial
concentrations of wastewater (COD between 5000 and 26,000 mg/L) were added into reactors inoculated
with unacclimated granules. Granules were first acclimated with glucose solutions and then with the low
concentrated of wastewater.
Non-irradiated alkaloid wastewater was loaded to UASB reactor to mineralize organic content
of wastewater and to reduce the volume of wastewater to the treatable level with aerobic digestion.
First, the reactor acclimated with 5000 mg/L COD content of alkaloid wastewater after acclimation
with glucose solution and then it was increased gradually to higher COD content, when system reached
to steady state. By playing with the all operational parameters, the estimation of maximum treatment
efficiency and minimum treatment time were studied. The results of the anaerobic treatment of nonirradiated wastewater were presented at table I. As could be seen from table 1, UASB reactor reached to
steady state with a high yield at each COD content of wastewater up to 24000 mg/L. After this COD
content, the treatment yield suddenly dropped to 20 % level. By changing hydraulic retention time
(HRT) and organic loading rate (OLR), it was tried to prevent this drop. Unfortunately, all trials were
not sufficient to change it and it was attributed to the high sulfate concentration of wastewater.
The effluents of 16000 and 24000 mg/L COD content of wastewaters were investigated to
determine the effect irradiation on the treatment yield of sulfate and ammonium concentration and
CODs content. The effluent COD of 16000 and 24000 mg/L were about 4000 mg/L. These effluents
were irradiated at 7.5 kGy and results were summarized at table II.
As depicted in table II, sulfate and ammonium ion concentrations of non-irradiated effluents were
quite similar and were about 2600 and 265, respectively. In order to determine radiation effect on sulfate
and ammonium ion concentrations, samples were irradiated at 7.5 kGy and observed that radiation was
not enhanced the treatability of the effluent of 16000 and 24000 mg/L COD content prepared from raw
wastewater. After these observations, a new set of reactors (three reactors) were set up and operated. These
were for the treatment of non-irradiated (strategy 2) and irradiated (strategy 3) alkaloid wastewater and
desulfurization process. First two reactors were fed by gradually increasing of COD content. However, third
reactor was dedicated to desulfurization process and fed with highest COD content of raw wastewater. After
each loading and playing with the system parameters, it was aimed to achieve maximum efficiency and
minimum time allocation. In this regard, operational parameters of the anaerobic digestion like VSS, TSS,
F/M, HRT, and OLR were determined and presented at table III. In addition, COD content of 0 and 10 kGy
irradiated wastewater were followed and results were presented at table IV. COD gradually was increased
from 7000 to 37000 mg/L to allow time for the acclimation of anaerobic bacteria. As could be seen from
table 3, highest yield of treatment was observed for 0 and 10 kGy irradiated wastewater at 20000 and 25000
mg/L with a yield of 81 and 82, respectively. At the highest COD content of 37000 mg/L, the treatment
efficiency was quite similar and found to be 50 %. In addition, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) values
of each reactor were examined to control the availability of anaerobic environment in the reactors and found
to be – 400 mV. This value indicated that the anaerobic condition was available at the all reactors.
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TABLE I. Results of the pilot scale anaerobic digestion (UASB) studies of non-irradiated alkaloid
wastewater.
Influent COD (mg/L) Effluent COD (mg/L)

Treatment Efficiency (%)

Flow rate (rpm)

5300

2750

48

3

6300

1200

81

3

6300

1125

82

3

5200

1300

75

3

16400

2300

86

3

16400

1500

91

3

16400

2300

86

7

16400

4800

71

7

16400

5900

64

6

16400

5450

67

6

16670

3850

77

6

16700

3240

81

6

23720

3000

87

6

23000

3900

83

6

23000

4035

82

6

22900

4580

80

6

22900

4740

79

6

23840

4830

80

6

23840

7510

68

6

23840

7900

67

6

23960

12640

47

5

16420

10810

34

6

14280

10370

27

6

8080

7310

10

4

8480

6300

26

4

8400

4740

44

4

8400

4330

48

4

4720

4080

14

4
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Table II. SO42- - NH4+ ion concentrations and SO42- - COD reduction yield of irradiated and nonirradiated alkaloid wastewater.

Sample

(ppm)

SO42NH4 Reduction COD
(ppm) (%)
(mg/L) pH

16 (g/L) (Effl.) 7.5kGy

2600

265

38.9

3830

8.59

5

24 (g/L) (Effl.) 7.5kGy

2750

280

55.4

3820

8.71

5

33(g/L) (Infl.) 7.5kGy

10050

65

-

30520

5.11

2

16 (g/L) (Effl.)

2650

290

38.8

4050

8.55

24 (g/L) (Effl.)

2900

295

54.5

4020

8.68

33 (g/L) (Infl.)

10200

65

-

31280

5.11

SO42-

+

COD
Reduction
(%)

TABLE III. Operational parameters (F/M, HRT and OLR) of UASB reactors

0 kGy
COD
(mg/L)

Q
VSS
(mL/min) (g/L)

26450

1.28

37140

F/M
(g COD / g VSS day)

OLR
(g/dayL) HRT (day)

44.6

0.2

8.3

3.2

1.28

44.6

0.2

7.1

5.2

37140

1.28

44.6

0.2

7.1

5.2

37140

1.28

44.6

0.2

7.1

5.2

24650

1.18

44.1

0.2

8.4

2.9

24650

1.18

44.1

0.1

4.6

5.4

37530

1.18

44.1

0.2

6.9

5.4

37530

1.18

44.1

0.2

6.9

5.4

10 kGy
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TABLE IV. COD treatment efficiencies of UASB reactors.
0 kGy

10 kGy

Influent
Effluent
Treatment
Flow
rate Influent
Effluent
COD (mg/L) COD (mg/L) Efficiency (%) (mL/min)
COD (mg/L) (mg/L)

COD Treatment
Flow
Efficiency (%) (mL/min)

7310

1620

78

1.7

8340

1120

87

1.7

6640

1890

72

1.7

8340

3140

62

1.7

6640

745

89

1.7

7680

1400

82

1.7

6640

1090

84

1.7

7680

500

93

1.7

10320

2450

76

1.7

7680

1430

81

1.7

19800

3845

81

1.7

18800

2750

85

1.7

19800

6400

68

1.7

18800

5200

72

1.7

19775

5340

73

1.7

19075

5200

73

1.7

22700

8850

61

1.7

21525

6870

68

1.7

20550

8310

60

1.7

21525

5940

72

1.7

20550

7120

65

1.7

21525

6500

70

1.7

20550

7900

62

1.7

21525

6040

72

1.7

20550

8710

58

1.7

21525

4420

79

1.7

20550

5860

71

1.7

21525

6030

72

1.7

19475

5890

70

1.7

17525

6280

64

1.7

19475

4610

76

1.7

17525

5170

70

1.7

19475

5750

70

1.7

20375

6310

69

1.7

19875

6110

69

1.7

20375

4340

79

1.18

19875

3800

81

1.28

20375

4980

76

1.18

19875

4900

75

1.28

20375

5590

73

1.18

19875

5340

73

1.28

20450

4890

76

1.18

20600

4940

76

1.28

24100

5340

78

1.18

26450

6370

76

1.28

24100

5510

77

1.18

26450

8430

68

1.28

24650

7540

69

1.18

26450

9100

66

1.28

24650

7730

69

1.18

26450

11180

58

1.28

24650

8480

66

1.18

26450

13280

50

1.28

24650

9280

62

1.18

26450

14880

44

1.28

24650

9320

62

1.18
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26450

14080

47

1.28

24650

9900

60

1.18

26450

16700

37

1.28

24650

10720

57

1.18

26450

17840

33

1.28

24650

9640

61

1.18

26450

17420

34

1.28

24650

9940

60

1.18

26450

16220

39

1.28

24650

10620

57

1.18

29300

17820

39

1.28

24650

9440

62

1.18

29500

17400

41

1.28

24650

4880

80

1.18

29500

16780

43

1.28

24650

4320

82

1.18

29500

15760

47

1.28

24650

5440

78

1.18

29500

16660

44

1.28

24650

5140

79

1.18

29500

10460

65

1.28

37530

14320

62

1.18

29500

13100

56

1.28

37530

15000

60

1.18

29500

14560

51

1.28

37530

17220

54

1.18

37140

16240

56

1.28

37530

18720

50

1.18

In reactors containing 0 and 10 kGy wastewater, sulfate concentrations were followed at influents and
effluents. Results obtained by ion chromatography were evaluated and sulfate reductions of either
irradiated or non-irradiated wastewater were calculated (Table V).
TABLE V. Sulfate reduction of 0 and 10 kGy irradiated alkaloid wastewater
COD
0 kGy Inf. 0 kGy Effl. Reduc.
(mg/L) (ppm)
(ppm)
(%)

9 kGy Inf. 9 kGy Eff. Reduc.
(ppm)
(ppm)
(%)

20000

6351

2855

55

5630

3310

41

20000

5655

3030

46

7865

3635

54

26000

7720

3170

59

6910

5710

17

26000

7720

3285

57

6975

3105

55

26000

7720

4155

46

6975

3535

49

26000

7720

4355

44

6975

4005

43

26000

7720

4745

39

6975

3650

48

26000

7720

4950

36

6975

5005

28

26000

7720

4910

36

6975

3530

49

26000

7720

5885

24

6975

4320

38

26000

7720

5200

33

6975

4200

40

29000

9055

4435

51

10265

3045

70
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Sulfate to sulfide conversions were also followed by spectrometric method and results were presented at
table VI. Sulfide concentration is critical in any anaerobic treatment process. Excess of sulfide
concentration above 12 mg/L is accepted as toxic level. When it was compared with experimental values,
sulfide generated from high level of sulfate at the wastewater was not responsible from the anaerobic
bacterial inhibition.

TABLE VI. Sulphide concentrations of 0 and 10 kGy irradiated wastewater measured at different days.

0 kGy (ppm)

10 kGy (ppm)

0.14

0.17

0.33

0.35

0.18

0.18

0.41

0.20

0.36

0.29

0.27

0.19

0.28

0.20

0.42

4.87

0.50

0.20

0.69

1.14

0.75

1.56

0.97

1.08

0.56

0.30

0.74

0.19

Third reactor firstly acclimated with 15000 mg/L COD content of wastewater and then 37000 mg/L COD
content was loaded. In the reactor, conversion of sulfate to sulfide was also followed to better identify the
effect of anaerobic bacteria inhibition. The idea behind the desulfurization process was to reduce the sulfate
concentration and to prevent the inhibition of anaerobic granules as much as possible. Anaerobic granules
contain sulfur and carbon consumer bacteria and both compete with each other. Suppressing of carbon
consumer bacteria by feeding with a high sulfate content of 11000 mg/L allows only sulfur reduction, which
means sulfate reduction because of the sulfur consuming activity of bacteria. It does not reduce the organic
carbon content, whereas it reduces to sulfate, which is thought to be the reason of anaerobic bacteria
inhibition. If a low concentration of sulfate is achieved in the desulfurization process, the effluent will be the
influent of a second UASB reactor, which will digest the organic carbon sources of wastewater. In this
regard, sulfate concentration of influent and effluent were followed periodically and summarized at table 7.
On the other hand, sulphide concentration and COD reduction were also followed and results were
summarized at table 8. As could be seen from table VII and VIII, sulfate removal rate was observed same as
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in 0 kGy irradiated wastewater. Sulfate to sulfide conversion was not also significant to be accepted as toxic
in the wastewater. When compared with the acceptable limit of sulfide in wastewater, results were found to
be very low than the limit. Regarding this observation, sulfide formation could not be the cause of the
anaerobic bacteria inhibition. On the other hand, COD reduction was not also different than 0 kGy irradiated
wastewater results. In conclusion of this experiment set up, desulfurization process will not be the solution
of the problem.

Table VII. Sulfate concentration and desulfurization yield of the reactor deesigned for desulfurization
purposes.

COD
(mg/L)

SO4 (Inf.) SO4 (Eff.) Desulfurization
(ppm)
(ppm)
yield (%)

15000

4710

1005

79

28000

8750

6460

26

28000

7345

3145

57

28000

8750

5935

32

28000

8750

6255

29

28000

8750

4490

49

28000

7385

5115

31

28000

7385

3895

47

28000

7385

5630

24

29500

9785

4475

54

The values of biological oxygen demand (BOD5) and biodegradability index (BOD5/COD) at the influent
and effluent were also important treatment parameters for the wastewater treatment. It was therefore these
parameters were also determined and presented at table IX. The effects of irradiation and anaerobic
digestion treatment on those parameters were also included into table IX. In general, biodegradability index
of any wastewater was in the range of 0.3-0.8, it was accepted to biodegradable. When the results at table IX
were compared with this range, it was clearly seen that the wastewaters treated either it was treated with
anaerobically or was treated both with radiation and anaerobic digestion were biodegradable.
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TABLE VIII. Sulphide concentration and COD reduction yield of the reactor designed for
desulfurization purposes.
Sulphide Conc. (mg/L)

Inff. COD (mg/L)

Effl. COD (mg/L)

COD Reduc. (%)

0.17

15000

1650

89

0.09

15000

1.01

-

-

-

0.77

25425

22580

11

1.20

28075

23280

17

1.30

-

-

-

1.87

-

-

-

0.67

-

-

-

0.71

-

-

-

2.98

-

-

-

0.76

-

-

-

1.07

-

-

-

0.5

28075

14460

48

0.30

28075

16980

40

0.43

28075

18480

34

4.04

28075

16900

40

1.27

28075

16700

41

1.91

28900

15840

45

-

28900

15840

45

-

28900

22020

24

-

28900

24460

15

-

28900

22760

21

-

28900

25220

13

-

28900

14100

51

-

28900

19460

33

-

28900

17700

39

-

37100

31280

16
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TABLE IX. COD, BOD5 and biodegradability index (BOD5/COD) results of alkaloid wastewaters
Sample

COD,
mg/L

Reduc.
(%)

BOD5,
mg/L

Reduc.
(%)

BOD5/COD

0 kGy (Inff.)

22500

-

16000

-

0.71

0 kGy (Enf.)

17260

23

9000

44

0.52

10 kGy (Inff.)

21700

-

13250

-

0.61

10 kGy (Enf.)

9720

55

3750

72

0.38

Desulfur. (Inff.)

22480

-

10250

-

0.46

Desulfur. (Enf.)

15590

31

6750

34

0.43

3.2. System Design
In earlier construction of electron beam system was not allow too much space for most of the
applications and cause many operational problems. It was therefore electron beam dismantled and
reconstructed against to new design. However, according to this new entity, water irradiation unit was
also needed to redesign. At the new construction, flue gas treatment system fixed to the irradiator, so new
water system must be compatible with it. In this regard, the new wastewater irradiation unit was designed
and constructed to fit under the flue gas treatment reactor (picture 1). The new irradiation unit is
horizontal flow whereas previous irradiation unit is vertical flow.

Picture 1. The new wastewater irradiation unit design
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Abstract
Studies at the National Center for Electron Beam Research at Texas A&M University and elsewhere have
shown that high energy (10 MeV) electron beam (ebeam) technology is effective as a pathogen disinfectant and for
destroying estrogenic activity in wastewater effluent. There is a growing interest to evaluate the commercial utility
of the ebeam technology for use in municipal wastewater treatment facilities around the world. As a first step, a
commercial evaluation of the ebeam technology was performed to understand the where in a typical wastewater
plant should this technology be deployed and the economics of adopting ebeam technology in the waste water plant.
The operational scenario and the economics were based on waste water treatment operations in the continental
United States.

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH
With increasing urbanization and resulting population increases, cities around the world have to
manage enormous quantities of human wastes (Praveen et al., 2013). In the United States alone, more
than 16,000 waste water treatment plants are in operation today treating around 150 billion liters of waste
water per day and generating approximately 5.6 million dry metric tons of treated sewage sludge. The
conventional view is that municipal wastes have to be adequately treated to prevent the transmission of
diseases and prevent environmental impacts. However, sewage sludges are also significant pools of
water, energy substrates, and nutrients as well. Thus, wastewater treatment plants should be viewed as
“Sustainable Resource Recovery Facilities” where high value resource recovery operations are performed
rather than just locations for the treatment and disposal of municipal wastes (Reimers et al., 2012).
However, for this paradigm-shifting concept to become a reality, it is critically important for the US to
identify and nurture technologies that can cost-effectively disinfect, stabilize and generate energy from
municipal wastes. There is a compelling need to exploit different technologies to extract as much of the
energy and nutrients as possible from different waste-streams. The overall goal of the activities over the
last couple of years was to work closely with the private industry involved in wastewater treatment
technologies to commercialize electron beam (ebeam) technology and to perform an economic analysis of
incorporating the ebeam technology into the wastewater industry.
2. INTRODUCTION
In the United States, the land disposal of biosolids is federally regulated by the US EPA (USEPA,
1993). This regulation classifies biosolids as either Class A or Class B biosolids based on the level of
treatment, pathogen loads, and their potential to attract disease vectors. Class A biosolids undergo a more
complete disinfection process with the aid of specific treatment processes referred to as Processes to
Further Reduce Pathogens (PFRP). In the United States, the EPA approved PFRP processes are heat
treatment, drying, composting, thermophilic aerobic digestion, pasteurization, and ionizing irradiation.
Ionizing radiation using either cobalt-60 or electron beam (e-beam) at a minimum dose of 10 kGy is
considered as an effective PFRP to produce Class A biosolids. Class A biosolids should contain no
detectable pathogens (in specified quantities of biosolids), and is considered safe for environmental
disposal without restrictions. However, in Class B biosolids, disinfection is incomplete, and so Class B
biosolids will contain detectable levels of pathogens. Consequently, there are strict regulations as to how
the Class B biosolids are managed (USEPA, 1993).
A cobalt-60 based sludge treatment plant is currently in operation in India (Gautam et al., 2005).
In the United States, however, there are no ionizing radiation based municipal treatment plants. A pilot-
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scale low energy e-beam wastewater treatment plant was operational in Florida in the early 90’s (Wang
and Wang, 2007). The advantage of using e-beam irradiation is that this process is based on commercial
electricity, and does not involve the use of radioactive isotopes. Hence issues surrounding radioactive
isotopes such as transport, storage, disposal and security are non-existent. In addition to the difference in
the source of ionizing radiation between cobalt-60 and ebeam, these two types of ionizing radiation differ
in terms of energy (measured in MeV) and dose-rate (measured in grays/minute). The energy profile of
the gamma rays from a cobalt-60 source ranges between 1.17 and 1.33 MeV while high energy e-beam is
normally around 10 MeV. The dose rate of gamma rays from cobalt-60 is often in the range of hundreds
of grays per minute, while in the case of ebeam the dose rate is in the range of tens of millions of grays
per minute (Miller, 2005). This study was based on the application of high energy ebeam accelerator
technology. We focused on the utility of the commercially available ebeam configurations for treating
either wastewater treatment plant effluent or municipal sludges.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For commercial success in the United States, it is imperative that there is a “market pull” for a
particular technology. It is just not simply enough to demonstrate that there is a superior technology and
that the technology is cost-effective. There needs to be a valid justification as to why a particular
technology has to be adopted rather than continuing with a conventional technology. A patent had been
applied and a provisional patent (1-year life span) was obtained for the the high energy ebeam technology
(EChO) that was developed at Texas A&M University (Lazarine, 2007; Pillai and Reimers, 2011). It was
thus imperative that we find a commercial partner that was interested in and willing to commercialize this
technology atleast before the provisional patent time span had run out.
For applications in the municipal wastewater treatment industry we assumed that this technology
would have to be used in a 10 MGD (million gallons per day), 50 MGD, or a 90 MGD facility. A rule of
thumb is that a 1 MGD plant serves a population of about 10,000.These throughput volumes represent
cities that have populations of 100,000, 500,000 and 900,000. This is based on the economic reality that
only facilities of this magnitude would be able to afford the technology. For application that involved the
treatment of sludges, we assessed the economics of the ebeam process in making stable, Class A biosolids
and compared it to other contemporary technologies that also achieve advanced biosolids stabilization and
disinfection. Biosolids are categorized as either Class A or B by the USEPA according to their level of
pathogen reduction and stability. Class A has higher disinfection requirements out of the two, and Class
A biosolids have fewer application limitations. Thus Class A biosolids have significant market values
because it can be utilized in a wider range of agricultural settings and even sold as a fertilizer product.The
rationale for this was that Class A biosolids would be of high value and thus utilities would be able to
recover the costs if the material generated was of Class A quality. If the sludge meets the US EPA critera
for Class A it can be used without any restrictions as a fertilizer or soil amender. For the economic
analysis, we relied upon a variety of resources. These included previously published technical reports and
consultation with leading accelerator manufacturers and system installers. We compared ebeam
technology to five different Class A type disinfection and stabilization technologies. These technologies
are all utilized in different ways and at different commercial scale treatment plants in the US. Company
names and other identifying descriptors have been avoided for confidentiality and proprietary reasons.
For this economic analysis we used an annual amortized payment plan at 8% interest over a 15year plant lifespan. This was used in calculating the total capital costs. The total capital costs was added
to the operation and maintenance costs and then summed value was divided by the dry tons per year to
arrive a total cost per dry ton.
4. RESULTS

4.1.

Identification of a commercial partner

We chose a Houston based company as our commercial partner. This company met several
criteria including that it was a relatively small, privately owned progressive wastewater company with a
track record of having successfully installed automated wastewater screening equipment in plants around
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the world. The company had won many accolades including one of the “Fastest growing businesses in
Houston” among others. The company had offices in the US, Canada, Middle East and India and thus
had a large overview of what was required in different parts of the world. The company signed an options
agreement with the university agreeing to commercialize the technology within a 2-year time frame and
with set milestones.

4.2.

Accelerator costs as a function of throughput power

Table I shows the capital costs and costs per kW power for commercially available accelerators.
It becomes evident that a high power system tends to cost much less (on a per kW basis) than a low power
system. Accelerators with power in the range of 100 kW tend to cost much less than lower power
systems.
TABLE I: Cost on accelerator systems as a function of energy (MeV) and power (kW)
Manufacturer Energy –Power Configuration Capital Costs ($) Cost per kw power
A
1 MeV -100 kW
$ 1,000,000
$ 10,000/kW
B
1 MeV – 400 kW
$ 2,000,000
$ 5,000/kW
C
3 MeV – 200 kW
$ 2,000,000
$ 10,000/kW
D
5 MeV – 40 kW
$ 3,000,000
$ 75,000/kW
C
7 MeV – 560 kW
$ 8,000,000
$ 14,000/kW
D
10 MeV – 60 kW
$ 4,000,000
$ 66,700 /kW
E
10 MeV – 18 kW
$ 3,000,000
$166,666/kW
F
10 MeV – 1000 kW
$ 10,000,000
$ 10,000/kW

4.3 Sludge throughput estimates
Table II provides an overview of the dry tons per year throughput for the 10 MGD, 50
MGD and 90 MGD scenarios. This is assumed based a 4% solids content in the sludge stream.
TABLE II: Sludge throughput estimates (dry kg/sec) as a function of plan throughput (MGD)
Gallons/day Gallons/min Solids (%) Dry lbs/sec
10,000,000
6944
4%
0.48
50,000,000
34722
4%
2.41
90,000,000
62500
4%
4.34

Dry kg/sec Dry tons/year
5.43
7610
27.15
38051
48.87
68492

4.4 ebeam power requirements
In e-beam processing, the relationship between dose, power and mass throughput of a product through the
e-beam system is given by the relationship
X throughput efficiency (%) = Mass (kg/sec) processed.
The throughput efficiency is based on a number of engineering issues such as the conveyor system
efficiency, possible over scanning of the beam, etc. Some equipment manufacturers claim a throughput
efficiency as high as 85% (0.85). Efficiency is never 100%. For purposes of this report we are employing
an efficiency of 80%. Assuming a target dose of 10 kGy, Table III provides the ebeam power
requirements for treating throughput estimates as mentioned from Table II.
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TABLE III: ebeam power requirements for treating varying sludge througputs
Gallons/day

Target sludge
ebeam dose ebeam power requirements
throughput (kg/sec)
(kGy)
(kW)
10,000,000
5.43
10
68
50,000,000
27.15
10
339
90,000,000
48.87
10
611

From Table III it is evident that the minimum power requirement is a 100 kW for the smallest
sized facility and upto 611 kW for the largest sized community under evaluation. The question now
arises: Do we use use just one 10 MeV, 100 kW accelerators for the 10 MGD plant? Or do we use a ten
10 MeV, 10 kW accelerators? For the 50 MGD plant do we utilize one 7 MeV, 560 kW linac or do we
utilize three 10 MeV, 100 kW machines. Having multiple beam lines brings in system redundancy. For
the 90 MGD scenario will a utility be comfortable with one Rhodotron than provides 10 MeV, 1000 kW
bema power or do we use multiple combinations of linacs for purposes of redundancy? The equipment
configuration choice that one makes here has significant ramifications in terms of the capital equipment
costs and the resulting O&M costs. It will also have ramifications in terms of system redundancy and the
need for spare parts inventory.
4.5 ebeam capital costs and operating costs
Based on input from ebeam system manufacturers and installers, the capital costs for installing
one 100 kW linear accelerator was estimated to total around $ 3.3 million (Reimers et al., 2013). The cost
for installing a 400 kW linac would be approximately $ 7.6 million (Table 4). These costs include costs
associated with shielding, biosolids material handling system, design and engineering costs, etc. To
calculate the operating costs, the amortization costs (8% interest over 15 years life span), labor and
maintenance costs were included.
4.6. ebeam processing costs for treating biosolids to Class A
Table iv provides an estimate for the processing costs ($ per dry ton) of sludge to achieve Class A
biosolids in the different treatment plants of varying throughputs.
TABLE IV: ebeam processing costs for biosolids of varying treatment plant throughputs
5.

System

6.

Capacity

12. ebeam 13. 10
/100kW
19. ebeam 20. 50
/100kW
26. ebeam 27. 50
/400kW
33. ebeam 34. 100
/400kW

7. Dry
8. Capital Costs 9. Annual
10. Annual O&M
11. Total
Tons/day
Amortization
$/dt
MGD
14. 7dtpd 15. $3,323,350 16. $388,832 17. $366,168
18. $ 311
MGD
21. 35dtpd 22. $3,323,350 23. $388,832

24. $366,168

25. $ 62

MGD
28. 35dtpd 29. $7,635,053 30. $893,301

31. $581,753

32. $ 143

MGD
35. 70dtpd 36. $7,635,053 37. $893,301

38. $581,753

39. $ 72

To estimate these figures, a three step calculation was employed. The first step determined the cost per
day of the initial capital investment. To accomplish this task it was necessary to establish an average
plant lifespan. We used a formula to establish the annual amortization payment (AAP). The AAP
assumed a 15 year plant life span and an interest rate of 8%. To calculate this value, the capital cost was
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multiplied by the conversion factor of 0.117, yielding the AAP. Using the AAP, the capital cost per dry
ton (Capital cost/dry ton) was calculated. Since dry ton values are reported as dry tons per day (dtpd), it
was necessary to divide the AAP by 365 days.
Capital$/dt = (AAP/*365 days/year)/dtpd
Plant lifespan was not necessary in O&M calculation as O&M costs are recorded on a per year
basis. Therefore the O&M$/year was divided by 365 days/year to arrive at O&M$/day. The O&M$/dtpd
calculation followed the same formula as what was used for capital cost estimations.
O&M$/day = O&M ($/year)/ 365 (days/year)
O&M$/dt = O&M ($/day)/ dtpd
The values for Capital$/dt and O&M$/dt were added together to arrive at the Total$/dt (Table 4).
From Table IV it is evident that the cost of ebeam treatment per dry ton decreases significantly as the
throughput volume increases. The cost of treating sludge from a 10 MGD plant is approximately $300
while it costs only $ 72, which is almost 24% less. Thus it is evident how this technology becomes
financially very attractive to mid to large scale wastewater treatment plants.

CONCLUSION
The economic analysis of ebeam treatment of sewage sludge suggests that the costs for treating sewage
sludges decreases as the throughput volumes increase. This is no different from other ebeam processing
scenarios where the treatment costs should decrease with increasing product throughput. Economic
analysis of such types needs to be continually refined to obtain the best cost estimates for this technology.
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